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Pollution board looks at Eurocan problem 
A member  of the Pollution Con~'  Board will meet without the precipitator, a device that cleans Fritter said it will take four weeks to clear away busine~, could roach $10 million, Fritter said. 
with Eurocan officials today in Kitimat to decide 
whether  the pulp mill can operate without the 
precipitator destroyed in a fire Monday. 
Eurocan spokesman Sten Fritter said Wednesday 
that ff the board permits the mil l  to resume operations shut down for at least nine weeks. 
chemicals from the exhausts in the steam room, the 
company could be back in production within 10 days. 
If, however, the board refuses the, company's 
request o use alternative methods, the mill will be 
~r 
TERRACE-K IMAT 
Friday, November 15, !~7~ 
I+ ' 
20C 
debris from the fire and a further five weeks to install 
a new precipitator. 
He said none of Eurocan's 900 employees will be laid 
off during the shutdown. 
Total cost of the fire,, including interruptions to 
Volume 73 No. 221 
The company has sent force majeure notices to 
customers informing them that scheduled orders 
cannot be filled until the mill resumes operation, 
Force majeure notices have a!so been sent to the 
company's chip suppliers. 
DOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4636 Lezelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10 a.m..6 p.m. dally exce~ Sunday 
Frl.tlllP pJ/~. 
CAST YOUR VOTE 
E leet ion  
Saturday  
Ki t imat  has a choice 
Kitimat's 5,040 voters have 
a choice of nine candidates 
f.r district council in 
tomorrow's municipal  
elee~i~n. 
The number of candidates 
running f.r the four vacant 
seres .n council indicates a
change of attitude in the 
c.mmunby. In ~be 1978 
election all three aldermen 
up f.r re-election won by 
acclamation. 
This year, however, 
Alderman Joe Banyay has 
decided to retire after 14 
years .n council. In- 
cumbents Lee Ellis and Ron 
BurneH are seeking a third 
erm. 
Tile fourth vacant seat on 
c.uncil results from the 
resignation . f  Alderman 
Fran Buscherl. 
New names on the ballot 
include journalist Jackie 
Pleasams, former.editor of 
tl~e Northern Sentinel. 
Pieasams wants to see the 
,: l l leoo v i s I~  ~'om the Odawo Friendship Centre are here to learn villages to compare the Nishga and Gitksan-Carrier cultures with ' .  new council take an interesl 
i~¢ill&~.the dlfferences bebk/~: . :~e'  Pacific NoPtlnvest and theh" their own' Ojibway and Cree herltage. "A group of young people ....... ..i~h°ps]Ug and.. amenities.5~r 
l)~tai'10 home. As guests of the Kermode Friendship Centre, they sponsored by the Kermodes Will return the visit, r~tuma resmen s. 
• ~ a number of local attractions and visited nearby native p~oto by Oreg ~lddleton "The present ct|uncii is 
Demonstrators threatenhostages 
Iranian employees were and there was no sign the 
freed shortly after the era- crisis ~as about to end soon, 
bassy takeover Nov. 4. foreign diplomats in Tehran 
Iran was still insisting that told The Associated Press in 
Shah Mohammad Reza' Bonn, West Germany, by 
Pahlavi, ousted by telephone. 
Khomeini's forces in The protracted stalemate 
January, be.extradited from led to calls for President 
the United States before the Carter to take even tougher 
captives could he released, steps against Iran, but U.S. 
officials in Washington said 
shipments of food and 
medicine to Iran will not he 
blocked for the time being. 
The American Farm 
Bureau Federation, the 
largest farm group in the 
United States, said it will 
support an embargo n U.S. 
food exports to Iran. U.S. 
U.S. tals:es hard line 
farm products represented 
more than one-quarter of 
Iran's agricultural imports 
last year, • 
Carter, making his first 
lengthy public comment 
about the crisis, said in a 
speech Thursday in 
Washington he is holding 
Iranian authorities "fully 
responsible" and "ac- 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
President Carter, taking a 
hard line, says he will hold 
the Iranian government 
accountable for the safety of 
about 60 U.S. citizens held 
hostage in Tehran, 
admitted that U.S. 
diplomatic efforts have 
failed to produce "the ele- 
ments of s solution." 
He said Iranian authorities 
have gradually eased off a 
demand for return of the 
blackmail," Carter said. 
He said Americans are 
angry, but that the situation 
calls for patience, per- 
severence and "measured, 
deliberate action." 
The president did not in- "This is an act of 
terrorism totally outside the 
bounds of international law 
and diplomatic tradition," 
the president said. 
Carter's trong statement, 
made Thursday in a speech 
to an AFL-CIO convention 
here, marked a shift toward 
a blunt public approach to 
• the regime of the Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomeini. 
An administration fficial 
who asked not to be named 
shah for trial, but said that 
their control over the 
students who occupy the U.S. 
Embassy in Tehran is un- 
certain. 
The president said seizure 
of the embassy violated 
basic principles of in- 
ternational law. He vowed 
the takeover will not sway 
U,S, policy. 
"The United States of 
America will not yield to 
international terrorism or 
dicate what steps the United 
States might take if the 
hostages are not released, 
Actions taken so far in- 
clude a cutoff of spare parts 
for Iran's air force, a self- 
imposed embargo on oil 
imparts from lran, a freeze 
on most of the Iranian 
government's funds in U.S. 
banks and deportation 
proceedings against Iranian 
students inthe U.S. illegally. 
countable" for the safety of 
the hostages. 
The president, who earlier 
banned Iranian oil imports 
and froze Iranian govern- 
ment assets in the United 
States, said the Iranians 
"must know that the United 
States of America will not 
yield to international terror- 
ism or to blackmail," 
re.re interested in parking 
I,,s :han people," Pleasants 
said. 
She als. wants to see more 
.f c.uncil's decisions made 
in public. 
" .They  rehearse  
everything in secre first," 
Pleasams said. 
Candidate Louis Bolyki, a 
service man at Alcan, 
describes himself as a 
"professional hera)." 
He has lived in Kitimat for 
five years and spent four of 
those years lobbying for an 
airport here. 
Bolyki said trying to in- 
terest council in an airstrip 
was like "running into a 
brick wall." 
"If I join the gang, I migln 
d. better," Bolyki said. 
Claude Levesque, painting 
conlractor, wants to attrac~ 
s.me light induslry to the 
area that would provide jobs 
for women, 
His main concern, 
h.wever, is public safely, 
Levesque said the dike road 
should be raised and the 
Kuldo Street extension 
sh.uld have sweel lights. 
Albert Vennard is running 
5~r c.uncil for the firs~ time 
although be has lived in 
Kitimm for 18 years. 
Vennard, a pipe fitter, 
wants ~he dislrict's by-laws 
agains~ littering enforced, 
He said all kinds of debris 
lit lers .u~do.r areas uch as 
Radley Park and the tidal 
flats. 
Vennard said the 
mun|cipal i ly  promotes 
tourism but 5trgets the need 
"lo keep the doorstep clean 
as well as tile house," 
Fred Ryan, analysl, would 
like to have the advisory 
council on recreation 
enlarged to give The 
municipality "more input 
from petple wll, use the 
facilities." 
He w.uld also work for 
devel.pmem of the hot- 
springs, light industry and a 
ferry l~)rt. 
Incumbenl Lee Ellis likes 
to finish whal she starts, 
Ellis has served four years 
on council and wants to see 
projects undertaken during 
her terms in' office com- 
pleted. 
The projects include 
recrealion facilities, neigh. 
bourh|s)d X in the Kildals 
area and Cablecar phase II. 
Incumbent Ron Burnetl 
admits he wants a third term 
on council because he enjoys 
it. 
He said Ihe new c.unctl 
should concentrate on ferry 
An est imated 80,000 
demonstrators marched on 
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran 
today as Moslem militants 
threatened to take harsh 
aellm against their hostages 
inside the mission if the 
UnitedStates forces the shah 
to go to any country but Iran. 
NBC.TV news in Tehran 
mild the march on the era- 
balmy was the biggest since 
rite hostages were seized 
Nov. 4. The protest followed 
M~tem sabbath prayers and 
the demonstrators were led 
in anti-U.S: chants broadcast 
by loudspeakers in accom- 
penying minibuaes. 
A, spokesman for the 
milit~nta inside the embassy 
told Tehran Radio: 
"We announce the 
message of the Iranian 
people to the world that if 
America expels the shah, it 
will be committing an of- 
fence even greater than its 
previous ones. The shah 
should be delivered to the 
Iranian ation with his hands 
tied. If America. expels the 
shah, it must be certain that 
hardmr decisions will be 
taken against the hostages." 
The broadcast, monitored 
in  London, also said the 
mllitenia would boycott U,S. 
goods and urged other 
Iranians " to ban U.S. 
products in any way possible 
during the coming week. 
So far the U.S, government 
has refused to meet the mili- 
tanta' demand for the shah's 
~traditlon and has given no 
indication it plans to expel 
him. 
'Ayato l lah  Rubol lah 
Khomeini, 79, Iran's 
revolutionary leader, has 
canceled all appointments 
for the next three weeks be- 
cause of "slight fatigue and 
illness," the state radio said, 
end f0ceign diplomats in 
Tehran predicted a long 
s iqe  for the hostages. 
As the crisis entered its 
13th day today, the United 
States mounted a new 
Initiative to win increased 
domestic and international 
pressure for release of the 
captives, said by the state 
department o number 60 to 
U,S. citizens and eight 
nonAmerlcens, 
The number of hostages 
previously had been 
estimated at almost 100, but 
, the state department said 
Thurmiay night hat about 30 
However, Hasan Habibi, 
Iran's new cultural minister 
and government spokesman, 
said in a broadcast on 
Tehran Radio: 
"The general principles of 
our foreign policy are that 
we will, in no way, retreat 
from the threats and display 
of force by imperialism. We 
will further strengthen our 
anti-imperialist position, 
every moment more than the 
moment before." 
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. (CP) Saturday. 
- Hopes for up to 10o.00o Ontario Attorney-General 
people to return home today Roy McMurtry said that the 
after five nights in strange pumping operat ion 's  
surroundings rest on a potential to end in disaster 
delicate operation to drain l0 make it imperative that 40 
tons of deadly chlorine from square kilometres around 
a tanker car ruptured in a the derailment site remain 
tightly sealed. 
What does it He would not speculate on 
make woman'? when evacuees will be able 
to return to their homes. Of 
SPOKANE, Wash. tAP) -  the 223,000 evacuated Sun- 
An out-of-court settlement day from Canada's ninth- 
has been reached in 'the first largest city and part of 
so-called criminal con- neighboring Oakville after 
versation lawsuit o reach a the fiery train crash, about 
Hope for home today 
By GORD MciNTOSH spectacular train derailment Thursday for the wind to stop 
150,000 were allowed home 
Tuesday, 
McMurtry said a decision 
on those remaining away 
from home will likely be 
made sometime today. 
The chemical emergency 
team, at the derailment site 
since Sunday, made its move 
to drain the tanker early 
today when winds started to 
blow south towards "Lake 
Spokane County court in 
years. 
Criminal conversation is 
an act of sexual intercourse 
with someone else's spouse. 
Trial was to have started 
this week, but lawyers for 
both sides confirmed 
Thursday they had seRled 
out of court and that Herold 
will pay McNeil an un. 
disclosed amount of money. 
In his complaint, McNeil, a 
lawyer, alleged that Herold Ontario, 
seduced McNeil's wife They waited most 
blowing towards populated 
areas to the east. 
The pumping operation is 
hazardous, Any hitch will 
cause chlorine gas to leak. 
In the operation, chlorine. 
andair vapor in the top part 
of the tanker is pumped 
through a caustic soda filter 
which converts it to sodium 
chlor ide- common salt -- 
and dumped on a truck. 
To remove the chlorine 
still in liquid form at the 
bottom of the tank, the fluid 
is converted to gas and then 
back into liquid form. 
But there's a complication 
in this part of the operation. 
The liquid lies below a 154o- 
30 eentimetre layer of ice 
that has formed in the tank. 
Officials fear that the ice 
could collapse and create 
pressure in the tank. 
If that happened, the of- 
ficials said, the pressure 
could blow large amounts of 
chlorine through a gash in 
the tanker that was that 
lightly covered with a patch. of 
He said of the shah, being 
treated for cancer at a New 
York hospital: "We want an 
international criminal back 
from the United States, that 
is all." 
The demonstrators holding 
the hostages reacted angrily 
Thursday to a suggestion by 
Acting Foreign Minister 
Abolhassan Bani Sadr that 
women and non-white 
hostages be set free in the 
next few days without the 
shah'.s extradition. 
'Tehraaaaaaaaaannran 
Radio quoted the militants 
as saying: "Our conditions 
are known. We denounce any 
negotiations concerning the 
hostages' release before the 
United States extradites the 
deposed shah. We remind 
government officials to pay 
attention to internal 
problems connected with the 
people, instead of nego- 
tiating abroad and paying 
attention to international 
public opinion." 
U.S. officials say the shah 
might be well enough to 
travel in two weeks. The 
Mexican government is 
expected to give him refuge 
again, and he also has been 
invited to Egypt. 
service for Kitimat in con- 
junction with development of 
the h.tsprings. 
Candidates Stan Wat- 
chorn, a teacher at Mount 
Elizabeth Senior Secondary, 
and Ray Brady, elec*rician, 
could not be reached for 
comment. 
Candidates for the three 
seats on the board of trustees 
for School District 80 are: 
Noel Halton, engineer; Rick 
Wozney, lawyer; Hans 
Wagner, management 
assistant; David Edwards, 
industrial instructor and 
William Fowle, buyer. 
One thing is certain -- 
whoever wins this Saturday 
will have to run again next 
year. 
The winning candidates 
will hold office for only one 
year instead of the usual two- 
year term to pave the way 
for biennial elections of the 
entire council and board of 
trustees. 
Terrace voters 
offered seven 
Sa,urday is ~he day of 
decisi,,n f~r 4531 registered 
Terrace vo~ers, when three 
sea:s ,,n council will be 
c,,n:es~ed by seven can- 
dida:es, including all ~hree 
incumbents, 
The. ~:kr¢.e:.~.in cumbent s,
Alan Sou~ar, Helmut 
Giesbrech~ and Jack 
Tals~ra, are being 
challenged by newcomers 
Russell Mercer, M.11y 
Na:~ress, Lily Nielsen and 
Mickey Johnson. 
The p.ll is a~ Clarence 
Michael Elementary School 
Gymnasium on 3430 Sparks 
S;..pensa~ 8 a.m. and chases 
a: 8 p.m. 
Vo~ers who have not 
registered can still dv s, a~ 
~he p.lling station on election 
day. Any Canadian citizen 19 
years or .Ider who has 
resided in Terrace for three 
m.n~hs and in ~be province 
f.r six months is eligible To 
cas~ a ballot, 
An advance poll will be 
i~eld at Mills Memorial 
H.spbal from the hours of 4 
p.m. ~o 8 p.m. on Friday. 
There are no referendums vn
;he municipal ballot this 
year. 
Thornhill must 
make decisions 
The fmure direcfi~)n of 
TIt.rnhill will be ~,ne of Ihe 
issues v,,ers will have in 
mind when ihey g. to the 
polls Saturday to decide 
which of three candidates 
w,,uld besf serve the 
Th,,rnhili-Queensway 
dis;tie1 on die board ~f the 
regional dis,ric~ .f Ki~imal- 
S* ikine. 
The diree,orship will be 
c**n~es~ed byincumbent Les 
Wa~ m,,ugh, a scaler, Nadine 
Asan~e, a journalisl, and 
sch.. l  principal Roy 
Greening. Area E Ires 1872 
regis,ered w.ers who will 
cas; their ball|,Is at either 
she Th.rnhill Elemenlary 
Sch.,l .r Clarence Michael 
Scho.l. The p~dls open al 8 
a.m. and cl.se a~ 8 p.m. 
Saturday evening. 
Vo~ers in Thornhill will 
cast ~heir ballot as well on a 
diJg conlr.l bylaw pr.posal, 
al.ng wilh paris of the 
C,ppperside Esfates. In 
addbion, a proposal for 
funding ~he Terrace Public 
Library will be taken to a:. 
v,,e by Th.rnhill and' 
Queensway elect,rs. 
V,,;er e l ig ib i l i ty  
requirements differ slightly 
in regi.nal district elections. 
Residents in the specified 
areas for the past ~hree 
months and six months in 
British Columbia can cast a 
ball.~ pr.viding They are 19 
years .r .ver. In addition, 
n,m-residen~ property 
,~wners who have resided in 
~he province for 12 momhs 
can casf a ball.[. Any person 
wh~ meels the eligibilily 
requiremen;s bu~ has nol yef 
regisfered can d. s- a~ Ihe 
p,lis ~,n Saturday. 
Outlying areas vote 
Alice Chen Wing and Stan 
Kerr will contest dle Area 
Cdirectorshlp of the 
Regi,nal Dislrict of Kilima~- 
Stikine on Saturday. 
There are 1,409 regislered 
w~ers in dlis district. Chen 
Wing is an incumbenl 
seeking to retain her sea* 
against Kerr's challenge. 
In other regional district 
bmdes, Marly Allen will 
seek another term as the 
Hazel.ms' representative' 
He is being challenged by 
envir.nmenlalis, Marcel 
P,|uiin. Area S, which in- 
cludes Telegraph Creek, has 
Iw. n.vices Ernesl Klassen 
and Gordon Franke fighling 
if ouL. 
Area C vl,ers can vote in 
file following locals: 
-Ole's Place, Lakelse Lake 
-Recreation Centre, Kemano 
-United Church Office, 
Klem~ u
-Harfley Bay Band Office 
-Early Residence, Usk 
-Recreation Cen*re, 
Kitimaal Indian Village 
-R.sswt;od General Sit,re 
-Til.rnhill E lemenlary  
School 
-Clarence Michael School 
Results Monday 
Saturday, Nov. 17, is election day in municipalities 
throughout the province. 
Locally there are elections for Terrace and Kitimat 
council seats, regional district directorships, and 
school board elections in Kitimat and the single school 
board seat being contested in Hazelton. 
The Herald will present he complete results of all 
the local elections in Monday's issue. 
The Herald urges voters to exercise their franchise 
on Saturday. 
J 
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Christmas Seals are a matter of life 8 breath. 
Residential Tree Service 
'~ "!' +Trimming +Topping 
~ ~ !  +Removing 
Ful ly experienced, 
Ilcenced & Insured 
.i:~i ~:~ FREE EST IMATES 
84T=244~ (Smlthers)  
NO IV OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from thii Skeoea Hotel) 
45.13 Gre lg  635-2326 
,~ , / ' ) - ,Smooth  Sailing 
/ , o the  
t /"t Herald! ~i 
3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 .5  
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE.PLUMBINGSUPPLiES PUMPS. , 
HOSES. NUTCaANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATER SOFTE NERS AND MORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - N., a c Hydro 
635-7158 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
J "WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
PMmo 638-1634 or 635-354S 
SWIFT}/ ~HRUW~Y 
MUFFLERS 
Winter Months 
Nov. - Feb. 
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Ka lumStreet  
Plumbing • Heating. Commercial ServlOng 
Relldentlal • Industrial - Specializing Gas FItHr.~ 
end Sheet Matel Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
44$4 LAKELSE AVENUE 
,_. 
P.O. Bo'x 5,14 7. PHUNE.635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VIG 465 , ',{a" OR'635.93~0 
Install • Service Gas, Wood 11~1 Fl#ancel 
! 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE i1$.12$! ANYTIME 
~ ~(~'~ VAN'S OONTRAOTIHG ' 
~:  ' o ~,Restoriitiolis, Hope Chests 
; ,~ i  Cestom Made Fiirnitur,," iefinishia[ 
'~  ~"  ] Geniiral Doildiiii Cilatractini[' 
2i 2510 S, Kalum 635-5585 Terrace 
q[ &qV qSnterprbes 
MUSIC FOR eLL OCCASIONS 
pOP 
Wayne 4)$.$i84 
Days 43S.i:IIS Ernle 435.9253 
B ILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STRE[! ~.,!..~-',, .. : 
IERRACE 6 C PHONE 635.2473 
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub.buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
FALL SPECIAL 
In 1978, the Edmonton pub 
lisher said, he'went o Hcrst 
Schmtd, then Alberta's 
culture minister, and rooted 
his proposal in mere affluent 
ground. 
Details were being, kept 
quiet pending an an-' 
nouncement by Premier 
Peter Lougheed, bdt Culture 
Minister Mary LeMessurier 
broached the project in the 
Alberta legislature's ques, 
tion period Thursday. Ques- 
tioned outside "the chamber, 
she supplied a few more' 
details. 
Alberta will give the one- 
volume encyclopedia to 
NEWS 
EDMONTON (CP) -- Pub- 
lisher Mel tlurtig tried to 
enlist the Canada Council's 
help in creating the first new 
Canadian encyclopedia in 
more than 20 years, only to 
be told the federal agency 
did not have enough money. 
Then he went to the 
Alberta government. If plans 
work out, the Encyclopedia 
of Canada, perhaps to be 
known as The Canadian 
Encyclopedia, will be 
delivered free in about six 
years to every school and li- 
brary in the country. 
Hurtig said in an interview 
Thursday he took his dream every school in the country- 
of a new encyclopedia tothe as a gift to Canada. The 
Canada Council in 1976 and gesture will he part of next 
was told the council did not year's celebration of 75 
have the money to help. years of provincehood. 
Travelling Bob off again 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) Canadian UN mission.. 
Robert Stanfield says he's "I like to keep the whole 
going to take a two-week thing on the platter, I will be 
break in Ottawa to reflect a dch~gafairamountofthatin : 
little on his Middle East Ottawa, trying to just keep  
mission before leaving for the whole picture in mind." 
North Africa. S tan f ie ld ,  fo rmer"  
"In the next couple of Progressive Conservative 
weeks, the priority is for me party leader, said he hasn't 
to settle down anddo a little begun writing his final. 
reflection on what I've been report on his extensive mis-. 
told," Stanfield, am- sign, which he plans to 
bassador-at-large, said in an submit to Prime Minister 
interview Thursday at the Clark ,~arly next Year. 
Tories up budget for them 
OTTAWA :CP) -  Former present employees of the 
finance minister Jean company associated with 
Chretien proposed in the Conservatives, 
Commons Thursday that J. R o n R i t c h i e , 
A. Armstrong, chairman of parliamentary secretary to 
Imperial Oil Ltd., be ap- Finance Minister John 
pointed deputy prime min- Crosbie, is a former Impe- 
later, rial executive, and D. D.. 
Since the government Lougheed, brother" of the  
already has numerous ties Alberta premier, is a' 
with Imperial and has company director. 
decided to consult with Paul Curly, national 
major oil companies before director of the Conservative 
preparinga budget, hesaid, •party, once worked for 
Prime Minister Clark should • Imperial,~' as did two 
move to "complete his members of Energy Minister 
team." Ray Itnatyshyn's ta f f -  
Chretien'stongue-in-cheek executive assistant Pat 
proposal, ruled out of order, Howe and policy adviser 
referred to former and Harry Noel. 
[very Sunday & Wednesday ~ Ship's oil endangers isle 
0ctohiir 17 lib lieviomhlr 11 ANCHORAGE, Alaska main Pribilof islands in the 
(AP) -- A federal official Bering Sea, and has already 
Wilh •ny  order for Pizza of f~.00 and up',., warned Thursday that the spilled 100,000 gallons of fuel 
order • 9" pizza of your choke  for '/a price, environmentally-sensitive oil into the waters of the 
LTD, Salt Lagoon on St. Paul famous fur seal and bi~.d 
Pro0  i3S-3414 Island could be seriously habitat. The Salt~Lagonn is, _ ~ ~ f [  ~V[~I~sI," damaged if a,JapaneSe'ship" : St ."~abl  L Island's ' ~'leh~f' 
aground in the Pribilofs feeding area for migratory 
Free delivery Tuesday to Sunday ~ vo~. breaks up in a storm, birds. 
Closed Monday 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
~ ~ )  ]0LD UIILLS( 1/~ RD [~g?*O0 {'~ 
I 1 I~OI '~slONAI" 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS-  FURNACES -- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
~",~/~P 'F 'P  EN DAB L E 
CARPET & FLOORING~ 
INSTALLATION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
JA.M E~ GRAY 
4936 McDEE~ 
&31.t~V! 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these llama 
, hear tiiiith , bur claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
• moose or deer antlers (s~nCeor ~,r) 
, .Available at the front desk of the 
i TEMCE HOTEL 
We offer the most efficient way of 'cleaning your entire 
hinting system by using a PRO.VAC Resldemlal. 
Commercial end Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
GLACIER 
"Our service gives p~sltlvs and efficient results" 
L , , . ,~  4411 Liilioe Avilello 
:A . ~e,~,~ "~" Terrace, B.C. 
S A Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and sea for yourself. 
Phone' 
Terrace 635-5292 
Kltlmet 632-2466 
Pro.Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Ser~vlces Division 
Kltlmat-Terrace, B.C. :. 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocka, Concrete Gravel, Bagsof Cement, 
V4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 6U.3t~ 
F,J.H. READY MIX 
C~|lvuctlen Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
EASTSIDE GROCER V STARBOARD 
I~OW IN TERRACE ' UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT TACK YACHTS 
O & L PA INT ING Open 7 days a week ~.  SAN JUAN 
with Jerry & Marg ~ ' i ~  ~ 21' to 30' Sailboats 
Interior. Exterior. Residential. Commercial to serve you " & Accessories 
Specializing In Sand Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
-. - ,E . EEST,MA T ES ~ff2:~i,~S'i"AVE. WEEKENg,.:;,. 63.5 - 3OOI  
Phons ~15-4,~9 . ODD NICOLAYSEN . . . .  ~7~I~I~'LY  CONVENIENCE ~' c;I~E ":'tin Ken Hsnlmn 
 DaDQD  DaDQD 0  D I)QD°kDaDaD 
Coast guard spokemen 
said an estimated 100,000 
gallons of fuel oil still .on 
board the ship could spill out 
if it breaks up. Seas were 
reported at nine metres and 
winds of up to 130 kilometres 
.. an hour were sweeping the 
~( islan(ls. 
Thesllip ~vent aground,last!, 
week on St. Paul, one of the 
At least they 
LONDON (Reuter) -- It 
was a good night for island 
women in the Miss World 
pageant. 
Petite Gina Swainson from 
Bermuda was crowned Miss 
World to a fanfare of 
trumpets and the tears of the 
runners-up, Miss United 
Kingdom and Miss Jamaica. 
Miss Swainson, 21, defied 
tradition by refusing to cry 
Thursday night as the 
diamond crown was placed 
on her head by last year's 
winner, Silvana Suarez of 
Argentina. 
The new Miss World, who 
works for a wine company, 
was robbed of at least part of 
her moment of glory by a 
television dispute. 
Industrial action by tech- 
Dr. Pat Wennekens, 
pollution control co- 
ordinator for the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Servicel has 
declared that a state of 
emergency exists in the 
lagoon. He reported that 
small, shrimp.like vet, 
tebrates were dying by mfl- 
'lio~s.,:around the lagoon's 
tidal zone• 
got a look 
nicians meant hat a British 
audience of 20 million saw 
only the final minute of the 
extravaganza from London's 
Royal Albert Hall. 
But Miss Bermuda ap- 
peared unperturbed. "I'm 
very happy and honored to 
have achieved this for my 
country," she said. 
Miss Swainson said she 
was proud that Bermuda, 
with a population of just 
more than 50,000, could 
produce a Miss World 
against such fierce com- 
petition from 69 other an- 
-trants. 
Second was Carolyn 
Seaward from Britain, who 
before the compet!tion was 3- 
to-1 favorite to take the title 
for Britain for the fourth 
time in 29 years. 
RE-ELECT 
TALSTRAJack X 
To COUNCIL 
BATTERY SPECIAL ! 
*"$83.27 pl,s tax 
R27F 75 amp 
Replace' 
Wilh a new MotmcrMt 
Battery - The Latest 
in Balterv Technology. 
4631 Keith Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 635-4984 . 
1 / 
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Could the Mississagua disaster happen here? 
By ED YUDIN fident of current safety centre in Edmonton, and satisfied "all necessary country and never had mater ia l s  sh ipped through, as is propane daily basis, thougifl .':e 
Herald Staff Writer 
What are the chances of 
a catastrophe occurring 
in Terrace along the lines 
of the train derailment 
near Mississauga where 
the release of chlorine 
gas has created a 
national emergency? 
Well, chlorine gas 
shipments do make their 
way through Terrace on 
regu lar  occas ions .  
Railway officials, con- 
precautions, estimate the 
chances of a s imi lar  
disaster very remote. 
AI Menard, a C.N.R. 
spokesman i  Vancouver 
says the procedure in 
such emergenc ies  are 
eff icient. When a 
derailment occurs, the 
nearest dispatcher here 
is in Prince George, and 
he is immediately con- 
tacted. The message is 
relayed to the control 
ALICE CHEN- -WING 
,. .happy to serve 
( onference here 
The Yellowhead Interprovincial Highway 
Association cpnvention is scheduled to get un- 
derway in Terrace on Friday. The convention 
had been postponed from two weeks ago due to 
travel problems related with the air radio 
operator's trike. 
Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney will be host to a 
delegation of over 100 municipal eaders and 
representatives from across western Canada. 
The weekend's activities take place at the 
Terrace Hotel. 
The pool is open 
yi'~, eTerrace pool, closed for 2~ months reopened on 
'~sday ,  its new filter system apparently working, 
well. 
The new fall schedule is in effect and now available 
at the pool or arena office. Mary-Margaret Smith- 
Sneed, the recreation program co-ordinator, says 
swimming lessons have now begun. Anyone who is 
unaware of instructional times should call the pool. 
Smith-Sneed also says the recreation department is 
still searching for instructors for its winter 
programming in such areas as arts and c ra f ts ,  
general interest, and fitness programs. For more 
information, please contact he arena or pool at ~SS, 
1174. 
TERRACE 
COUNCIL BRIEFS 
The Terrace district 
council will recommend that 
Cyril Shelford, the fcrn~er 
provincial agriculture 
minister, be appointed to the 
existing vacancy on the 
Provincial .Agriculture Land 
Commission. 
A motion to recommend 
Shelford's appointment was 
made by Alderman Bob 
Cooper at Tuesday evening's 
session of council. The 
motion came in response to a 
request from the Fraser- 
Fort George regional district 
board that the council write 
the ministry of the en- 
vironment to pressure for a 
northern representative on
the commission. According 
to the regional district 
board, most of the land 
within the agriculture land 
reserve is located in nor- 
thern B.C. yet there is only 
one northern representative 
on the commission. 
In other council news, 
council has referred to the 
recreation committee a 
request to upgrade Riverside 
Park. Bernice Patterson, the 
treasurer ofthe Terrace Mr. 
Mike's ladies softball team, 
has written council about 
possible further im- 
rovements to the facility 
ted near the curling rink. 
Patterson would llke to see 
)roper maintenance of 
washroom facilities, covered 
bleachers installed to protect 
against rain, and improved 
maintenance of the outfield 
among other items. 
There may be another pub 
in Terrace. Terrace council 
has received a request for 
approval of a neighbourhood 
public house license from 
Blake Davis. 
If the planning committee 
gives the go-ahead, the pub 
would be constructed on the 
corner of Keith Avenue and 
Hampton Street. 
In his monthly report to 
council, Animal Control 
Officer Tom Chesterman 
revealed 730 animals have 
been impounded by the 
municipality, 558 have been 
destroyed. 
PRINCESS RAPS PORN 
MONTE CARLO (CP) --  
Princess Grace says she 
regularly drops into par- 
nography parlors in Monaco 
- -  but only to make a protest. 
"I get so upset when I see 
some of the magazines in full 
view of youngsters," says 
the princess who has asked 
shop owners to hide the 
magazines from view and 
"not display them in the 
front row." 
NOTICE 
The Lazelle ~edical  Centre Is maintaining 
temporary facilities. Patient care will 
continue and files have been preserved. For 
Information and appointments please call: 
635-6263 or 635-2211 
thecr is is  is attended to precautions are taken." 
almost at once. Edgar,  who is a 
"Our communication spokesman for both 
equipment is very Pr ince Rupert and 
sophist icated, which Terrace local members, 
enables us to get to the says the waybil ls, 
scene fairly quickly," he identifying the cargo, 
said. always go with the car. 
Dick Edgar ,  the 
chairman of local 154 of The cars  are always 
the  Canad ia  n clearly marked if they 
Brotherhood of Railway conta in  dangerous  
Transport and General chemica ls .  "We've  
Workers, says he is shipped gasoline up 
ELECTION FEATURE 
any trouble,"  he through Terrace and 
remarked. Prince Rupert by rail. 
Another spokesman for Mercer says chlorine, 
the union brought the su lphur  d iox ide ,  
nitroglycerin and even 
issue up at the last  nuclear wastes pass 
meeting of the Terrace through here. However, 
district council. Russell both Menard and Edgar 
Mercer, acandidate for a denied that nuclear 
• wastes are shipped by 
seat on council and a rai l  through Terrace.  
local ra i lway union Edgar says disassembled 
spokesman, noted the military equipment from 
number of dangerous Alaska is shipped 
through Ketchikan. adds such shipments ::.-, 
Mercer says despite the only be confirmeci ' 
wealth of dangerous through str ict  govern-  
chemical shipments, the m e n t I i c e n s i n g 
railway "does a good job procedures. Edgar on the 
in safety." other hand, thought the 
"The commodities that shipments took place an a 
do travel are handled less frequent, bimonthly 
effectively and fast," he 
said. 
How often do  such 
shipments occur? C.N. 
spokesman Menard says 
it is probably done on a 
She presents concerns [(,]r you 
Her husband, John, is a 
schmdteacher a, Caledonia. 
The couple have three 
children, Ryan 4, Lisa 6, and 
Sara 8. Chen Wing feels she 
has been effective in the job 
"because ,hey know I'm 
'~here and they have con- 
tacted me." 
Bill VanderZalm, the 
minister of municipal af- 
fairs, has indicated sweeping 
changes in ~he regional 
dis, ric~ sys,em may be 
fi~rl hcoming, possibly the 
ewire sys,em may be 
junked. Chen Wing thinks 
lha, would be a mistake. 
"I think ,.he regional 
disaric, has a place in co- 
.rdinafing ,he planning of 
c.mmunities or areas side 
by side," she said. "IIs 
impor,am function is ~o 
bring services and a sem- 
blance of government to 
un,rganized areas, iT means 
pc.pie can make contacts for 
pr,blems." 
"I don', faw,r a complete 
change as Mr. VanderZalm 
has suggested," she stated, 
while admi, ling minor 
amendmenls could help fix 
up lhe problems being en- 
countered. 
If she is successful in 
turning back the challepge of 
Slan Kerr, she h)oks foi-ward 
u, lhe .pp,rmni,y of serving 
another lerm. 
By ED ¥UDIN 
llerald Staff Writer 
The diversby of Area C of 
,he regional dislricl of 
Ki~imai-Sfikine precludes 
,he emergence of any single 
issue in ~he current cam- 
paign, says Alice Chert-Wing, 
~he incumbeni director 
seeking re-election. 
Included in ,he district are 
d~e Rein,s, Gc~ssan Creek, 
Copperside, Kalum Lake 
R~d, Kilimaal Village to 
name jusl a few. 
"I'm nol campaigning on 
any particular issue," she 
says. "All ,he pockels of 
p)puladon are s. differen,, 
s. each individual group has 
a differew issue." 
"My approach is that I 
represenl lhe people for their 
:uncerns and present {hem 
u~ ,he board," she continued. 
"Since I've been elected, 
some, ne from each pocket 
has eontacled me wilh a 
c,ncern." 
Chen-Wing Ires resided in 
,he Terrace area for ap- 
pr.ximalely II years. Prior 
m c.mmg here, she had 
resided in such diverse 
locals as Seazde, Wesz 
Germany and Vanc,uver. 
She received ller basic 
nursing ,raining a, lhe 
Vancouver  Genera l  
H~pital, after gaining a 
bachelor of science in nur- 
singdegree a, Se Universily 
of British Columbia. 
She assumed ,he director 
,)f nursing lz)sifion at Mills 
Memorial hospital for a 
peri,d of 4t/~ years, and slill 
serves on ,he h,spitai board. 
basis. 
Dera i lments  of  
dangerous chemicals has 
occurred before in the 
Northwest. Menard says 
a spil) took place at Loos, 
Just east of Pr ince 
George but the area was 
l ightly populated and 
there was no problem in 
the cleanup. 
1'he last seflous spill in 
the province took place 
two years ago near Hope. 
It was a sulphur spill. 
Derai lments in the 
province, in general, are 
not an uncommon ex- 
perience. 
10 % OFF ALL MEATS 
Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
Turkey, Fish & Dell 
f 
at  
Overwaitoa 
All this week Nov, 13 to 17 
I RE MOVIN 
p . 
.: ,'a 
4 :  
from 
4423 Railway 
to 
'---4517 LAKELSE AVE, 
(FORMER McEWAN MOTORS BUILDING) 
We'll be open for business 
M ,,O.NDAY, NOV. 19 
LADIES: FOR CHRISTMAS WE HAVE THE TOOLS 
FOR ALL HIS MECHANICAL NEEDS 
- socket sets - screwdrivers - wrenches - etc. 
Hitachi Power Tools 
Jigsaws, disc grinders, electric drills, belt sanders & Portable blowers Cost price 
Watson Green Ape Gloves 
Watson Utility Gloves (Ouster) 
• 0 Icelandic Winter Mitt Lmers.~ woo~ 
Lincoln Welding godse~/s .~  ,u.s4O°° 
Natflex Rain Gear col, . , . . ,  s~,, $21 n 
Master Levels ~, sJz. 25%,, 
s2o,  
$3oo 
$3. 
Come in and browse "an' ~ in-stole specials 
Whtle stock lasts 
I 
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EDITOR'S 
JOURNAL 
BY 
GREG 
MIDDLETON 
The voters should have by now taken a look at the 
candidates and the issues and made up their minds as 
to how they will cast their ballot. 
So, rather than an editorial just urging You to vote or 
attempting to sway the remaining undecided to vote 
one way or the other through an aniy.sls of past per- 
formance or campaign promises, here is simply a 
prediction. Based on some observation of the can- 
didates, it is a prediction as to how those will do you 
elect. 
Jack Talstra, the quiet little lawyer, will continue to 
act as a moderating influence on council while he 
serves his apprenticeship for the mayor's job. 
Helmut Giesbrecbt will, if he's a bright as he seems, 
work hard to become again the excellent alderman he 
was rather than continue to be, as some people see 
him, Vic Jolliffe's appointed gadfly. 
The matriarch of the artsy craftsy., Molly Nattress, 
will serve as ambassador from the make believe 
world of theatre she created, and act as a powerful 
lobby for that group while she learn about the real 
world. 
Alan Soutar, the prince of pretty, might get another 
worthwhile renovation and redecorailon project 
through council before taking the knowledge he gained' 
about council back to his business. 
Skiing competitor Mickey Johnson would fight his 
one battle. 
Russell Mercer, if he does his homework, could be 
labor's hope for the future. 
Lily Nielson, a nice little lady really, would go a bit 
further afield. 
And in the best regional district race: 
Les Watmough, the would-be king of Thornhill, will 
fight to the death of his empire. 
Nadine Asante, with skills well developed as a 
journalist and an advocate, could let the people know 
what was going on and voice their concerns, whether 
they like it or not. 
Roy Greening, too nice a fellow to stab in the back, 
would find out the children in his school are less wilful 
and vindictive than politicians. 
CONNECTIONS 
Technology and change 
INCENTIVES 
FOR II' 
INOVATION ,, 
By 
NATHAN 
ROSENBERG 
• ~ : ' .? 
This is the eighth of a weekly, fifteen-part general 
interest, non credit, educatinnal series en technology 
and change, called Connections, offered by the Open 
Learning Institute. 
Each week, an article will appear in rids paper. On 
Sunday, at 8 p.m. en Channel 9 (Cable TV), you can 
watch the weekly PBS television series, Counectioas, 
part el rids multi.media centinuing educatlen 
program. As well, you can purchase a Viewer's Guide 
from the Open Learning Institute (see coupon at the 
end of this article). 
In this article, Economist Nathan Rozenberg of 
Stanford University explores the problem of providing 
incentives for new technologies that wW meet 
society's needs. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
lu~pid and pervasive technological innovation has 
been primari ly responsible for the long-term ira- 
Dear Sir: compare his own record of provements in material well-being that have 
I have read Mr. Pease' public service and characterized western industrial societies. 
epistle of Wednesday, Nov. achievement against hat of But it has also been responsible for such undesirable 
14th, which could better be myself or any others who consequences as damage to the environment and 
described as Pea-ism. . have similar, records.,After depletion ~ of some natural resources.: 
~In it he refers to the'dl}t~ ) ~A~e'~ ~ab ~q[. ery~,~l', h'l~ "kp:.~" .'~e,,~ev~lop.m~o6ig'~tlt'~ffective set of policies~ 
tricks campaigns ~_atdutve , .pl~ntj'.c~'hip. ~|~'thln',ivill.,,¢o~i~-fl'~.:t~e g~erat i~:~of  new technologies--: 
uses m past Terrace ~e De consiaereo capable of technologies that will meet our social goals--is 
 Ttio? o y  :urT  beta  qnsllfled oritlc therefore one of the high.! priorities confronting our 
Technology and the economy 
Sincerely society. 
V.C. Jolliffe 
Technological innovation has, of course, done more 
Dear Sir: than just increase the output of goods with unchanged 
The Regional District characteristics.~ Its effects are not adequately sum- 
Administrator, Mr. John marized in terms of so many more automobiles, 
Pousette, is attempting to bushels of wheat, or square yards of cotton textiles. 
cloud the issue of the ski hill Rather, and :more importantly, technological in- 
deficit by blaming it on the . . 
tess ° ~', -~  ',--~-,~,,~ue"'"~" " ' '~"  '  = ~ novation~over, the _past two, centuries has dramatically 
fac~s~t~a( the ski hill ~t  ~qta~'fOrmed the compnsdion of the economy's output 
$30,000 last year through as well as increasing its volume. In doing this it has 
mismanagement on one of' 
its best snow seasons ever. 
And the very fact that the 
regional district is involved 
in a court case over breach 
of contract shows 
mismanagement.. 
Through mismanagement 
the seas~'s pass rates have 
gone up too high for an area 
which is owned by the 
people. An adult day-night 
season pass has increased 
from $130 last year to $215 
this year, an increase of 65 
per cent. A maximum family 
day-night pass has increased 
from $350 to $575. 
If our politicians don't ake 
more interest and show more 
direction, the ski hi]! will 
priceitdelt odt of the market. 
For example,~ fa~mily of four 
couldski at Smlthers for $210 
less for a season's pass with 
seven d~ys~/~ebk operation 
and a nt~ili~,l~l~ger s ason. 
This issue bas to be looked 
into. " 
' *, Mickey Johnson 
also transformed our lives. 
newspapers can see the 
record for themselves. To 
suggest that he lost the 1973 
election because of a 
pamphlet put out by an 
unnamed group in which 
they suggested persons 
worthy of support, which 
included amongst others, 
himself, myself and Alan 
Soutar, is going it little too 
far. I was not pleased with 
seeing myself linked with 
Pease. However, I would 
have to be small minded to 
attribute my election loss for 
mayor by thirty-seven votes 
to that fact alone. The record 
for the election of 1973 shows 
the following: 
For mayor, Rowland 
received ~2 votes; Jolliffe 
received 885 votes -- a 37 
vote margin. 
For Alderman, 2year term 
-- elected were, Maroney 
1012, Green 991, Clift 971; 
also tans were, Rushton 641, 
Pease 505, and ltighe 493. 
Pease received ap- 
propriately half the votes 
that any of the three ouc- 
cesaful candidates received, 
and was 466 votes below the 
nearest successful can- 
didate. For Alderman, 13 
month term -- Buncombe 
was elected with 878, Soutar 
lost with 618, Gowe received 
272. 
Mr. Pease should look 
elsewhere for the reasons for 
his losses at the polls. He 
has, after all, only been 
elected on one occasion, but 
has offered himself many 
times as a candidate. If he 
will check my record, he will 
find that I have been elected 
to public office six times. 
By offering myself as a 
candidate for mayor con- 
sistcotiy for 12 years, I have 
wovided an alternative for 
the voter, with varying 
successes and close failures. 
It is interesting to note that 
since I withdrew from of- 
feting that alternative for 
the last two elections no one 
has come forward to contest 
the position of mayor -- a 
very unhealthy situation for 
a community of 1O,000 
population. 
The cost of running for 
mayor as an independent 
without a group behind you 
can be very expensive in. 
deed-  have spent per- 
sonally out of my own 
savings over $200,000 
providing that alternative, 
something that 1 am no 
longer prepared to do. 
I challe~e Mr. Pease to 
It would be an unproductive intellectual exercise 
even to look for 18th century equivalents (or even the 
recognizable antecedents) ofcertain products that we 
take for granted today-jet airplanes, computers, 
plastics and synthetic fibers, vast quantities of 
electric power available at the touch of a switch, 
television, telephones, antibiotics. 
Technology and capitalism 
Historically, this techn(;logical development has 
been very closely connected with the rise of capitalist 
institutions and the powerful incentives that these 
institutions have provided, through the profit motive, 
for new technologies. The point was forcefully 
highlighted wfli over a century ago by even the 
severest critics of capitalist society, Marx and Engels, 
in the "Communist Manifesto," published in 1848: 
"The bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one 
hundred years, has created more massive and more 
colossal productive forces than have all preceding 
generations together. Subjection of Nature's forces to 
man, machinery, application of chemistry to industry 
and agriculture, steam-navigation, railways, electric 
telegraphs, clearing of whole continents for 
cultivation, canalisation of rivers, whole populations 
conjured out of the ground-what earlier century had 
even a presentiment that such productive forces 
slumbered in the lap of social labour?" 
Note that Marx and Engels do not attribute this 
explosion in productivity to the emergence ofscience, 
or to a religious ethic, or to some new impulse to 
human ingenuity, They attribute it specifically to the 
Dear Sir: 
This letter Is to register 
my objection to your labeling 
me as a person who "waffles 
on the issues", incidentiy, 
the only definition given for 
"Waffles" in the dictionary 
is % soft but crisp cake of 
Pancake bat ter " !  
Your staff interviewer 
states that I have taken firm 
stands on issues but "like 
most politicians" another 
label, I am a "fence sitter" 
label number three. 
The only thing he can use 
as an example is my con- 
tlnual statement throughout 
this campaign that, the 
decision to amalgamate 
Terrace and Thornhill 
should be given a full in- 
vestigation and that he final 
decision should be made by 
the taxpayers of both 
communities. Is this 
waffle? 
He was right, however, in 
stating that I am enthused by 
the possibility of working on 
Council. 
~arpen your pencils and recall for Courses by 
Newspaper's first national exam, baaed on ~e series 
"CoonecUons T " : echnolngy and Change. 
This challenging multiple choice t~t wW measure your 
understanding of the topics that are discussed weekly in 
The Daily Herald.. 
The Courts by *Newspa~r Test will appear at the end of 
the course. 
Yours lruly, . 
watch tortH Molly Natlrcss .............. 
rise of bourgeois (that is, capitalist) institutions. 
In a capitalist market place, the possibilities for 
profitmaking through'the introduction of new 
technologies are vast. Indeed, Marx and Engels take 
an even stronger position: not only does a capitalist 
economy offer powerful incentives to innovation; it is 
also essential for the very survival of the entrevreneur 
that  he innovate as rapidly as possible. As they had 
pointed out earlier: "The bourgeoisie cannot exist 
without constantly revolutionising the instruments of 
production...'!. 
Profit motive 
Subsequent history has lent support o this aspect of 
Marx's analysis of capitalism. The market economy, 
in which private entrepreneurs actively seek to in- 
crease their private profits, has proven to be im- 
mensely effective in mobilizing inventive and in- 
novative ta lent . '  "'~'- 
At the same time, the market economy has strongly 
shaped the direction of technological innovation as 
well as. its rapid rate. 
Unfortunately, the profit motive has not always 
worked to advance society's interests. Consequently,. 
the government has supplemented the operation of the 
market place with public institutions or financial 
support for specific kinds of activities. These include 
agricultural experiment s ations and a wide range of 
public subsidies to basic scientific research, from 
which private profits are not readily available and for 
which market incentives alone are therefore in- 
sufficient. 
Adaitionnlly, we have become increasingly con- 
cerned in recent years with aspects of the innovative 
process to which we were surprisingly indifferent in 
the past. New technologies often inflict certain ~osts 
upon their, ha.rural and human environment that 
duse,s,  to be recogniz" ed in any social accounting but 
a~ not Ordinarily part of private profit accounting. 
'1~ include environmental pollution in a variety of 
fo~,  S apdsaf~y and health hazards to workers and 
c~im~ers,  "~ 
N~,~p01icies / 
lWe urgently need new public policies that will offer 
i$centives for innovation and at the same time protect 
against some of the undesirable side effects of 
tgchnology. Developing such policies will call for 
pblitlcal courage and leadership as well as social 
.i~.agination. The task of reconciling conflicting roup 
hiteresta nd priorities without, at the same time, 
dulling or even destroying the incentive mechanisms 
underlying technologlcatinnovation will be an ex- 
iremely delicate undertaking. 
Large issues are at stake. History makes it clear 
that private business i  strongly incluenced by market 
forces concerning the direction as well as the pace of 
inventive activity. 
Thus, for exantple, the abundance of forest lands 
and the cheapness of forest products in colonial 
America (and later) led to the invention of a vast 
array of ingen/ous technologies for exploiting wood. 
The abundance of good farmland in the American 
mid-west in the lgth century generated an incredible 
profusion of machines enabling a single farmer to 
cultivate a far larger acreage than his European 
counterpart. And the exhaustion of high quality 
mineral deposits in the 20th century has already 
prompted the development of techniques for ex- 
ploiting low quality ores that were previously 
neglected. 
Our history also shows us that technology is ex- 
tremely versatile ~d that it is highly responsive to 
changes in ineenti~.~ and rewards. It should not be 
beyond our ingenuity to use the incentives of the 
market place to demetop new technologies that will 
deal much more effectively with such current con- 
cerns as environment 'and energy. 
It is hardly surprising, for example, that private 
enterprise developed technologies that fouled the air 
and treated watercourses as open sewers for their 
effluents when no cost was imposed upon them for 
doing so. On the other han$1v ,we ~c§n confidently, 
predict that a system of tax~s 0r,0ther~cl~arges for 
industrial activities that pollute the'~nvironment will 
eventually lead to the development of new 
technologies that produce far less pollution. Indeed, in 
many industries far less polluting technologies are 
already emerging. 
It is a mistake to regard technology as simply 
constituting part of the problem, although that has 
undoubtedly sometimes been the case in the past. 
Technology ,s an extremely powerful force whose 
shape and thrust can be incluence d to a far greater 
extent than is generally recogniz~l. But we cannot 
shape technology if we reject or straitjacket i , as has 
been increasingly the case with some of the regulatory 
activities of the government in recent years. 
Rather, we should seek ways of increasing the 
rewards for technological innovations of the kind that 
we regard as socially desirable. Prizes, patent grants, 
and favorable tax treatment are some of the 
mechanisms devised in the past to encourage in- 
novation. 
By strengthening such incentives and developing 
new ones, we can assure that technology will, in the 
future, bemore consistently arrayed on the side of the 
solutions rather than on the side of the problems. 
NEST WEEK: Robert P. Multhauf of the 
Smithsonian Institution discusses the relationship 
between science and technology. 
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newA --o ! LONDON (Reu.ter) -- A Queen's painiings, one of the Blunt  in pass " i 
spy has best private' collections in passed information to the secrets, but in 1951 he used ! 
Britain with the revelation the world, until 1972 and Russians, Mrs Thatcher his Soviet contacts to help 
that Sir Anthony Blunt, continued as her art adviser said After 1945 he was no Burgess and Maclean to flee. , 
former art adviser to the until he retired last year. • " ' " I 
Queen, passed secrets to the In MosCow, Maclean was J . ' . | 
So~et Union. approached by reporters in J / ID i~ABV D l~tA IO Ik l / '~  I 
ungu. mn~ l]g.ure m me art foreign ministry. He said: 'I J ~ ,, J 
worla, splon tar me ~ovlet know why you are here and I [ uy I 
Union during the Second can lell you now 1 have J ~-r~ #'~IIIDE'// --~,.J I IAD IA  VfN I l l k lq  ~ - J . 
World War as a member of nothin~ to say"  I , -~  ~un ~:LL u~nu ~vt r ' tn~ wvvr~ I 
British military intelligence, The surprise annoucement n ! 
Prime Minister Margaret in Parl iament led to a Paperbacks are one of the most popular material! 
Thatcher told the House of dispute, with opposition supplied by the l ibrary. A goodport ion of the total 
Commons Thursday. Labor members alleging the stock we hold is made up of paperbacks mostly • . ' 
She also said he helped facts had been deliberately because of the high and rising cost of hardback books. 
British diplomats Guy kept from the British public Browse through our paperback racks for these and '. i~- 
Burgess and Donald for almost two decades, more recently received additions" 
Maclcan, both Moscow spies, "The whole shabby affair ~ •"  . . . . . . . . . .  = . . . .  ,-' • - ~omeone is I~,llllng me ureat  unels at ~urope v slip away to the Sewer Union appears to have been a . • , ~/- 
. . . . .  Nan and Ivan Lyons is a splendid and funny murder 
eeniona~e scandal ment " said Lab,,r ~D mystery as one alter anomer, mnsterlm cnem arouna , ' . _ 
~nly Ohours af'ter Mrs. Dennis Skinner. ~ . . . .  Europe are killed by an overweight gourmet. . '~ 
Thatcher revealed that Blunt The affair came to a head The Coconut Killings by Patricia Moyes is set in the  
was a spy, in answer to a with the publication of the Caribbean and when an important American senator 
qnestion offered the day book The Climate of Treason iski l led, Chief Superintendent Henry Tibbett is called 
before, another question on by historian Andrew Boyle. over to sort things out Patricia Moyes is a former 
~e Bu~g~hMa~veaenmmaf~anit r e Alteha~ighun~heBbovO~ek dl~not winner of the Edgar Allan Poe Award for mystery 
,~e ~ ' • ' ' y" aa  a writing. " • Th .  par l iamentary  trailof clues pomUng to the • . . . 
usstion called fo a " " :,. ^, ,~ . . . . . . . . .  Raw Material by Alan Silhtoe is a part novel, part  ~ i~ q r n m- tdent,~;~ u. L.~ ou-~..,~u . . . .  . 
vestigation into links bet- fourth man who had P 
ween the Burgess-Maclean helped Burgess and Maclean mining country. 
affair and a British-born to escape. The Last Starship from Earth by' John Boyd is a ' " . ' 
physicist, WilfridMann, now The "third man" had been chilling 'novel set in the future in which the state 
living in Washington. Elm Philby, whose high decides whom one will choose as a mate• ~ "  f \ /  i' ~ : . ' " . . .  
Mann, in a statement, position in the British Secret The Wild Island by Antonio Fraser has Jemima 
denied involvement• The Service enabled him to aid Shore In" es' iL~'o - ~-" =L'~ . _ :n "h ^  - -ss ion and  
House question is to be an- Burgess and Maclean and madness of a ~amfl ~, mUI~verUn~ss t= ~'~ . 
swered on Monday who, years later, followed ~ . _ • _ :~ . : '" . . . . . . . .  
• • . • • t.rusoe m Lonesome Lass ny ~elann ~towe ]s me Blunt -- at Cambridge them rata exde m the Soviet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~.. 
University befor e the Sec,,,,^"'~ Union. remarKaole. . . . . .  nlograpny ot tmlpn ~awaras wno, in ~ iz ,  
World War --  had Shotted Boyle said Thursday vamshed into a remote sechon of BrltlSh Columbla 
. - -  , . . ~ ,  • • . . • . 
likely recruits for Soviet rught. I have nothing but a and fought for his survival against a hostde en- 
intelligence among the feeliug of satisfaction." vironment. ~ ~ ~ I V  • ~ " .  
clever upper-class young He declined to name any Conan and the Sorcerer, Conan the Avenger and 
men. destined . to enter more traitors. . . Conan the Adventurer continue the saga of this ever 
# 
urimln's establishment. "I can mink at annul 25 annular fantasy hero 
His whereabouts were a people who I think of as ~ .~ . ' , • . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  If N°v'17t°241sChildrensB°°kFestlvalWeek'Wed 7 ~ ' .  " '  " ' " ' " " mystery to~y. un weo- gnmy ot treacnery, ann na love ~o -o* a ~ . . . . . .  t.; la.~. ;.,~ ,t.o m. . . . . . . . . . . .  
nesday he left his London a dozen of them are walking ~-~z.~'~.°,~"~.~_"::~".~-'~'^",~.'~'..~ ~'~v;~ 
" he said I.,uo=,tu~y ~;~,~ tu .u~p u~'uutumt~tu ~ a . a u t a .  uuur .o ,  apartment with baggage and about today . . . . . .  
• " re There are a variety of actlvntles planned throughout took a taxi for Heathrow One or two of them a . . . .  
Airport, perhaps for Italy, still in influential positions, the whole week that will appeal to different age 
saida porter at his home. but I think they have long groupS.entr box "' ~ . - .  i.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i  Mrs. Thatcher said that ago been neutralized. On Saturday, Nov. 17 at I p.m. there will be a film 
Blunt -- about whom Mrs. Thatcher said hour in the l ibrary arts room. The Loan's Necklaceis 
speculation had bean rife for Britain's director of public an Indian le~_nd which tpll~ nf hnw fh~ Innn ~n, l r~ 
years --  had confessed to prosecutions authorized . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  ? . . . . . . . . . . .  ": . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "1 . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  the white stripes around ~ts neck. Big League Freddie 
eeplonage in 1964, but only tslunt s immunity m oraer m "s . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  et ~ '-  in l a cartoon starring Fred Flmtstone who ~s signed to alter nemg grantee im- get mm to co-op ate la . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . -~: -  p y lo ramgteagueteamat las t ,  we ll also nave our . . . . .  munlty lrom,~pr~o{Rib~. -mve~ugauons Into spylus , ,  . . . . . . . . . .  " 
l e earl 1960s y reaoy ana waiting tor any great suggesuons There was no evidence Britain'n th y . . • . 
against him. Blunt knew Burgess, mat chlldren may nave in naming our guinea pig, : ~ e ~ g t ~  ~ O~| a :~O~~s'~hqqv~-arsO '  a ,  r..,,, I~ahk:t 
Buckingham Palace an- Maclean and Philby at "Name the l ibrary mascot"  contest will be running | 
nounced, simultaneous with Cambridge University through the entire week and on Saturday, Nov. 24, a : {' 
Mrs. Thatcher's tatement, before the war. It was there, winner will be announced and our "pig" will have a | 
that the Queen has stripped in the left-wing intellectual name ' ' 
Sir Anthony of his atmosphere fostered by the Sun~ia'" N . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " " / . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e were y, uv. xe a~ x p m,  mere WUl De a story nour 
Knignmooa, grantee in 1956 oepression, ma~ m y in the l ibrar ~ " "': . . . . .  " . . . .  y arm room ~J  cn,aren are welcome forserwcss to the monarch recrmted into Sovnet m- . . . . . . . .  ' 
, e  . . . . . .  nan neen zeeper m° me"" te,lSen~ . . . . . . . . .  e" AnyWe ,chlldrenne. navlngwhoa arebit OfinterestedfUn Tu sdaY,in paintingN°V .20bannersat 7 p . m o. . . . .  " 
~ / . celebrate Canadian books are asked to come out. A f e r .  !i(~/e::!o~l~etIR i'l ~ lOrn i~?~d 8PIll d . :P~ce~/C~'~ i,~, 
l l i~ l ' l ]~ '~f i  our painting session, we wil! hang our in~ent i0ns:  i.,ii,,,;, i,-~ .... " e¢  i 
1:. =:_  I .L: ___ . - .  L 1  . . . .  For the grade 5 to 7 level we are very fortunate m 
ODIU I I I  having a Canadian author come to visit us at the . _ _  
. . . . .  l ibrary Monica Hughes will be here on Thursday, ' . . 
ALDERGROVE B C a aemist wanted to see a -. ~- . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' " - . . . .  e ° Nov zz at 7 p m ~ne IS me aumor ot The Tomorrow 
(CP) A woman who took nepatius clearanc zorm ~.. ' . - .  ". = . . . . . . . . .  - -  . . • . t...e^.~ t,. . . . .  na ~*.,* . . . .  I, Ll[y ann unosz uance t:aper. ~onlca Will De reamng 
four Vmtoames oat peep from a few of he " " . . . . . . . . . .  the teeth of three-ear-old r books. Science fiction and mystery mm nor name in ucr~oeer vii .~ . . 
. • .. ffic.al LeThie n readersshou ld fmdherarea l t reat  Wehopeanyoneln . i" ~ i i !  - ~t~' ~ 1 ~0 e 0 O~~i says Immlgrauon o i S • • . ' .  . were dishonest in tellin~ her When 14-week-old baby th~s age level who enjoys books of this sort will be able 
the- refugees had no h'ealth Quan developed a congh~ she to attend the reading. It will be a real thrill to meet a 
problems, decided to take the whole Canadian author• Monica's books will be on display -} "'. , 
o this family in a doctor for tests durln the week so c Suzanne LaRo~.31;c~ ~ __ . . . .  . . . . .  .: " g nine in and take a pe~.~. ~ , , 
i ,~'lzey' reveale~ Le ",'men naa ' '  i Fraser v~Ney ~~ n  t~ "... ' ". . . . .  • Saturday, Nov. 24 is the last day of otlx; festivities. 
r s s nepatlttS, quan was , ~u~easto.~V.a.ncouv.e, a.y sus-ected of havin- tu We ll be ending it all with a puppet show at l p.m. and .- 
she tears mat oy mmng.me ber~niosis and both -~rents then an announcement of our "Name the Library 
family into her bome sne nas ~ Masc" ' ~ t~| :~: : : : :~ ; ; , I~~~,  e~.~ | w0uld ||~e ,0 l . . . . . . . .  ~-d --ro~ites at contest winner later in the day. er , .  ~.,,,,o . enoangered me nealm ol n , ' We'd love . . . . .  • e ,~,,,~ ,,ta ,.~;la Now, Mrs, LaRose s child to have as many children Jolnlng In our 
"M'e~b"'ers" o'f"~he Tran has a cough and she fears be Book Week  as we can pack into the library. Come on 
family who moved into the might have contracted a out! It should be fun. 
I.:a'Ros" e home last Oct. 17 are disease .because. he has '. "" ~". " i . ' .  ~ i i  ~ ~ ~ ! i l i d l  :p l i i ! i l  ' suffering from hepatitis, played w~th..Le Thien.
intestinal parasites and ur.  ~nmony .L, arsen, 
susnected tuberculosis provincial epiuemlo[ogist, 
---~ . . . . . . . .  '"  " " ew ,, salo Tnursaay a n I feel the gnvemment has . . . 
been dishonest because we program is ~mg setup to 
asked immigration neoele screen and trace refugees 
whether theft'was any risk who show signs of illness. 
,.,fdi=~,e~ and ttu~u enid nn ' All the provinces have 
. . . .  • ~ . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  decided to do tests over and she ea,u . . . . . . .  
"I would . . . . . . . . . .  not have gone aoove mess anne ,,~Y me 
ahead if I had known I would federal government. 
be nuttin~ mv little boy Alvin Harem, assistant 
Chr,o,a.f'"-- o,~' ,,o,,.'~°~" refugee, settlement director, 
Doctors in the Aldergrove said the refugees g.e! the 
oi-six-'member's of other Canada as. al l  other, im- 
r~uaee families they have migrants out ne nia not znow 
communicable diseases aminauon m possnme m 
despite assurances the boat mmgee camps• 
people were screened before 
being admitted to Canada, ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ' *' "" '"'j":~: '~' i 
Provincial health officials ~ JPm~k ~]~ r Jp~k I  I I k I  r I  i ~ ' ~ /  '-'.'~: . , 
haveboenconcemedabout InK  ~ ~ J ~ I I N K I I  '~1:~; 
new program to try to V~l.~, 4:he. - Rn access ib le  candldat#:!:~i 
. . . . . .  sk to S-On v v ~  mv~o mlmmlze me rl p - 
sors. who  will bdn 9 ~ fu l l - t ime ~ 
Mrs, LaBose said her faro- - , - • ." 
fly's problems tarted when ~ commitment to he job 
Shor t  te rm ,. g citizen who has lived 
LA PAZ CAP) -- Col I~-~ .~. , -  ~ ! -- - - " - - - "  
AibertoNatusch, who seizeci ~ ~ t l ~ i  i ~nO wo(ked  in the Ter foce  
power in a coup Nov, 1, ~ ~  ~ . . . . .  
resigned Thursday, a close !:' ~ comMunl~ to( JU  ~eaf8 
aide of the Bolivian leader : • ~ ~ ,  
said. ~ ~  - R conscientious and 
The resignation of ~ ~ " ;  • 
Natusch, who has faced ~ ~  ~ diligent worker  with a 
widespread oppoeition since ~ ~  
seizing power Nov. 1 f rom ~ proven record of hc, rd 
President Walter Guevara, 
was annotmced shortly after ~ walk and Involvement in 
an agreement  was  an- . .  - -  • 
communl t~ Oktt~lrS nounced between me 
Bol iv ian Congress and Vote  Not t ress  " ' ' 
military leaders for a new 
government that would not 
include either man. 
Nov. 17 ¢Lt Clarence michlel ON NOVEMBER 17th RE-ELECT 
" ' "  "d  I :1' =' 'I;E 'SS molly TALSTRA Jack Barnum and Bailey circus . I 
performed under canvas for • ~ TO T E R RACE CO U N CI L 
the last time in 1956. , . . . . . .  
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
VICTOR P. HAWES, Optometrist 
wishes to announce that he has moved his 
office to the Skeena Mail. For appointment 
please phone 
635-2229 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
V8 auto trans., PS & PB 
1978 T-BIRD TOWN LANDAU 
Air conclltloned, stereo 8 track, power seals & wlndows 
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE 
1976 MAZDA 908 2 DR. S.W. 
Excellent condition 
1977 FORD E150 [CONOLIH[ 
Short w. base van, V6 auto. trans. 
1974 THUNDERBIRP:" 
V8 auto, steren, air conditioning 
1979 ZEPHYR 4 DOOR S,W. 
ve auto, PS, PB, i1,000 kd~. 
Trudeau s 
all the mo 
By JOHN FERGUSON 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Prime 
Minister Clark said Thur- 
sday he in not certain how 
Pierre Trudeau managed to 
snend nearly half the annunl 
Hg MAIK AiiiP ggG grill,.. 
YOU COME 
OUT ON 
TOPi 
$5395 
budget fi 
minister's, 
last two m, 
Clark eal, 
mlnisteria 
before, a 
mittee thal 
$I.I million 
May, a 
corrcepon~ 
ties camps 
He conce 
portion of 
nbout $448, 
for severaz 
pay for st~ 
minkter's 
move with 
office of 
leader. 
But he a 
excluding 
vacation I 
spending d 
months a~ 
~,000 (a 
cent above 1
allowed by 
The total 
the office - 
policy advisers, upport staff 
and a letter-writing staff - -  
is ~.76 million. 
Asked by reporters later ff 
he was suggesting that 
Trudeau had used the money 
on election expenses, Clark 
replied that he was not. 
But he noted that here had 
been a "fairly dramatic In- 
crease" in spending for con- 
tract staff during the period. 
An aide to Trudeau said 
later the office was not used 
Jean Thomson and Marilyn McLeod of Terrace visited 
the construction site of the proposed Canadian Cancer 
Society lodge in Vancouver last week. The 48-bed, two- 
storey building will house cancer out-pntlents from 
areas outside of Vancouver who must remain in the 
city while undergoing treatment. At present, patients 
from outside Vancouver must stay lnhotels, motels, 
private homes and at Shaughneasy Manor, a senior 
citizens retirement facility. It is a make-do situation 
which does not meet the needs of patients who often 
must remain in the city for as long as six weeks during 
a course of brief daffy (reatment at the clinic. The 
lodge, first of its kind in B.C., will open in mid-1980. l for extra election spending 
$8795, T ime to quit snoot ing 
$3495 
53595 
$5995 
$4195 
LONDON (AP)--With the governor might be on his 
major political difficulties in way to the territory early in 
the Zimbabwe Rhodesia 
peace talks overcome, 
ceasofire negotiations are 
due to start between black 
and white commanders 
whose armies have been 
fighting for seven years. 
Foreign Secretary Lord 
Carrington on Thursday 
secured agreement from the 
Patriotic Front guerrilla 
alliance and Bishop Abel 
Muzorewa's bi-raclal ad- 
ministration to Britain's 
plan for direct rule during 
preindopendeace elections. 
The limelight in the talks 
then switched today to the 
military cammanders whine 
armies have fought an in- 
ereaeingly bloody war which 
has cost more that 20,000 
lives. 
Brlli~ sources cautioned 
late Thursday there are still 
blems. But the sources 
ff all goes well a 
ceasofire can he agreed to 
within a week and a British 
Guerrilla chiefs said this 
satisfied their demands for 
equal status for guerrillas 
and government soldiers 
during the transition. They 
accepted the British plafi, 
which Muzerewa endorsed 
two weeks ago. 
British officials were con- 
fident that beth sides were 
firmly agreed --  providing 
that ecasefire negotiations 
succeed-- that the governor 
will rule, maintaining law 
and order through the white. 
led police force. 
About 800 soldiers from the 
Commonwealth will monitor 
the ceaseflre. Com- 
monwealth observers will 
oversee the election ammg' 
the country's even .million 
blacks and 230,000 whites. 
l~ajor difficulties racing 
the ceasefire uegotiatlons 
December. 
Lt..Gen. Peter Walls, su- 
preme commander ofMuzo. 
rewa's army, police and air 
force, and Josiah 
Tongogarn, head of the 
larger of the Patriotic 
Front's two guerrilla ar- 
miss, have both been in 
London for most of the 
conference that began 10 
weeks ago. Tongogara heads 
Robert Mugabe's guerrilla 
army in Mozambique. 
Lookout Muslin, com- 
mander of front co-lnader 
Joshua N~amo's forces in' 
Zambia, has not ~'et a n4.ved 
in Loiidoii,'.'dff~Ja,,, sod; .... : 
On Thin'~hy; in a 16-word 
amendment to his original 
transition plan, Carrington 
said guerrillas, like are the two sides' widely 
government soldiers, would differing estimates of how 
be under the proposed isngitwilltaketoimplement 
British governor's direct a eeasefire, whether 
authority during the_guerril las and government 
ceasetire, soldiers will each be frozen 
In separate camps, and 
Inuit welcome 
the developers 
with conditions 
By JOE MA 
EDMONTON (CP) -- The 
president of a development 
corporation jointly owned by 
natives and non.natives in 
the Eastern Arctic says the 
lnuit are not opposed to 
resource development. 
On the contrary, they wel- 
come it - -  provided 
developers and governments 
do it right, said John Todd, 
president of Siniktarvik Ltd. 
of Rankin Inlet, N.W.T. 
Todd told the eighth 
• nat iona l  nor thern  
\development conference 
Thursday that Siniktarvik, 
with the national Eskimo 
brotherhood Inuit Taplrisat 
of Canada as a major 
shareholder, has been 
running a profitable 
business. 
He said the native people's 
switch to wage employment 
from their traditional 
lifestyle of hunting, trapping 
and fishing is an irreversible 
trend. The land could not 
continue to support such a 
lifestyle for a growing Inuit 
population. 
' "The need is fur alter- 
native sources of op- 
portunities, jobs and in. 
comes which, in my opinion, 
can only came from resource 
development . . . .  
"Companies hould not 
accept the cliche that native 
people per se are opposed to 
development, but rather 
seek to establish the 
mechanisms that ensures 
they derive concrete 
economic benefits." 
Todd advised developers 
to invite Inuit equity par- 
ticipation in development 
ventures to provide them 
with "a real sense of 
ownership and un- 
derstanding of corporate 
operation." 
He warned' 't'~lal 
t 
¢ 
resource development and to ; 
benefit from it, Settlement of 
native land claims would :, 
help both the native people i 
and the companies but it is 
still not forthcoming' 
It was announced to the, 
conference just after the ~o :~ 
men spoke that the Federal 
Court in Ottawa has rejected 
Inuit ownership of ?8,000 
square kilometres of land in 
the Eastern Arctic while 
recogn iz ing  nat ive  
aboriginal rights to hunt and 
fish in the area. The court 
also lifted a temporary .in- 
junction prohibiting m~. ,  
companies from operating in
the area. 
Todd and Tagooma 
declined immediate cam- 
monte 
karlier Thursday, lone 
Christenaen, former com- 
missioner of the Yukon, said 
the Yukon governme0t 
wunts development but not' 
development at all cnain. She 
also said the delay in c~-~ 
struction of the Alaska . .H~h~: 
way gas pipeline is providing ',
a welcome breathing perled i 
for Yukoners as they' 
prepare for economic bmm. ~' 
Hilde Watson of Haines 
Junction, a former member 
of the Yukon coun eg, said 
development has provided 
economic benefits for both 
the native and nou.native 
people. She said the social 
and environment impact had 
been blown out of proportion 
at public hearings uch as 
the Mackenzie Valley 
pipeline inquiry headed by 
Mr. Justice Thomas Berger. 
Stuart Hodgson, former 
commissioner of the Nor- 
thwest Territories, said 
there is no turning back in 
northern ' resource de- 
1979 THUNDERBIRD $7495 whether anyone will be dis-.,;..! fish while mineral de- Chambers said the lnuit RE-ELECT .... , ..... :. . . .  , , , - ; ,  armed. ,.'::;";men~ contin~e.,'=/9~".gO~'r'tt~'~eelarailen on 
..' '~' Mugube has about 12,000 B~,'iii',."L~ke~ N.W.~," lift§ ~ abi~Hgin~b1'~il~ll~"but that 
16,000 kilos, guerrillas inside the country eh, aded the issue of do~n't mean they own the 
' and Nkomo about 4,000. Zim. aboriginal rights, says the land." 
i TALSTRAJ X babwe Rhedesian govern- Inul l  Tapirisat of Canada. The judgment rejected 
ment sources here estimate Mr. Justice Patrick Inuit ownership of more than 
1977 FORD F350 cn[wcAe $8295 there are also at lcast lO,OOO Me~oneylfftedatomperary 78,000 square kilometres 
trained guerrillas in base injunction on development i  they claimed. 
ve automatic, e ft. box. camps in Mozambique, the region located about Mahoney also absolved 
Zambia nd Angola. 1,600 kilometres north of mining companies of blame 
The 80-per.cent-black Zim- Winnipeg. And he recognized for the decline in caribou 
TO COUNCIL  habwe Rbedeslan army is Inuit aboriginal rights to fish berds, anargumenttholnuit 
1978 FORD BRONCO $9905 withestimatedmainlyatwhite12;O00officers.men' area.and hunt over a specific used to secare the 
" ~  The Muzerewa delegation But Ottawa could That injunction banned the 
V6 radio, 4 speed maintains a ceasefire might autberizemining exploration federal government from is. 10 % OFF ALL MEATS ~ implemented Inn  few throughout that entire area, suing prospecting permits, 
days because Walls could Tapirisat lawyer John land use permits, mining 
order his disciplined army to Merritt said. leases or recording mining 1979 FORD F250 PICKUP $7695 .,o, , , ,o ,  q=ok,,. ,.,,,. u,o,. how,,.o o,.,m.w,o,.,,.,o.... The guerrlllaleaders say it that area is but it appears of any major river crossing 
c~ly 6oo0 k,o,., vs auto *tans. Turkey ,  F i sh  a Deft  would take two months to that mining companies will or calving area within the 
at  ::~ .. implement a ceasefire, be able to operate there," he disputed territory. 
• :, , Britain estimates hooting said, "That makes Then the Inuit took t'he fed. Overwaitea oou,d stop within two weeks aboriginal title unclear and era, government and six 
1977 DATSUN PICKUP 54795 f ro ,  an agreement, we are carefully reviewing mining companies to court to 
,.;. The guerrlilaswanta long the Judgment." get a permanent halt to 
, s~,d, 4 cy,.. ,,opt box '~ All this week  Nov. 13 to 17 period partly to bolster their The Tapirisat represents mining activity. 
• demands for a total six- 23,-500 Canadian Inuit. The mining companies are 
' ,  ~ ~:, , month transition. Merrill said: "We have a Noranda Exploration, 
I I" number of options, including Urangesellscbeft of Canada, 
1978 FORD VAN COHV[RSIOH $|2 095 Mickey  r-,.-..-~ appea l - - to  the Supreme Western Mines, Ccminco, Ibhns0n Court of Canada," Essex Mining Co. Ltd., and Any appeal must be made Pan Ocean Oil Ltd. Security conversion, frldge, furnace, e.., Ii within 30 days. 
, , , Luther Chambers, a About 10 years ago the 
justice department lawyer companies received permits 
who represented Ottawa at to prospect and develop 
~20 995 the trial, heralded the uranium deposits west and 1979 20 FT,OKAHAGAN MOTURHOM[ - |ccossJb[o | t  micko~ JOhM$OD Ski Shop judgment usa major victory southof the Baker Lake area 
for the federal government "including . the - great 
ooly ,~o k.os P 4722 tazelle Ave, 635-2714 and the mining industry, majority of places wnere ,as 
"The effect of the lnuit ... hunt caribou,, 
judgment frees the federal Mahnne.v said. 
1976 DATSUN 4x4  P ICKUP -sot afraid to tackle controvonial issues . ~., ~ . . . . . .  _ $4995 
- "COllaCil shoild sor¢e the people, : Riverside Auto Wrecking. 
Terrace Totem Ford ,, net tile opposite" ' .L icensed mechanics available to install parts - walls our recreation facilities to be -Used parts & accessories 
OglClOOt aid affordable ~ i . . . . .  Used cars & trucks 
.Motors & transmissions at I "direct input nero Cooncil to Regional District reduced prices 
a~.KL I :OT ._ . _  - -  [ _~ -BCAA affiliate 
I iMtUM( iflM Uiohaei (Uiekey) IN' I 24 HOUR TOWIM 
uul_u._un_n_ m-so7 ,,,,,,,,,,,,0,,0,, m-= 
"overlooking native con- 
certo can lead to cest!y legal 
battles." 
Another Speaker from 
Rankin Inlet, Eric Tagooma 
of Innit Development Corp. 
which is partly funded by 
Inuit Tapirisat, agreed with 
Todd. 
Tagooma said the Inuit 
people's ability to continue 
".heir traditional way of life. 
Northern Development 
Minister Jake Epp and 
former federal energy 
minister Donald Macdonald 
are among the speakers 
today, the final session of the 
three-day conference 
sponsored by the Alberta 
want to have some say in Chamber of Resources. 
• Development and 
hunting approved 
By BILL Lt.'.~ -r govermnent o issue per- 
OTTAWA (Cr, --  A mils." Chambers said, "The 
decision by the Federal Inuit wanted to keep out all 
Court of Canada on Thur- mining activity and they 
sday,to allow Inuit to hunt failed." 
veiopment. He said the 
Berger~ i~ inquiry had 
: t~reatis~it conclusions three 
years ago about the native 
f 
"'FER R i~( :E-K I'1"1 I I  VI '  - 
daily her !d 
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CFL EAST 
Als go game by game 
"I really don't know why 
we've been able to beat hem 
so often in the big game," 
Proudfnot said. "But I do 
know we always seem to 
come up strong defensively 
in the season when it 
counts." 
Proudfoot said he thinks 
perhaps experience has 
something to do with it. The 
Alouettes have six players on 
defence who have been with 
the team at least eight years. 
Quarterback Joe Barnes 
didn't appear to be as certain 
as to the reason, for Men. 
@eal's success, but he had 
his thoughts. 
"I do know there's a lot of 
character on this team," 
Barnes aid. "We have a lot 
of money players who know 
how to win in big games. 
"It means working a little 
harder this time of year. I 
have a feeling this is going to 
be a' very hard.hitting game 
and I know we're both ready 
to play." 
Offensive tackle 'Dan 
Yochum, matched against 
Ottawa's Jim Piaskonki, said 
he has "no idea" why the 
Ainuettes have prospered. 
"But I do know what it 
takes to win, and I know 
what we have to do -- play 
hard and play smart of- 
feusively." 
For his part, Piaskeaki 
said: "All l 'know is .that 
Montreal has a great football 
team --  offensively, 
defensively and especially 
their special teams. They 
are a fine all.round football 
team that's willing to make 
sacrifices." ............. 
Piaskoski seemed par, 
ticularly worried about the 
Alouettes breaking a kickoff 
runback or punt return, 
"There's no way we can give 
up any real yardage on 
¢ 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Head 
coach Joe Scannella of Mon- 
treal Alouettes has adopted 
what might be called a prae. 
lloal approach to the Eastern 
Co~oferonee final of the Cana- 
dian Football League. 
Simply put, it's "this: 
"Never mind the Grey Cup 
game - -  it doesn't mean as 
much as this one, You've got 
to beat Ottawa to get there." 
Veteran Alouettea safety 
Tony Preudfnot, who's been 
in five Eastern finals, agrees 
about .the challenge the 
Rough Riders pone here 
Saiurddy. "That's right. And 
besides, the Grey Cup game 
i~S a' way of taking care of 
itself 0nce you get there, 
which is the toughest job." 
While the Alouettes have 
made a practice of ousting 
Ottawa in the EFC final in 
recent years,, Proudfoot 
doesn't pretend to know why 
o¢ how. 
CFL WEST 
special teams without giving 
up a touchdown. If .they 
happen to do it again 
Saturday, I think it will 
break our backs." 
Perhaps no team in the 
CFL throws as many 
defensive sets against an 
opponent as Ottawa does, 
and 'it's taken: teams some 
tlme to decipher them. 
"That's one of the reasons 
we've started slowly against 
them on some occasions," 
said Montreal's Yochum.. 
"I think sometimes we've 
been a little ton scholarly in 
our apprnach to playing 
Ottawa. We think a little hit 
too much against them. 
What we have to do is get off 
the ball and block What we 
,see."  
If' that's the lease, the 
Eastern final shapes up as 
another typically hard- 
hitting Ottawa-Montreal 
confrontation. 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  The 
waiting has been a little 
easier this year for Warren 
Moon, heir ~pparent toTom 
Wilkinson, No. I quarterback 
with Edmont¢~ Eskimos, 
Moon has,.;,been playing 
behind WiI l~9~ ,sin..c¢.,he, 
joined the Eskimos in 1978 
after a stellar college career 
with the University of 
Washington, capped by a 
Moon gets his big chance 
threw more touchdown Late in the season Moon 
passes than the eight-year was quoted as saying he 
veteran during the regular would consider the National 
season. Football League if the  
"I play so much now," situation was right, but now 
says Moon. "The longer I says no defection was ever  
stay up here the more I play. considered. 
"At the time my answer on 
this was that it was a possi- 
bility, that I wanted to keep 
my options open," says 
Mean. 
But he adds that every 
U.S, player who comes to the 
CFL keeps hoping that some. 
day he might make it back to 
play on home turf. 
"My sights right now are 
It's been a whole different 
season." 
Moon won't get the call 
when Edmonton takes the 
field against Calgary 
starring role in the 1978 Rose Stampeders in the Western 
Bowlgame. Conference final in Ed- 
But,. while last year he monton Sunday, which in- 
watched mainly from the cidently is his birthday. The 
sidelines, this year the 22. game, at4:30p.m. EST, will 
year-old Los Angeles native have full network coverage 
has been much more active on CBC television, set on becoming the starting 
with the Canadian Football, But Moon fully expects to quarterback for Edmonton." 
L~ague Grey Cup chain, be the No. 1 quarterback for Moon and Wilkinson 
the Eskimos~ some day and= contrast widely in style. 
#~'3  ,~ 81~ ~ " ~' ....... : "has scotched rumors .he  Wilkinson, the resilient 
He started four games and might be considering a trip veteran, likes to march 
south when the remaining steadily upfield with short- 
two years of his contract are gainers, while Moon attacks 
over. with sweeps and sharp, 
split the  quarterbacking 
duties with Wilkinson in 
most of the rest. In fact, he 
NHL 
No one likes, to lose 
Gary Gree n ~is learning games, rallied to extend goals, giving him 16 for the 
quickly that~¢~iing in the: the|r, wi'nrflng streak to five season, and rookie goalie 
big time isn't all fun and games and their unbeaten Richard Sevigny recorded 
string to eight. 
Flyers 5 Oilers 3 
Centre Ken Linseman 
scored two goals as 
Philadelphia posted a team- 
record ninth straight victory 
and extended its unbeaten 
streak to 13 games. Sabres 5 
Flames i
John Gould, who played 
for Atlanta last season, and 
Ton.v McKegney scored 
within a 90-second span of 
the openi,'.~ period to lead 
Buffalo to vi.~tol~y. Atlanta 
outshot Buffalo 3o-!6. 
Canadlens 4 Rockies 1 
Guy Lafleur scored two 
Balanced 
play 
not too 
his second straight victory 
for Montreal. 
Penguins 3 Kings 3 
Rick Kehoe fired in a 35- 
footer with 2:33 remaining to 
give Pittsburgh a tie with 
Los Angeles, which had gone 
ahead four minutes earlier 
on Charlie Simm¢r's econd 
goal of the night and 17th of 
the season. 
penetrations deeper into the 
pass defonce. 
Moon says he thinks his 
reputation as a deep threat 
has been overblown and he 
doubts that statistically he 
averages much more in long 
passes than the league's 
other quarterbacks. But 
stacked up against Wilkinson 
he looks like a long-ball man, 
he says. 
Since both men have had 
equal opportunity to exercise 
their differing styles, Moon 
feels the club will be well 
adapted to him when he does 
take over. 
"I don't think it will be that 
much of.a shock when Wilkie 
does retire." 
Actual ly,  the. Eskimos 
have three quarterbacks. 
The odd man out in this 
triangle is veteran Bruce 
Lemmerman, who was out 
with injuries last year and 
saw action in only one pre- 
season game this year. Moon 
says he sympathizes with 
Lemmerman's situation 
since he could likely start 
with another club, but he 
thinks he can beat Lem- 
merman for the starting job 
if Wilkinson quits. 
Proven ability to work? 
- YES  
,. ,.;', . 
I 
Effective with Council? 
.yEs 
Knows your concerns? • . ..~ ~.,~!., ~. 
- YES  
games.  
"A leas stinks," said the 
26-year-old Green, youngest 
coach in the National Hockey 
League, after his 
Washington Capitals were 
unable to hold a one-goal 
lead in the third period 
Thursday night and bowed to 
Boston Bruins 3-2. 
"It's important hat our 
players feel the loss," said 
Green, promoted from 
Hershey Bears of the 
American Hockey League 
after Danny Belisle was 
fired on Wednesday, 
The Brnius came on strong 
in the third period, tying the 
game on a goal by Stan 
Jonathan and then winning it 
on a power.play tally by Dick 
Redmond with 6:02 to play. 
"We didn't have the legs in 
the. third period," Green 
said. "Conditioning is the 
thing with Our club right 
now. They proved they have 
the desire and the heart. 
Now we're going to have to 
make sure they're in shape." 
In other NHL games 
Thursday  n ight ,  
Philadelphia Flyers beat 
Edmonton Oilers 5-3, Buffalo 
Sabres defeated Atlanta 
Flames 5-1, Montreal 
Cunadiens topped Colorado 
Rockies 4-1, while Pittsburgh 
Penguins and Los Angeles 
popular 
", FOR ALLSTARS 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
National Hockey League's 
balanced schedule, im- 
plemented at the start of the 
current season, is costing the 
21 teams money because of 
loss gate revenues due to less 
Interdivislonal play. 
Cliff Fletcher, general 
The Herald, Friday, November 16, 1979 Page 7 
Banquet end of road? 
TORONTO (CP) -- There 
isn't anywhere to go but To- 
ronto for this year's 
Canadian college football all- 
stars. 
The 1979 Canadian Inter- 
university Athletic Union 
football team is being 
honored today, although the 
players were officially an. 
nounced Wednesday night at, 
a fund-raising dinner at- 
tended by Princess Anne'. 
Tl~e trouble is, it's end of 
the road for most of the 
players with no more op. 
partonities to impress the 
pro Scouts. 
"And.it's a damn shame, 
too," Frank Morris, director 
of player personnel for 
Edmonton Eskimos of the 
Canadian Football League, 
said Thursday night at the 
Schenley Awards presen- 
tation. 
"There should have been 
some effort to continue the 
CanAm Bowl games either in 
Tampa or somewhere lse," 
Morris said. "It not only 
gave us a good chance to get 
another look at the Canadian. 
kids, we got a chance to see 
some U.S. college players we 
hadn't even heard of." 
Morris and represen- 
tatives of almost every CFL 
team are here this week for 
the College Bowl showdown 
at Varsity Stadium where 
the University of Western 
Ontario Mustangs meet 
Acadia Axemen for the third 
time in four years. 
The Can-Am Bowl, in- 
augurated two years ago, be. 
came a showpiece for the 
elite of Canadian college 
football to show their talents 
against U.S. collegians using 
Canadian rules. 
The  first two Can-Am 
Bowls pro.red financial flops 
and sponsors held little hope 
after the 1979 game at 
Tampa, Fla., that the series 
would continue. 
After talks to move the 
game to Lubbock, Tex., 
.foundered, the CIAU an. 
nounced that the game had 
been cancelled temporarily. 
Morris wasn't the only one 
disappointed in the can- 
cellation bf the Can-Am 
Bowl. 
"I would have loved to 
have played," Scott 
Mallender of Windsor 
Lancers said Thursday night 
after learning he had won the 
Hec Ctdghton. Trophy a$.t.hg,..'. 
, onts~nding,collnge fo0tbali . 
player inthe country. 
The honor followed the an- 
nouncement Wednesday 
night that he had been 
named quarterback to the 
all-Canadian squad -- which 
will be formally 
acknowledged at today's 
lunchedn. He would have 
been a surefire starter for 
the Canadian college all- 
stars had the Can-Am Bowl 
continued. 
"We were going to win 
Sometime,'.' Mallender 
observed. "It might have 
taken us a couple of more 
years, but we'd have been 
ther e soon. 
"Now I suppose that's it. 
They'll just drop it," said the 
23-year-old senior at Windsor 
who never did get an op- 
portunity to play in either of 
the CanAm Bowl contests 
which were staged early in 
January. 
Other Schenley winners 
named Thursday night were 
defensive end Jim Muller of 
Queen's Golden Gaeis, who 
won the J.P. Metras Trophy 
as outstanding lineman; and 
rookie running back Joey 
Tynes of St. Francis Xavier 
X-men, top freshman in the 
CIAU. 
Saturday's College Bowl 
game will be carried live na- 
tionally on CBC television 
starting at 1p.m. EST. 
Weekend picks for NFL 
Everybody knows that 
when they go head-to-head, 
American Football Con- 
ference teams hold a distinct 
edge over their couSins from 
the National Conference. 
The margin is 26-10 for the 
season and the AFC needs 
just one more victory to 
clinch the 52-game series for 
the sixth straight year. 
Ignoring that evidence, 
however, the Pro Picker 
offers a couple of NFC-over- 
AFC upsets this week, 
picking Chicago Bears over 
New York Jets and New 
Orleans Saints over Seattle 
Seahawks. As usual, no 
guarantees, . just hunches. 
But you knew that already, 
didn't you? 
Last week's 9-5 made the 
season's record 95-57 for .625. 
The picks: 
Chicago 24 NY  Jets 20: 
Bears are hot with three 
straight victories and have 
discovered that  Mike 
Pbipps' arm can gain yards 
almost as regularly as 
Walter Payton's legs can. 
New Orleans 31 Seattle 24: 
Chuck Muncie and Archie 
Manning give the Saints too 
much sock for that Seahawk 
de fence. 
AMERICAN CONFERENCE 
Eut  
WLT F A P¢1 
New Eng 7 4 0271 200.636 
Miami 7 4 0 19S 142,636 
NY Jets $ 6 0 233 263.4M 
Buffalo 5 6 0 214 107.45.$ 
Baltimore 4 7 0171 226,364 
Central 
Plt~ 9 2 0294 160.818 
Houston S 3 0 243 220,727 
Clave 7 4 0 259 253,636 
Clncl 2 9 0 235 274,182 
West 
San Dleo 8 3 0 270 197,727 
Denver S 3 0 192 159.727 
Oakland 6 5 0 2&~ 225 ,$45 
Seattle 5 6 0 232 257,455 
Kan City 4 7 01601112,364 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
El.It 
Oallas 8 3 0 240 191,727 
Phlla 7 4 0 21S 298.636 
Wash ~.~,,~, 7 4~1~.20e 191,636 
N¥ Glaflts';" 5,-iS O 186 190,455 
St~ LO0tS ".;' • 3 S!'0 218 236.273 
Central 
Tampa Bay 8 3 0210174327 
Chicago 6 $ 0 212 196,S~ 
Green Bay ~ 7 0 17t 210.364 
Mlnn 4 7 0 168 2.$1,364 
Detroit 1 10 0 162 261.091 
WeSt 
New Orl 6 S 0 245 225,5,L5 
Los Ang 5 6 0 202 212,45S 
Atlanta 4 7 0 206 250,3S4 
San Fran 1 10 0 206 301.091 
Pittsburgh 20 San Diego 
14: Terry Bradshaw says the 
Steelers were second-rate 
last week. Their second rate 
is better than most teams' 
first rate. 
Washington 23. Dallas 21: 
The Cowboys' midyear dip 
lasts another week and it will 
cost Dallas sole possession of 
the NFC East lead. 
Mian~i 19' Cleveland 17: 
Dolphin defence makes the 
difference here. No team has 
allowed fewer po!nts than 
Miami's 142. .- 
NY Giants 21 Tampa Bay 
17: Coflfidence builds every 
week for Phil Simms, who 
has the once lacklustre 
Giants playing inspired 
football. 
Oakland 30 Kansas City 14: 
Chiefs are in a spin and the 
defence is starting to show 
signs of wear and tear. 
New England 23 Baltimore 
17: Colts won the first 
meeting in Baltimore. Now 
it's the Pats' turn to put on a 
show for the home fans. 
Buffalo 27 Green Bay 21: 
With quarterback Joe 
Ferguson calling his own 
plays for the Bills, the AFC 
vs. NFC formula works here. 
Denver 34 San Francisco 
10: ... And here, too, as the 
Broncos dominate the defen- 
celess '49era. 
Houston 24 Cincinnati 21: 
The difference could be a 
Toni Fritsch field goal as it is 
so often for the Oilers. 
Philadelphia 21 St. Louis 
13: A match-up of 1,000-yard 
rushers with Wilbert Mon- 
tgomery of the Eagles 
against Ottis Anderson of the 
Cardinals. Montgomery has 
Harold Carmichael on his 
side, though. 
Minnesota 17 Detroit 14: 
Vikings have fallen on hard 
times, but not as hard as the 
Lions. 
F 
6 b. 
Snownlobility 
i ii i 
The Volkswagen Rabbit thrives on 
winter. 
The engine is in the front with its 
weight over the drive wheel for better 
traction. 
It has radial ply tires and negative 
steering roll radius for better control 
on slippery surfaces. 
Rack and pinion steering and 4.wheel 
.,. 
handling. A rear window defroster 
and side window defoggers for better 
visibility. 
So, for better mobdity m the snow this 
winter, get a Rabb,t...and make tracks 
Rabbit 
Regular gas or Diesel 
Kings fought to a 3-3 tie. 
Boston took a 1-0 lead on a 
ShOal by Rick Middlaton early 
":the second period, but 
Washington went ahead on 
goals by Tommy Rowe and 
Pete Seamurra, Then the 
Brains, who have outscored 
opponents 12-1 in the final 
period in the last three 
manager and vice-president 
of Atlanta Flames, said his 
team will lose ~ibout $300,000 
• this season because of the 
move. 
The NHL adopted the bal- 
anced schedule as part of its 
expansion agreement toadd 
four teams from the now- 
defunct World Hockey 
Association. 
independent suspension for better Don't settle for less 
ALS RA. Jack IX I/ Columbia3z,. River Rd. Auto Haus635.5844Ltd. :I 
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"Some days it's just one thing after another." MeEwan goalie Dave Hamilton makes a stop in 
Thursday night's 10-9 shootout. Photo by Don Schaffer 
Juveniles win shootout 
If you're going to go to a Don McColl scored on a nice a Rick Lewis goal. McEwan still had a goal lefi 
Commercial Hockey League play at 11:04, and quickly got Darcy Mallet madeit 7-5 at in them. Darryl Mallet niade 
game in Terrace, make sure a second to get McEwan 9:32 and Lewis got his second it 10-9 with a minute and 
you stay for the last period. 
Wednesday night the 
Juveniles ran up nine of 
twelve third-period goals en 
route to a 14-4 win over 
Westend, but Thursday they 
really needed all five as they 
just barely boat McEwan 
GM 10-9 in an eleven-goal 
last period shootout. 
The Juveniles took a 2-0 
third period lead on goals by 
Ken Wideman and Larry 
Nordstrom. They made it 3-0 
with a Warren Crick goal at 
8:45 of the second and were 
pressing hard when they got 
caught with one defenceman 
in the corner. McEwan took 
advantage of the error and 
right in the game at 11:19. 
McEwan tied it up at 18:15 
on a Steve Smyth goal, but 
they let down in the last 
minute and let the Juveniles 
take a 5-3 lead into the third 
period. Doug Middieton and 
Dave Smyth got the goals 
within 30 seconds in the last 
minute. 
in a row unassisted 20 
seconds later, to make it 7-6. 
McEwan's Ken Gordon tied 
it at 7-7 with 9:01 left, the 
Juveniles took the lead back 
at 11:46 on a Walter 
Degerness goal, and 
McEwan tied it again with 
Keith Keating scoring at 
12:15. 
three seconds left to play, 
with six attachers on the ice. 
The entire last minute of 
the game was played without 
a goal, but there had been 
quite enough offence in the 
game to satisfy everyone 
except McEwan. 
Doug Middleton got three 
goals and three assists on the 
night for the Juveniles, while 
This set the stage for the The score remained tiedat RickLewisgot two goals and 
second wild third period in 8 until 17:29 when the three assists and Darryl 
two nights. McEwan started Juveniles .took a lead they Mallet got a goal and four 
the proceedings at1:26 with wouldn't give up on Dave assists for McEwan. 
Stan Smyth's econd goal of Smytb's econd goal of the 
thenight. Middleton restored night. Nexl commercial league 
the two-goal margin at 5:35 Crack's second goal of the action is Saturday night 
but McEwan came back game proved to be the when Terrace Holel meets 
againtomakeit6-Sat7:17on evenlual winner at 18:08, but Skeena Hotel at 8:30. 
Kermodes drop first two 
have lost their first two 
games in the B.C. High 
School Soccer Tournament, 
being played this weekend in 
Burnaby. 
In the morning ame, they 
dropped a 4-I decision to the 
perennially strong Victoria 
Senior Secondary (Vic High) 
squad. Simon Dodd got the 
Expansion teams manage 
But liKe'the Oileru, ~,m- 
nipeg suffered the most 
through the merger of the 
two leagues with just nine 
players returning from their 
1973-79 championship team. 
TheBlack Hawks grabbed 
Terry Raskowski, Chicago's 
leading scorer with four 
goals and 12 assists and Rich 
Preston, five goals and five 
assists. The top scorer With 
Atlanta Flames is also an ex. 
Jet, Kent Nilsson, with 11 
goals and 10 assists. 
But that's not all. 
The Jets also lest Kim 
Claekson to Pittsburgh 
Penguins and both Glenn 
Hicks and Barry Long to 
Detroit. 
Th~ Oilers, with a record 
of 2-10-4 against the 
established NHL, can score 
the goals but their problem is 
Stopping the other team. 
They've scored 51, but have 
By MIKE RUTSEY 
TORONTO (CP) --  The 
ash have yet to crawl into 
he National. Hockey 
~eague's barrel. 
True, the four new kids on 
he block that grew from the 
'emnants of the World 
tockey Association haven't 
hreatened tobring good old 
.ord Stanley's cup back to 
heir respective cities. But 
hen, nobody gave them a 
:hance. They were written 
)ff as also-rans before the 
'irst puck was dropped. 
Hartford Whalers, Ed- 
nont0n Oilers, Quebec 
~lordiques and Winnipeg 
lets have proved to be 
:espected opposition, at 
:ames downright tough, 
:hrough the opening fifth of 
the season. 
"I'm not surprised at all," 
said Howard Baldwin, 
general partner of the 
Whalers and former league 
president of the WHA. "I've 
said it before and I'll say it 
again. The top teams in the 
WHA over the last four years 
were on a par with most of 
the teams in the.NHL. I'm 
not going to say we were as 
good or better than Montreal 
or Boston, but our teams 
right now are as good as the 
average NHL clubs." 
A quick glance at the NHL 
standings shows Baldwin to 
be correct. 
Winnipeg, at five wins, 
eight losses and three ties is 
tied with two other clubs for 
second spot in the Smythe 
Division. Edmonton is three 
points back but two ahead of 
the fifth-place Colorado 
Rookies. Hartford at 4-6-6 is 
three points up on Detroit 
Red Wings in the'Norris 
Division while the Nordiques ' 
trail the tough Adams 
Division with a 5-8-2 mark. 
Against established NHL 
clubs the picture is rosier. 
From top to bottom, 
Quebec leads the parade 
with a 6-6 mark and a goals- 
for-against mark of 36 both 
ways. The Nordiques have 
been shut out just once, 3-0 
by Buffalo Sabres, and are 3- 
3 at home. They also are the 
lone new club to have 
recorded a shutout, 3-0 over 
Chicago Black Hawks. 
The big win, though, is 
their 5-4 victory over 
Montreal Canadiens at 
home. 
The Whalers rate just 
behind the Nordiques 
against he old guard with a 
4:5-4 ' record,  Against 
established NHL clubs they 
have scored 41 goals and 
have had 42 scored against 
them. They have yet to be 
shutout and their worst 
74 scored against them, 
including 'the worst pounding 
absorbed by any of the four 
clubs to date, a 10-2 less to 
the Rangers in New York. 
• • "n  A thump] g, 
a comeback 
EV'S Clippers and All 
Seasons were winners last 
night in Terrace Men's 
Basketball League action at 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
School. 
In the opener, Ev's took 
advantage of the Kluss' 
squad's had night to score a 
100-08 victory. Ernie Froese 
got 20 and Dale Prest and 
Richard Klein shot 19. each 
• for the balanced Ev's of- 
fence, while Fred Lindsay 
They have a 1-3-3 mark at" 
home. 
Just like the Jets, Ed- 
monton believes it was raped 
in the merger. 
got ~ and Dave Metzmeier 
got 14 for the losers. 
In the nightcap, All 
Seaso.n's queezed by the 
Skeena Hotel Orphans 77-74 
after holding and blowing a 
19 point lead earlier in the 
second half. Mike Ireland 
scored 24 and Doug McKay 
contributed 16 for All 
Seasons, while the Orphans 
got 28 from Willie Harvey 
and 16 from Pat Kofoed in a 
losing cause. ,, 
Terrace bowling report 
News from the Terrace 
Bowling Lanes this week 
sees the Tuesday Coffee 
league being led by the Head 
Pins with 40 points, followed 
by the Goofers with 36 and 
the Silly Larks with 34. 
Team highs for the week 
went to the Silly Larks who 
had a 1009 single and finished 
with a 2788 total. A 292 rolled 
by Pat Siechuk was the high 
single with Barb Candelra 
finishing with a 645 triple 
total, High average for the 
league is a 199 held by 
Christine Coombe. 
The Question Marks lead 
.Thursday Mixed with 51 
points followed closely by 
Mickey Johnson with 50. Bad 
Company holds third with 46. 
Team highs were a 1052 
single and a 3074 triple rolled 
by the Mickey Johnson team. 
Men's high single was a 290 
rolled by Tom Chesterman, 
with high triple going to Deft 
BJornson with a 733 total. 
Ladies' highs went o Mary 
Lindstrom with a 252 single 
and 659 triple. Men's high 
average isa 233 held by Dell 
Bjornson, while ladies' high 
average is held by Christine 
Coombs with 217. 
Friday [Mixed has As It 
FaUs leading with 48 points, 
followed by Generation Gap 
and Funny Five, both with The Caledonia Kermodes way but gave up their lead at 2 p.m. They will also have depending on the draw and 
with less than five minutes two other games, either how the other teams have 
left to play and lost to tonight or tomorrow fared PNWHL 
Princess Margaret Senior 6-5 
in overtime, TheKermodes Five still unbeaten weekend gave. up their momentum 
with the lead, and the Surrey 
death.team took over in sudden- in  provincial tourney andTheKitimatTerraCewinterhawksTimbermen 
Marty Sterner got three are both on the road this 
goals for Cal, with Dodd and BURNABY, B.C. tCP) -- Mount Douglas beat defeat was a 6-1 pasting by weekend in Pacific Nor- 
Kermodes' only goal against George Hoedt adding singles Five undefeated schools led Steveston 2-1 and Correlieu New York Islanders in thwest Hockey League ac- 
Vic High. in the losing cause, the pack after opening of Quesnel 4-0; Alberni Uniondale. At home they are tion. 
games Thursday in the whipped Selkirk 5-0 and 2-2. • Saturday night, the 
Timbermen are in Burns The Kermodes play again British Columbia high school edged Nor Kam 3-2. For obvious reasons, both Lake playing the Braves and 
In their second game, the this afternoon, meeting senior soccer championship. Carson Graham thrashed the Jets and Oilers have :tot 
Kermodes led most of the Carson Graham of Burnaby the Winterhawks play the 
Burnaby North, Mount Prineess Margaret of Surrey fared as well. another CarsonD°Uglas of Victoria,Graham ofAlberni'North 6-0fouraS timesClark BrollYand nippedSc°red theTheJetSestablishedare 3-8.3clubsVerSUSand SundayFlyers aftern0onin Vanderhoof,Terrace 
Vancouver and Vancouver goes to Granisle to meet 
Tech emerged from the first meet the Lakers, while the good rookie ~o rounds in the 16-team ,~ tourney with 2-0 records. 
Games continue today Kansas City Kings' coach 
Cotton Fitzsimmons, who 
had a rookie of the year last 
season in Phil Ford, thinks 
he's got another fine fresh- 
man this year in Reggle 
King. 
"Someday we'll be able to 
send him out bear.hunting 
with a switch," Fitzsimmons 
said of the muscular young 
forward. "I think we got us a 
good one. I can't believe he 
was still available on the 181h 
pick." 
Even though they didn't 
get to pick until late in the 
first round, Kansas City was 
still able to get the 
rebounding forward it was 
hoping for in the 6-font-6 
King, from Alabama. And 
he's already paying 
dividends. 
King hauled down four 
defensive rebounds in the 
last two minutes to help 
Kansas City defeat Los 
Angeles Lakers 114-108 in a 
National Basketball Associ- 
ation game Thursday night. 
Ford provided the offence, 
scoring 34 points for the 
second game in a row. 
In other NBA games 
Thursday night, San Antonio 
Spurs outscored New York 
Knlcks 136-132 and Golden 
State Warriors beat Denver 
Nuggets 120-102. 
The Lakers, who had a 
threegame winning streak 
snapped and lost for just the 
third time in 13 starts, led 
throughout he first halt' and 
held a 61-52 advantage at 
intermission, with the final set for 
But the Kings closed the Saturday. 
gap in the third period and Burnaby North won 8-0 
played the Lakers even for over Selkirk of Kimberley 
most of the fourth quarter and 4-0 over Nor Kam of 
before going ahead to stay Kamloops as Piero Manetta 
107-106 on a free throw by scored a total of five goals in 
King. the two victories. 
Grey Cup party 
starting up soon 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Even mittee's main headquarters, 
it you're not a football fan, ou Tuesday and Wednesday 
there should be something to respectively, momentum 
suit every taste in the days will build Thursday when the 
leading up to the Nov. 25 Sehenley awards are 
Grey Cup game at Olympic presented to the top per- 
Stadium, formers in the Canadian 
Thescboduleofeventa, an- Football League in an 
notmeed by the Grey Cup elaborate ceremony at Place 
Week ~gaalzing committee, des Arts. 
includes everything from 
bingo to boxing, as wall as a The following night should 
return of the highly-popular be equally active with the 
gambling casino at the 3091 Grey Cup dinner, the 
Velodrome. crowning of Miss Grey Cup 
While the Grey Cup and a presentation of 
feativities won't be officially amateur boxing. 
launched until a noon-hour 
gathering at Complexe Saturday will bring the 
DesJardins on Nov. 20, the traditional Grey Cup parade 
hoopla will start to build through the streets of 
once the contestants in the Montreal, beginning at 
Miss Grey Cup pageant Lafootaine Park and win. 
arrive at Dorval airport dang up downtown at Domin- 
early Sunday night, ion Square. 
After bingo and bavarian 
beer nights at the Hyatt Montreal last played hoot 
. Re;~enev Hotel, the com- to the Grey Cup in 1977. 
goal scoring has been theii" 
glaring weakr, ess. Winterhawks are in Burns 
They have scored only 26 Lake. 
goals while surrendering 56 Last night in PNWHL play, 
an~, have yet to win in six Houston beat Grauisle 10-5 
~'oad games. While away on the strength o f  Wes 
from Winnipeg, where they Wesgarde's four-goal per- 
are 3-2-3, they have been formance. Burns Lake beat 
blanked on three occasions, 
one of'them an 8-0 pounding 
by Atlanta F lam~ 
Victoria High 1-0. Vancouver 
Tech boat Vernon 3-0 and 
Port Moody 1-0. 
In other games, Nanaimo 
won 3-1 over Port Moody but 
lost o-t to Vernon, Caledonia 
of Terrace dropped one 
game 6-5 to Princess 
Margaret and another 4-1 to 
Victoria High, Correlieu 
edged Chiiliwack 1-0 and Ste- 
veston beat Chilliwack 2-1. 
ask us about you. 
The Military Career Counsellor with 
the Canadian Forces Mobile Information Unit 
can help you lo make important decisions 
about your future• In the wide range of 
opportunities olfered by the Canadian Forces, 
you may lind just what you're looking for. And 
you'll be paid to learn a trade, 
Talk to 
Sergeant BOB WHIPPS 
Military Career Counsellor 
THE MOBILE  INFORMATION UNIT  
will visit 
T,ERRACE an Wednesday, 5 
December 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
,.~r~nt 9:00 AM to 3:o0 PM 
.~ .~ There's  no  l i fe  l i ke  i t .  
The Canadian Armed Forces 
40. Team high single'was a ram's high average of 229 
1973 rolled by Pot Luck, with with a 200 held by Lorna 
the Funny Five taking high Sparman for the lad ies ' . .  
triple with a 2892 total. Men's 
high single was a 281 rolled 
by Roy Clifford, with John 
Syrette having high triple of 
682. Ladies' high single was a 
260 rolled by Judy Eisaer, 
with Carmen Mialloux 
taking high triple with a 684 
total. Doug Mumford holds 
Silhoueties took team 
highs for the Wednesday 
Night Ladies with a 1096 
single and a 2934 triple. High 
single went to Betty Nor& 
strom with a 298 while I, ll 
Naherny had high triple of 
695. 
10 % OFF ALL MEATS 
Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
Turkey, Fish & Dell , 
at 
Overwaitea 
All this week Nov. 13 to 17 
Vanderhoof 7-3, with Randy 
Krantz getting two for the 
winners. 
TIME 
for a 
OHANGE 
in Thornhill 
For Regional District I 
in Area E 
Vote Roy Greening 
 'iin,l.a, Re, "(1 
I 
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Health unit has a 
new administrator 
View Lodge in Trail. He 
requested a return to 
Terrace after the comptetlon 
of his tonure. 
Galbraith would llke to 
develop a dose working 
relationship with the various 
organizations in the com- 
munity here as well as with 
the general public who are 
concerned with the delivery 
• of long-term care services 
within the health unit. 
Galbraith is married, and 
he and his wife Helm and son 
Greg have taken up 
residence inTerrace. He can 
be contacted at the long- 
term care office at the 
Skeena Health Unit in  
Terrace. 
'l~e Skema Health unit monitor services within the 
has a new administrator, region and ensure that 
Dr. "William Moorehead, adequate standards of care 
medical health officer and and facility service is 
director of the unit, an- maintained. 
notmced the appointmmt of
Gordon Galbralth as the new Galbralth is a native of 
lonikte~m care • ad- Saskatchewan d served in 
ministrator Wednesday. the Royal Navy. He 
Galbraith will be replacing graduated from the School of 
Alice Mah, who had been the Psychiatric Nursing at 
Riverview Hospital in Rich. 
• eting administrator for the round, B.C., and worked at 
p~t  18 months, various institutions in- 
According to a press 
release, Galbralth will be duding a.threeyear stint as 
r~ponslble for determining the Nursing Supervisor at 
the existing and overall the Skeenavlew Lodge in 
mints of the Skeeaa Health Terrace. 
Unit in long-term care Galbraith left Terrace in 
~¢Vices.. He will also co- 1977 to become the ad- 
¢~linate all existing long- ministrator at Columbia 
I 'm care resources and 
develop a complete ln- 
veatory of all existing home 
support and institutional 
Nrvicas provided in the 
~eona ~ginn. 
He will, as well, be 
responsible for an 
educational information 
l~Ogram relating to the long- 
term care services, will 
Winter holiday 
on their ranch 
By PHILIP MAIL 
CALGARY (CP) -- The 
lure of the majestic Rocky 
Mountains can fade on the 
crowded streets of Banff, a 
mountain resort where 
bumper-to-bumper traffic is 
not uncommon. 
About 200 kilometres 
away, Val Ridder and her 
husband, Chuck, are 
working to retain that lure at 
a guest ranch that offers 
winter tourists a reprieve 
from the crowds, lineups and 
high prices that greet many 
visitors to the major resorts. 
The Ridders' Gladstone 
Mountain ranch in the 
foothills, about 100 
kilometres southwest of 
Lethbridge, is one of three 
such operations recently 
opened for a year-round 
business in Alberta. 
Ranch vacations are 
nothing new, says a 
spokesman for the Alberta 
tourism ministry, but the 
winter variety is just begin- 
ning to catch.on. 
Winde open space is the 
major appeal of the ranches, 
which are all off the beaten 
track. The 160-acro Glad- 
stone ranch borders on the 
Rocky Mountains Forest 
Reserve, giving visitors a 
virtually unbounded area for 
recreation. 
Snowshoeing, tobogganing 
and snowmobiling keep 
some of the guests busy, but 
cross-country skiing is 
probably the most popular 
activity. 
"The interest in that has 
been phenomenal," says 
Mrs. Riddcr.'"It 's really 
catching on." . 
Like the others -- the 
.~--~Id~k Cat xanch,near Hinton 
and the Rafter 6 ranch near 
Seebe-- the Gladstone ranch 
Glenda Jackson as Queen Elizabeth I seen Sundays at 
10:00 p.m. on Cable 9, brought o you by B.C.'s Open 
Learning Institute. 
Viewers. g ide 
t o TVprogram 
B.C. s newly<rested a selected bibliography 
Open Learning Institute and suggestions for 
will publish a viewer's further reading. 
guide to add depth and A copy of the guide can 
intensity to the BBC-. be obtained by sending a 
produced El izabeth P~ cheque or money order 
series which begins 10 
p.m., Sunday, Nov. 11, on 
the PBS channel 
throughout the province. 
John Ellis, principal of 
the Open Learning In- 
stitute, said the purpose 
of the guide is to .enhance 
the v iewer 's  un- 
derstanding of-Elizabeth 
in the Tudor period, one 
fo the most exciting and 
colorful per iods in 
for $1 to Continuing 
Education, Open Lear- 
ning Institute, 1531 
Victoria Street, Prince 
George, B.C., V2L 2L4. 
A love story 
MIAMI (AP) -- Paul 
Zentmyer and Pamela 
TT~lee, a nurse, .met last" 
anksgivlng on a blind date 
arranged after a twominute 
"dial-a-sailor" conversation. 
Famous Coffin case 
f# 
~,~,~O%o~, 624-2621 or624:3359 
& DRIVE IN  I t ,  ~Ve W. at 61h$ l  , * 
p ,  - -  
now made into movie 
By INA WARREN that of the English Mon- scripts 'into dialogue an 
MONTREAL (CP) -- trealer who learned his intimidating experience 
Famous murder eases can 
rise up and clasp the public 
consciousness a if propelled 
by a cold hand from the 
grave. 
Such a case is that of 
Wilbert Coffin, the quiet 
Quebec prospector accused 
in 1953 of murdering three 
American bear hunters in 
the Gaspe bush and hung 
three years later still pro- 
claiming his innocence: 
With its blend of gruesome 
murders, a prison escape, a
marriage between the 
prisoner and his common- 
law wife thwarted by then- 
premier Maurice Duplessis 
and seven postponements 
before the final walk to the 
gallows; the case was a 
natural headline.grabber. 
It was revived a decade 
later by journalist Jacques 
Hebert in a book contending 
that Coffin was victimized by 
the' Quebec justice system 
while the real murderers 
went free. 
Hebert's book sparked a 
Quebec royal commission of
inquiry into the Coffin case 
which not only upheld the the 
court's original decision, but 
resulted in Hebert being 
charged With contempt. 
Next spring, the melodra- 
matic murder case is 
scheduled to emerge again 
-- as a French-language 
movie called Coffin. An 
English version is to be 
released later. 
Coffin promises to be thfit 
rare, old-fashioned com- 
mod i ty -  a low-budget, 
home-grown quality film 
without a single imported 
star. 
Cast as Coffin is August 
Scbellenberg, an English- 
language actor whose stage 
career has included the 
Stratford and Shaw festivals 
and whose most recent 
movie role was. in Bear 
Island, a $12-million budget 
film yet to be released, with 
Vanessa Redgrave, 
Micheline Lanctot will 
play thb woman Coffin lived 
with for 17 years and the 
mother of their son. Also in 
key roles are veteran Quebec 
actor Yvon Dufour and 
Raymond Cloutier who 
starred in the recent CBC 
production, Riel. 
Dark~ so l ld ly -bu i l t  
~h'flFdpl~r'~ has a. strong 
physical resemblance to 
Coffin, one that was  
has many kilometres of remarked upon by old-time 
trails to challenge the English history. Then, as sailorswill, Zent- prison guards when the 
novices, intermediates and "The series explores myer left for other ports, hanging scene was fgmed 
experts. Mrs. Ridder says the mystery and power of This week Zentmyer came last month at Montreal's 
the ranch hopes to have ski Elizabeth and her role in back to get married. Bordeaux jail. 
"When you pick up a sailor Coffin was a Gaspe anglo- rentals for the first time this events which profoundly on the phone anything can phone who spoke little 
year. affected the development happen," says his bride-to- French. Schellenberg speaks 
Up to 36 guests can he of British civilization," be, Pamela Tylee. French with an accent --  
accommodated in nine log he said. 
cabins at a cost of $35 a day, Ellis said the six, 75- 
including meals. In the 
evening, visitors recover minute dramas starring 
award-winning British 
actress Glenda Jackson 
present a chronological 
history of the Virgin 
Queen from her 
emergence as a pretty 
young princess to her old 
age as a wrinkled, ugly, 
thumb-sucking monarch. 
"The guide contains a 
stimulating synopsis of 
each play as well as an 
histor ical  por t ra i t  of 
Elizabeth and the men 
she became involved 
with," he said. 
- * ***********************  ~ from theday'sactivityin the
main lodge, where there are 
two licensed ining lounges, 
~ ~ TH~ITRE~ aeecktailloungeandfire'places. 
Live entertainment -- 
PASSES ~, country and western, 
paper are two Te[race ~( 
i~  phone numbers' ! 
F i :d  them, and if one is yours you've 
naturally --  is brought in on Hidden somewhere in the weekends. 
Most of the visitors are 
Albertans, but ranch 
vacations are attracting 
Europeans as well. Mrs. 
Ridder says her European 
guests are particularly easy 
to look after. 
"They don't expect o be 
COME STAY WITH US 
at ENGLISH B.4 Y near STANLEY PARK 
i,= beautiful downtown VANCOUVER 
TOLL.FREE 800-268-8993 
1755 DAVIE STREET VANCOUVER B.C, VBG 1W5 
TELEPHONE (604) 682.1831 
RESTAURANT 
-FULL FACILITIES- 
- CR  N£ a 
CANADIAN FOOD- 
-AIR CONDITIONED- 
': --DININ6 LOUNGE- 
-BUSINESS LUNCHES- 
Men. to Fri. 11am - 2 pm 
SUN. -THURS.  11 a.nl . -12 I,.In. 
FR I .  & SAT. I I  a.m. - 2 a.m. 
4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 635-6tl1 
******************************  ~ thrilled with the vastness of expert Charles Hamilton 
this country," of Simon Fraser  
• " , ~s At the Black Cat ranch Un ivers i ty  conta ins  
t ~ , ~  7~¢4,~ 7 ~  ~ near Hinton, 'about 280 Elizabeth's family tree, 
kilometres west of Ed- background material  on 
, '~ ,  ~ sightseeingmonton' visitorStrins can go on the actors and actresses, 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 ~ 
: SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
NOVEMBER 11-17 
! Love at First Bite 
NOVEMBER 1S-20  ravens "" 
i NOVEMB E R 21"24 ' '~=~ . ~ i 
, North Dallas Forty -- L ~ . .  
Matinee 2 p.m. 
• Tom Thumb . 
T & I p.m. 
NOVEMBER 11-17 ~ 
Breaking Away ~ .~ 
i NOVEMBER 18-20 
Firepower -- , "~-,r~7,, . 
i NOVEMBER 21-24 ~ 
Unidentif ied Flying Oddball ~ 
******************************* 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald : entertained all the time. They're happy just to get out He said the guide, 
office I 3212 Kalum St. ~ into the wilderness. They're written by Elizabethan 
French on the streets, but 
moved to Toronto 16 years 
ago. 
,Coffin is Schellenberg's 
first acting role in French, 
an experience he candidly 
describes as scary. 
"I almost threw in the 
towel the first day," the 
actor recalled recently over 
lunch, "but everyone was so 
sympathetic on the set, 
especially the director who 
encouraged me to continue. 
"When you come back 
from the laid-hack at- 
mosphere of Toronto, the 
warmth and sensitivity of a 
Montreal film crew is a real 
joy. I would take something 
like this any day over a big- 
budget film." 
The film's director is 
JeanClaude. Labrecque, an 
amiable, soft-spoken film- 
maker with an international 
reputation for documen- 
taries and dramas about 
Quebec life. 
The screenplay is based on 
interviews with people who 
knew Coffin, as well as the 35 
volumes of trial transcripts. 
It was written by Jacques 
Benuit, a former La Presse 
journalist whose screen 
credits include the Quebec 
gangster movie Rejearme 
Padovanni, written with 
Denys Arcand. 
Benoit says he found the 
task of turning the ~'an- 
because so many people 
involved with the Coffin case 
are still living in Quebec. 
Coffin will not be a movie 
in the style of a recna. 
structed court-room drama, 
nor will it try to ~stablis~. 
guilt or innocence. 
The ,,lia'r will be treated 
as human drama, me the 
director, screenwriter and 
star are sympathetic to. 
"As an actor, I've often 
had to cry in a scene and I 
could never do it," sa!d 
Scbellenberg. 
"But in the scene where 
the lawyer comes to Coffin's 
cell and tells him the 
authorities won't allow him 
to marry to give his son his 
name, the tears just came 
naturally." 
• Interviewed in the office d 
Lea Productions Videofllms, 
the company producing 
Coffin, Labrecque said: 
"Coffin was executed on 
eircumstantisl evidence, he 
was very, very badly 
defended. 
"The (justice) system was 
topsy-turvy." 
While Coffin was con- 
sidered innocent by much of 
English Canada, the per. 
eeption was different in 
French Quebec. 
"Here in Quebec," said 
Benolt, "we believed the 
police, we believed the trial 
evidence.." 
THE GREATEST SKI TRAVELOGUE OF ALL TIME 
VAGABOND 
SKIERS 
Door prizes avai lable 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Sat. D,¢; I, 1979, lsNp.m. 
. T l cket f~ l lab le  a t :  :$Undence Ski _&  
Sports, All  Seasons Sporting Goods or at the 
door. $4.50 per person 
Whu 
the Hunt! Regencu 
Vancouver 
and the Bn.gshore Inn 
have cut winter rates 
bg one.third, 
December through March are p!eas- 
antly mil l  winter months in Vancouver. 
They are also our "slow" months. So, to 
encourage your visit, we're offering a spieD- 
did inducement: one-third off our usual 
room rates. 
With all due respect to the Bayshore, 
we believe the Hyatt Regency offers even 
more of an inducement han our fdends up 
the road. 
Because their special winter rate gets 
you a luxurious mum with a beautiful view 
at a fine hotel out near tranquil Stanley 
Park. But our special winter rate gets you 
a luxurious room with a beautiful view at 
a fine hotel right in the heart o/exciting 
downtown Vancouuer So you're steps--not 
taxi rtdes - -  from the city's best shopping, 
nightlife, restaurants, galleries, theatres and 
business addresses. And, be- 
cause our room rates are 
priced a little lower than 
the Bayshore's year-round, 
one-third off ours Is less 
expensive than one- 
third off theirs, Come dis- 
cover Vancouver in winter, 
The only thing "off-season" 
about us Is the price[ 
VANCOUVER / ~--.~_1 ill ~ 
655 Bustard Slreet J ~ I  Ill ~--~ ~ 
vanco-ver. BC /f ~ I  Ill ~ ~ 
vsc2R7 f~ ~ ~  
gets you HyaU ~ / ~ I ~ ~  
wodd.wide and toll4ree. ~ ~  
t 
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Church sells 
no members 
MONTREAL (CP) --  The 
Anglican Church of Canada 
has sold its parish church in 
LaColle, Que., because of a 
lack of members. 
"Due to the changes and 
shifts in populatiou over the 
past years there was really 
no choice," s diocesan of. 
ficial said of the closing of St, 
BROCKVILLE, Ont. (CP) 
- -A  Canadian Indian prayer 
with a universal religious 
theme has been added to a 
list of prayers propesed ,for 
use during daily opening 
exercises at Brockville 
public schools. 
The list already includes 
the Lord's Prayer and 
Saviour's Church near the Moslem, Jewish and general 
Canada-U.S. border, prayers. City trustee Grace 
The church was built in Wyatt said she believes 
1838 and has an organ that Buddhist and Hindu prayers 
the Quebec department of of a similar, universal 
cultural affairs has ex- nature may also be pro- 
pressed an interest in posed. 
preserving. 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Canad ian  Catho l i c  
Organization for Develop- 
ment and Peace has issued a
nation-wide appeal for funds 
to help the people of Cam- 
badia. 
The organization has 
already sent F/5,000 worth of 
rice, seeds and medical and 
agricultural equipment to 
the country, where war has 
elesed hospitals and schools 
and destroyed the harvest. 
The organization says 
more than two million people 
still face death from star- 
ration unless they get help, 
Donations can be sent to 
the organization office at 67 
Bond St., Suite 305, Toronto, 
MhB IXh, Attn: Cambodia 
Fund. 
HALIFAX (CP) --  An 
interdenominational survey 
LS to be conducted in the 
suburbs of Halifax to find out 
the churchgoing practtces of 
residents. 
Ian Darrach, chairman of 
a committee set up by 
Roman Catholic, Anglican, 
United Baptist, Presbyterian 
and United churches in the 
area, said the survey will be 
conducted by volunteers 
from nine eongregationa. 
He said the survey is 
necessary because of the 
frequent moves by suburban 
residents, which mabe it 
difficult for churches to 
know whether esidents are 
attending church or whether 
they want to. 
RE-ELECT 
TALSTRA ,o. X 
To COUNCIL 
FROM THE 
CHURCH 
I 
By LANCE 8TEPHENS 
One day a man was driving down a highway when a 
red light began to glow on the car's dashboard. A titile 
later he pulled into a gas Station to fuel up and asked 
the attendant what the red light meant. 
The attendant looked and said, "your charging 
system has quit working. You better get it fixed im- 
mediately. I' 
"But the car still runs fine," the man said. 
"Oh sure," said the attendant, "Rill go until your 
battery dies. That won't be long seeing its getting dark 
and you'll have to put your headlights on." 
"Rubbish," retorted the man, "You're just out to 
stick me for a big repair bill," and he drove away. 
Most people know that when a warning light goes on 
in your ear you had better do something about it quick, 
or you'll be stuck on the road shortly. We've learned 
this because the. consequence follows the warn ing 
rather quickly. We all have a practical side to our 
nature. We've learned very early to do the things that 
work and avoid the things which bring bad con- 
sequences. However, when the consequences are long 
delayed, we tend to ignore them. 
The spiritual side of life is like that, that is the 
consequences seem long delayed, o r  appear  in- 
significant. For  this reason, many people ignore the 
spiritual side of life. 
" I 'm happy, I'm doing okay, e(,erything seems to 
work real well without church or religion. So why 
should Y bother?" 
And so they go merrily on their way, until a crisis 
comes. 
As a minister, lam privileged to see into many lives, 
especially at t~nes of crisis. My observation's are that 
those who have ignored the spiritual dimension of life 
are really crushed by crisis. They have nothing to fall 
back on, nothing to support hem, they are hollow 
Ople. The crises can be many things. It's often 
th, or a marriage breakdown, or children going 
wrong. And the cry goes up, 'What did I do wrong?' It 
is what they didn't do that is frequently the most 
important. They had left the greatest power In the 
universe out of their lives. 
Christians have long known and taught his truth, 
and every generation has to learn it. The most 
essential thing in life is the power of God. The power 
made known by Jesus Christ. We can weather any 
crisis through his power. We are never stuck on the 
mad of life. 
FOCUS... ,: . ...RELIGION 
Brother And] e lives on..  
By ALLAN SWIFT Royal has a bold, Italian lot, which belonged to the Near the heart lies I3rothor 
MONTREAL  (CP) -- Al- 
though Brother Andre has 
been dead for ,12 years.-!~is 
heart still remaim the ,:entre 
of St. Joseph's'0ratcry. 
The tallest point in Men- 
treal, and o~e of the w~'ld's 
largest churches, St. 
Joseph's ce!e~.:otes its 75th 
unnlvcrsary this year as a 
shrine, although the 
monumental structure was 
rsndissane,= ~ ,~terior, with 99 
broad concrete steps leading.' 
to the base. It looks like it 
c~ul~ haw Lees there for 
centuries, 
Inside howev:~', it is 
starkly modern. Massive 
concrete pillars soar 59 
metres, supporting the inner 
dame. 
It is a long way from the 
little chapel Brother Andre 
not completed until after the end his friends built on a 
founder's death in 1957, vacant lot in the northwest 
Thousands of worehippers end of the city. • 
have participated in ~c la l  ' ~ "Born Alfred Besaettc on a 
masses during:the year-long:. Quebec farm in 1945, he 
anniversary 'celebrations became an orphan at an 
order. 
' This became a chapel, big 
enough only for the altar and 
two priests. Wide doors 
opened to the people sitting 
outside. The chapel was 
consecrated onOct. 19, 1904, 
and still sits discreetly toone 
side of the oratory. 
The church refused ~r-  
mission to enlarge the 
chapel so laymen formed 
their own association and 
raised funds for a closed-in 
building. 
Brother Andre disclaimed 
any virtue, and attributed 
healings to his patron saint, 
Joseph, although the which began.in March, and  early age. Despite poor 
most of them have.filed by health, he was admitted to movement was a con- 
the niche where the heart of Notre Dame College, run by troversy in the Roman Cath- 
Brother Andre is exposed, the Fathers of the Holy olic Church for years. 
preserved in formaldehyde.- Cross, where he was given . His dream was to build a 
Pieces of paper are a t  the menial task of doorman, church for St. Joseph. 
hand where pilgrims can "They .showed me the Construction began in1924 
write their prayer equests 
and slip them into a slot In: 
the wall. Nearby, dozens of 
old crutches line the wall,? 
only a few of the many that 
have been left on the. 
mountain-tup .shrine as 
evidence of healing by 
Brother Andre. Hundreds 
are stored in a warehouse. 
Brother Andre was once 
asked to remove the crut- 
ches, but he said displaying 
them does good to those who 
learn of a healing as well as 
those healed, explains Rev. 
Bernard La f ren iere ,  
assistant rector of St. 
Joseph's. 
Brother Andre's heart 
would have swelled with 
pride to see the completion of 
his dream, a shrine to St. 
Joseph. The shrine's dome Is 
second in size only to St. 
Peter's, Rome. 
Some two million persons 
visit the shrine each year, 
which bills itself as "the 
world capital of devotion to 
St. Joseph." 
The massive structure on 
the west flank of  Mount 
door," Brother Andre -- an 
incurable punster -- once 
said, "and I stayed there." 
"He never became a priest 
because he could barely read 
or write," Father Lafreninre 
explained. 
Church-published 
biographies relate that 
strange things began to 
happen at the college, a high 
school for boys. Andre's gift 
was praying and, as he 
prayed for colleagues and 
visitors, healing powers 
appeared. 
As word spread, the 
college was invaded by sick 
and crippled people, asking 
Brother Andre to pray to St. 
Joseph for their healing. The 
college superior disap- 
proved, and thedoctor called 
Andre a charlatan. 
When the superior forbade 
Brother Andre to practise his 
apparent powers in the 
college, he met his patients 
• across the street in a tiny 
• streetcar station. 
He Was eventually given 
permission to build a shrine 
to S L Joseph on the vacant 
on the flat-roofed crypt, 
which forms the base of the 
basilica. Building stopped 
during the Depression, but it 
resumed in 1937,. the year 
Brother Andre died, and it 
was officially completed in 
1967. Lafreniere says it is 
impossible to price the 
structure. 
Thirteen days after his 
death, Brother Andre's heart 
was removed from his body 
and placed on display in the 
oratory. It came back into 
prominence when it was 
stolen in 1973, and held for 
$50,000 ransom. 
The money was never 
paid, but nearly two years 
later an anonymous call to a 
Montreal lawyer led police to 
it in a downtown apartment. 
Andre's body, in a marble 
tomb donated by the late 
Quebec premier Maurice 
Dupless!s, who attended 
Notre Dame College when 
Brother Andre was porter 
there, 
The tomb was opened'in 
t963 on order by an apastelie 
tribunal investigating the 
life and words of the brother I 
a candidate for sainthood. 
In 1978 Pope Paul declared 
him venerable. The next 
step, Lafrentere xplains, is 
for ibe church to check" ibe 
authenticity Of the dead 
man's miracles. Three 
claims of miracles have beeu 
submitted. 
"The church has  to 
recognize two cases to. be 
authentic, so Andre can be 
recognized and blessed. 
There has to be a third cash 
to be canonized (became a
saint)." 
Normally the oratory does 
not check the miracles, nor 
advertise them, because 
they have not been declared 
official by the church, says 
Lafreniere. Letters from 
persons who say they were 
healed arrive daily at the 
rector's office. 
Andre would he Canada's 
first saint. 
Workmen scurry about r i te  
well.manicured grounds, 
and students hired in 
summer as extra guides add 
to the regular staff of 100, 
including clerics. 
"li was a people-initiated 
project," Lafreniere ex- 
plains• "it's there and It's 
still beautiful because people 
want it. 
Counselling a sotirce 
of strength to couples 
TORONTO (CP) -- In the en@ged, Andrew and 
dizzying rush of wedding Barbara Walker found they 
plans and the thrill of beint~ had lost touch with each 
other. 
" " Needing to reaffirm their 
• feelings, the couple enrolled 
/ ' ~ mmmnmlnm iDnnP  AdHinn i tA l l  in a marriage preparation 
/ ~ I l l / i ,  amll INS ,  I-'amllHl-" n course and became 
~" ~ i lUMBi l l l i l F  M l l lB i  I l PUD~ V reacquninted. ' " 
. /  ~ .' "We were into the whole 
/ If I r~  1 ~ --1 _ IHb ~ ~-m - -  • f~ l I L  . . . .  1 -  ~ . wedding bit rather than the 
/ u n i a n c m  D~I~[]~[  ~, J~L~[~'~ ~ A P  U A I I ~  A I I A I A P  marriage per se until we 
¢"  - ; . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ' . . . .  ~ I IS"  l l l l l l l  I - = N I I I I I S "  started taking the course," 
I . . . . .  =,_L s . . . .  L ' . I V I  i V V I R  i l i ~ l i i  recalls Mrs. Walker, 34. 
I ta i lo r  I JOl l  LO| ]VK  . .  [ . . . "It's such a big thrill being 
~ . i~ . . . . . . .  |,,~'. " ~  . . . .  mm.~ ~ / .  ' I .,. .-; :~. ' :  . :  , engaged and then all o~a 
. . . . .  • ~-,. i ~ .  0~O-~OUI . • ' - : .  i" mmmm~--  'A 'aam,  i .m,m,  ml~..,_ " .." .s.udden/you'r.estrap@rs~r 
. . . . . . .  ,.,. I " ~ ~ . .  _ _ .  " ' " . . . .  ! . . . .  , ."  • l i l  ~"  ~ l l  amBi  I N I  . . . . .  a while. And you hagin to 
• ~ ~ornor  o~ H~i iwo i [  and  N, Thomm$ . . . .  [ . | | | i ~  ~ U | V ~ i  think, Tm going to spend tbe 
I . . . .  I " ' rest of my life with you?' The 
i I.~ 9:4ha.m• Bib le  Teach ing  ' j Y  -~ .  counselling impressed me 
/ ~ Sunday  School  ' ' / ~ with the seriousness of 
. ~  . ~ l l  ~ 1  orsh ip  Serv ice  - . ~ ' . . ~ marriage . . . .  " 
/Z ion  Baptist  Chureh  7 30p:m..S ngin_jg and st  Yoo /Chr sficm Reformed Church 
J : Ilomer Spark, and goith b;;En;   ng' ' • ' " were advised strongly by = St .e l  and Sir=urea their priest to pa. oi te= 
, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ante l  counselling ~ P a s t o r  Paul . U o h n i n p r . ~ * . - ~ :  .~. Reverend S. Van . I )aa l~q~~ ¢"~ec~,= was their; but 
~ .  ,.~.t.,..~' '.v'.;n •~o'~;~1 !~w ~ .~ ' - - . . . " t  / .  . ~ ze ,: ' . , '  '- ,~  • " ~ : " -  , . _ . 
1 0a m sn a msxeu marriage, Home 635-5309 :~.", " : / ~ Sunday  Schoo l .  Ter race  0:0 .m__  / 
~ ~  " " . . . . .  rn ' / " ' ~ Sunday  Schoo l .  Remol :OOp.m.  / rC~n~°en d l~WmWt~u~k:at~ 
l l  00a  m WorshtpServ  ce • ' • m : . . course or be denied a church Morn ing  Worshtp  11 OOa • 5:00 p .m.  Worsh ip  Serv ice  A " ' ' ~1~ , ,~L=. ' .  ' , . . .~_ . - - J . '  . . . .  ,~Z . . . .  wedding. • 
. / "  ~ ,  ~ ' ~ ' ~  ~, / "g47~/~g4~ l [ , ,~r . . ,111 . .  ~ f "Between 90 and 95 per 
• I " ~ . I cent of priests will make a 
• I . . I couple go through a course 
i L . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . .  ' | before they agree to marry 
i 4726 Lazelle Avenue 5]~-9019 l • them in church," says Rev. 
• I . I Thomas Dove, director of the 
• I ' ~ [ Catholic Information Centre. 
, [ ~ ~  I0".00 a .m.  . ~ I . ' "Some priests won't give 
. I ~ ~ ~  ~.  . . . . .  ~ ' . ~ . - - ,~  them a marriage date unless 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :,.. . / . ~ they return with a certificate 
Reverend R.L, While 
Sunday  School  lO: O0 a .m 
Ira Hi l t  | Ir i l l i I  h l i l l  m thl  WORM*' 
Reverend  R.L .  Wh i te  • J 
" ~  . Morn ing  Worsh ip  11 : O0 a .m.  f 
"~'*~,=.~ ' Even ing  Worsh ip  7:30 p .m.  
, . . , ~  Serv ice  Wednesday  7. y 
/7 
i t 's  time to call ymr  
Weh'ome Wng,l~ hosh='~. 
Lois Mohningor 63'5.5309 
Evelyn Anweiler 635 $.~71 
I 
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:. Add-a-Room is Practical "Outer Space" Project 
A move to Outer space is present hOnle, iitstead o f  and a project hat never gets These studs are less expen- 
moving to a larger one. So, off the ground, sire than better-looking, .: .proving to L', a practical 
', answer for many homeown- 
ers whose families have out- 
,, grown their house. The pro- 
~. jed has nothing to do with 
:~,"Star Wars." It's called 
~ add-a-room. 
effective cost-saving should The Western Wood Prod- 
be basic to room'addition ucts Association points out 
plans. Learn how and where that substantial savings can 
to cut costs, and when to in- be realized when con- 
vest a few extra dollars for structing the frame for the 
long-term savings. It can addition. One suggestion is 
~: Economy is often the spell the difference between the use of utility-grade, 
j reason a family expands its satisfactory space xpansion western framing lumber. 
~: l i i - i i l i i l l i l l l l l  l i i l i lm lml lmmmmnlmlmi l l l l i l l l l  
WIGHTMAN I SMITH " 
:.;'el 
.,':• 
: |  
~ • DUPLEX, obtain revenue 
• from one unit end owner 
• ;~ live In other. 3 bedrms. 
'~  main fl., 2 bedrms. In 
!~basement  un i t .  
~ ' i  Redecorated, separate 
• entrances, stucco and 
! : siding, electric heating, 
carport. Modern living In 
• •a l l  respects,' et 5108 
• Graham. $59,900. 
5 ACRES, SerGeS from Voc. 
School, with large 1700 sq. 
ft. residence. 4 bedrms., 
ensulha plumbing, spacious 
kitchen and IIv. rm. Home 
FAMILY HOME at 3945 ~ _ 
Sands Blvd. 4 bdrms., nat. m m 
gas heat & H.W. Over 1100 i
O0 
high:grade lumber. But, 
they meet strength require- 
ments for framing and won't 
be visible after the walls arc 
closed. 
Another suggestion is that 
the studs be placed at 24 
inches on center rather than 
at the conventional 16 in- 
ches. WWPA says construc- 
tion tests show 24-inch spac- 
ing produces a structurally 
sound frame that meets both 
FHA Minimum Property 
Standards and the Uniform 
Building Code. At the same 
time, wider spacing allows 
faster framing and the use of 
fewer studs. This means 
money saved on labor and 
materials. Additional sav- 
ings accrue-when the size 
and location of windows and 
doors are planned to fit two- 
SOl. ft. Appealing main fh foot openings. 
plan, IIv. rm. plus T.V. rm. • It's also economical to do 
Ample carpet most areas, • some of the room-addition LOOKING AHEAD TO SUMMER ... Whether your idea of summertime 
refreshment is ice water or watermelon, you'll want it plenty cold. This 
developed basement with : work yourself. But, only refrigerator, byGeneral Electric, helps with ice water by offedng yourchoice 
rec. rm., laundry end • tackle jobs you're sure you of crushed ice or cubes without opening the freezer door. Simply press the 
cooler area. Exterior has • can handle. Undoing • i s - '  glass against the ice cradle for immediate s rvice. The big, 13.87 cubic.foot, 
=4 BEBRMS.  OUBLE 
B WlDE, 1270 sq. ft. Very 
• lwell kept. Alcan siding, oil 
~eat ,  2.2 in  I1~. end din.' 
hag office, basement has white siding with brick : takes can be costly. Pouring fresh food section has five adjustable half-width ~elves to make it easy to 
provide the big storage area needed by a bulky' watermelon. I addition, 
loll of pot•teal. Inferior • decor. Rear patio, land. • cement, putting up wall- there's a6.82 cul~c-foot freezer for ice cream or any other frozen summer has been Improved. Good seeped, fruit trees, 
property for horses, has greenhouse, at tached : boards, painting, and in- treat you wish.t 
good barn. Asking $85,000. garage. Wood healer with sta l l ing f loor  t i les are 
fen to augment the fur. : reasonable handyman jobs. • ~ereas, ' appliances and Inquire to view. 
• 'furniture Incl. This Is e.,' 
i ' lhould be Inspact~l ' to note ,.. 
" • the  value~'Loca.~ et:3~S~ '~ '~ ' ,  
Kirby. newly r~41c~r. , .~ .. . . . . .  ,''.," 
•  m,ng 
note. Excellent value, • Difficult or potentially dan- 
caking $52,000 which Incl. • gerous work, such as dec- 
range, frlclge,.,chesterfleld : trical wiring, is generally 
end cha~i ~I: • best left to professionals. 
• , ~ : . .  , • ,  
• Sometimes, higher initial 
.~, I • costs pay off in the long run. e, A.E .  Le Page Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service • For instance: since the pur- . • ,  pose of a room addition is to 
• i EVENINGS i . ,  : gain space, opt for a larger 
' rather than a smaller room. 
Bob Rlpmeesfer HarrySmith M Install- plenty of energy- 
Make Room for The Dishwasher 
Convinced there's no "garagc" for the dishwasher 
room in your home for a in the adjoining dining 
dishwasher?. Here are a coo- room. 
pie of ideas from the kitch- 
en experts at the Maytag 
company. 
For an average kitchen, 
giving up one base cabinet 
unit near the sink will 
provide sufficient space to 
build a peninsula at dght 
angles to the work counter 
for housing a built-in dish- 
washer. This location is con- 
venient for loading and 
provides additional counter 
space as well.' 
For a kitchen that is even 
too small to provide a park- 
ing space for a convertible 
dishwasher model, Maytag 
has designed ahutch unit - -  
a possible winter project for 
the family handyman or 
woman - -  that serves as a 
Thc antiqued hutch fits 
into a traditional stylc di- 
ning area, houses the con- 
vertible dishwasher behind 
closed doors and providm 
shelf space above for serving 
pieces. Dishwashing is as 
simple as opening the hutch 
doors, rolling the dishwash- 
er to the table for loading, 
then rolling it into the kitoh- 
cn to bc connected to the 
sink faucet. When dish~s arc 
clean and put away, just roll 
the unit back into its hutch 
and close the doom. No.one 
will guess your new hornc 
project hides the family's 
most  valuable kitchen 
helper. It can also hide the 
clean dishes. 
MORTGAGE MONKY 
UNLOCK TJ-IE EQUITY IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVOURABLE RATES 
CAC REALTY LTD. 4624A GREIG 
AVENUE 
PHONE 635-6108 TERRACE 
BOB HAYTE R, MANAGER 
i PRUDEH i 0URRIE.-.LTD, 
1ERRAOE'S 00MPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVl0E 
4648 Lakebe Ivenue 636-6142 
-6361 
Jim Daffy Laurie Forbes_B to apply when walls and ceil. 
| 4611 LAKELSE AVE. 635-7448 " ings  are open. Use weather- 
~JI Stan Parker  Gordon Olson ~ stripped wood windows with 
s l .,:::: ":TERRAOE, B.0 .  435.4031 635.4035 ~ insulating glass. They help 
~ iBiil:li:BB~l'imB'mnmlli_~lilllldlil . l t l l h l l l i~ l l l l o l  reduce fuel use, 
r .  
PARK-AVEliUE #EALTY LTD. 
4819 PARK liE. 
Beat the high Interest INOCULATE HOME ON 
ratesl Assume the mor- SKEENA STREET 
qlage on this new three Well kept 3 bedroom home 
bedroom split level home. with lots M lawns and 
Fireplace, carport, car. l r~s.  Homehase large rec 
potwi throughout, it can be room featuring a wet bar 
yours before OIriutnlls if ind free standing 
you act now. CoIl Murlel. fireplace. Large st•dad( 
TREES, TREES, TREES overiucklngbaantiful park. 
OMor three bedroom home likeNItlng. Asking SaT,go0. 
with full basement on q Call Pat for more details. 
acre lot within the city Residential lots. 
We have • number of Rood 
residential lots far sale, 
slfuatod In a new sub. 
divlflea In the Horseshoe 
area, Priced at $10AO0. Call 
Horst or Chriutof Gndllnskl 
at 1,1,~ ~7.  
New cabin on acreage. 
Locetod et USk In • quiet 
rural setting. Suitable H • 
weakand hldea.way or as • 
permanent resldonca. Call 
Chrletel or Horse Gndllneki 
end get ell the details on 
this Interesting property. 
Small hobby farm all set up 
for horses only tim minutes 
from town. House has three 
hodrooml, full basement, 
and is five years old. 
Asking only $5t,560. MLS. 
Call Chrlstel or Horst 
Godllmkl at LU43~. 
.m 
Just listed in Horseshoe 
area, this four year oM 
homeof 1049 sq. ft. features 
three bedrooms, extra 
large kitchen, full 
basement, sundeck, garden 
shed. Vendor prefers cash 
to morlgags which can be 
assumed by 'qualified 
purchaser. Phone Murlel 
for appointment o view. 
A total of 3~ sq. ft. of 
living area In this centrally 
located revenue home: 
Features large living 
room, 4 bedrooms and 1~ 
baths on main floor. 
Specious uite has separate 
beating end hot water tank. 
This one year old home is 
lendsoapod with a good 
garden;'area and hie • 
large sundeck. For more 
information on. 'this In- 
teresting home, call Joy. 
Acreage on Cory Road one 
block north of Helliwell. 
For more Information, ceil 
Jud . 
COMFORTABLE AND 
AFFORDABLE:  A t -  
tractive three bedroom 
country home on one acre. 
Landscaped with e gocd 
garden area. 
~:: . . . .  F.~. ~ 
LlSl WiTH IEALIY WORLD- THE BUYER FINDERS 
OUR SIGN IS ON LOTS 
limits. YeN has many 
shade trees, fruit hires, 
berry bushes as well is • 
brae ~rdm am. Home Is 
heated with oil end-or 
wood. Uofsd at lkq|,o0g. 
Call Pat to view this home. 
Cemmer¢lal nu:ldlng, 
frame construction, 2,200 
SCl. ft. upper floor. Tctel 
rental income Sl,650 per 
month. Asking price 
SILS,000. For details rail 
Hord Godllnski 13S.539L 
Affra~ve m , family home 
quiet sheet In Uplands 
i res Three bedrooms 
upstairs, fireplace, patio 
~: doors off dining room. 
I Basement  complete ly  
i finished. Asking SIt,S00. 
! For viewinR call Chrlstal or 
i Ik,'et Godllnskl. 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
635-S397 
OF LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG! 
u u l  I ;pug l~ v i i  l lV lUU i  i ~ / I /U l l .  
Full basement with rec 
room, laundry room and 
workshop. Asking $59,500. 
For appointment o view 
call Dick Evans. MLS. 
. ;ALEDONIA  SUB ~ 
DIVISION 
2 new homes on Lamhl, 
MURIEL NEALE 
635-2944 
woed furnace heat, car. 
.I Ave. under construction. 
,, Quality built by 
PROGRESSIVE VEN-  
TURES LTD. 2"x6'" 
framing -- concrete 
Jm~JNh.A l , | l  foundations - -  maximum 
• Insu lat ion-  natural gas 
New pooebede home can heat - -  fireplace - -  full 
be yours for Chrlstmesl In ensulte plumbing - -  sun- 
quiet location on large decks all the extras. Drop 
wlvate lot, this 1242 sq. ft. In our office and see and 
home with full basement discuss the plans with our 
Ms beautiful stone-faced sales staff. 
fireplace, large kitchen, 
sundKk, three bedrooms, 
separate dining room. ~,~.~f ;• i l1~ 
Make en appointment with 
Murlel to view Its many 
'features. INVESTMENT OP -: 
Enloy developing your own PORTUNITY 
hobby farm o,1 two acres of Modern flve.plex with two 
land. There is • log bern bedroom units, sunken 
end • thm bedronm Imuse living room, carpeting, all 
with an attractively I I electrlchcat, patlo doors to 
finished Intartor. CaJl'~udY~.|/l~,1~l sundeck, well lnsulafed and 
~ r ,S~nd.proofed. Excellent 
• ~ ' l~ l th  I J* 1Ol/~ percent mortgage Hop~le on / i ' c re~ 
SUlkJ droonl.s,llvl.~n poll,~r~p ~,~,  I ]  :~ whIch can be assumed and ~;~ property Is a registered tax 
basement. A shelter. For further In- 
:formation phone Rusty or 
smaller home on oa%~l '  ,Bert Llungh. 
letsl For more details call 
Chrlstsl or i~oret O~dllnskl,.f,; 
(MLS) 
Four ' bedroom feml|y:! 
home. House Is In good 
area end ready for you to 
move in. Fully fenced with 
well kept yard. Phone Judy 
for more Information. 
J 
! - 
PATQUINN 
635.3532 
JOY DOVER JUDY JEPHSON 
635-7070 638-1652 
LOVELY RANCHER ON 
WESTVIEW 
,~st under 2100 sq. ft. of 
' living space with 4 
bedrooms, fealty room, 
two fireplaces, 2V2 baths, 
carpeting, large family 
kitchen with eating area, 
lots of storage, laundry 
r(~m and double carport. 
Many other extras In this 
owner I~llt home. For 
viewing call Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
BECOME A LANDL()RD 
There are two houses 
located side by side on a 
dead end street close to 
town, each with two 
bedrooms, kitchen-living 
room combination and 
bathrooms. Both houses 
are presently rented. Price 
$30,0O0 for both houses. To 
view contact Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
potlng, 1V2 baths, sun- 
decks, and 520 sq. ft. 
finished In the basement. 
For viewing contact Rusty 
or Bert Llungh. 
1 
REVENUE HOME 
Well located up & down 
duplex. 3 bdrms, en main 
and 2 bdrm. self.contained 
suite. Excellent condHIon. 
Good revenue. Call Bob 
Sheridan. 
HOMESTEADERS 
DELIGHT 
Beautiful property - -  
fantastic view. Thirty.six 
acres for S30,O00. Very 
seldom can you acquire 
acreage for less then $900 
per acre. On school bus 
route, lust north of town 
and partially cleared. Give 
Danny Sheridan a cell for 
Information. 
* t  
I 
FRANKSKIDMORE 
6,15-5691 
HORST GODLINSKI 
&IS.5397 
$129 AGAR AVENUE 
Three bedroom bungalow 
with an oll furnace, car. 
petlng and an eflached 
carport located on • V= acre 
lot. Property cleared and 
fenced. For viewing phone 
Rusty or Bert Llungh. 
PRIME L IGHT IN.  
DUSTRIAL  LAND IN 
THORNHILL 
Located close to Husky oll 
station In Thornhlll with 
frontage on Highway 16 
East access road this 
lightly tread property Is 1.0 
acres In size and en ex- 
cellent Industrial site. For 
further Information phone 
Rusty or Bert Liungh. 
TRUCKERS SITE FOR 
RENT OR PURCHASE 
Located on the Rifle Range 
Road this property was 
used by • local trucking 
firm, and has 2V= acres of c 
cleared, gravelled yard 
space, • 40xg0 ft. shop and 
• two bedroom trailer. 
Contact Rusty or Bert to 
view. 
LOOKING FOR A 
FAMILY 
This brand new three 
~ ,tp|lt~! ready and Ing for new owners to 
r~6~e' In. F Featuring e 
heela lator  f i replace, 
carpeting, 1~ baths, 
double windows, easy care 
exterior of Alcoa siding 
and brick and a covered 
entrance from the paved 
driveway and carport. To 
view phone Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
PLANNING TO IU ILD A 
NEW HOME 
2 excellent residential lots 
In tully serviced sub- 
dlvlslone --  Westvlew 
Drive end McRae 
Crescent. Call Bob 
Sheridan for details. 
BEAUTIFUL  HOME 
WITH VIEW 
This home I(l'~ktkd in an 
exclusive area of Terrace 
and has a r~/~vatlng view 
of the over 
itvlng, two 
tiroploc~T~.. ~ Iljll oo111s, 
oovared ~aito off kltchon 
and dining room. Double 
carport and lovely lend- 
scapad lot, Call Danny 
Sheridan for further 
details. 
t 
3313 THOMAS AVE. 
Good value 1130 sq. ft. full 
bsmt. Main floor Io 
spacious, large living room 
with flroplece and large 
bedrooms, bunt. has 3 
Ixlrm. self-contained suite. 
Range, frldge, washer, 
dryer Included. Large 
agreement at 10 percent 
Interest Is eaeumeable. 
$46,000 F.P.  Give Bob 
sheridan a call. 
JOHN CURRIE - 711t-22511 
BOB SHERIDAN - 4~-tM4 
DICK EVANS - 135Jo01 
I 
oasemem home Wlm a 
f i replace, carpeting, 
laundry area off the kit. 
chert and the property Is 
12&,~3 and Is excellent soil 
for gardening. For viewing 
phone Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
STARTER HOME ON 
MILLS AVE.  
Compac? two bedroom 
home on a concrete 
: rlngwall, with oll heat and 
!located on a 90x356 ft. lot In 
a quiet residential area. 
Lot fronts on two streets. 
Price S32,O00. Phone Rust7 
or Bert Liungh. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
120 feet frontage on 4900 
Block Kelth Ave. Over 1 
acre. For more In. 
formation contact Dick 
Evans. 
I 
GOOD STARTER HOME 
Delightful two bedroom 
house In Horseshoe area. 
Full basement which could 
be developed. New gas 
furnace. Priced at $44,000. 
Call Danny Sheridan for 
details. 
; WESTVIEW DRIVE 
Price has been reduced on 
this attractive 4 bdrm. 
home featuring a brick 
fireplace In the l iving 
room. Cedar feature wall, 
covered deck off dining 
room. Full basement with 
laundry room, workshop, 
roc room and sauna. To 
view this home call Dick 
Evens. 
i 
THORNHILL BUILDING 
LOT 
111x200 on Walker end 
Hagen. Could be sub. 
divided. Present offers. 
Call Dick Evans. 
BERT LJUNGH - 435.5754 
RUSTY L JUNGH.  4|5-5754 
DANNY SHERIDAN.  LlS.S327 
!i 
I 
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Your individua 
Horoscope 
,, Frances Drake - -  
SATURDAY 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T~"-"~ 
Further the cause of love 
now. Take the initiative. Be 
careful of expenses if 
traveling. Know when to call it 
quits re work. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to Msy 20) 
Do-it-yourself projects 
favored, asp around the house. 
A loved one may have some 
unrealistic plans. Children's 
GEMINI 20) ] ] [~ 
(May 21 to June 
Local visits and ereative 
work highlighted. Later, catch 
up on household ehores. Avoid 
overindulgence in food and 
drink. 
cA CF  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Be on the lookout for 
household bargains. Don't be 
afraid to ask questions in a 
romantic situation. Watch out 
for escapist tendencies. 
LEO #,~ ...f~ 
(Jtdy 23 to Aug. 22)~e~'~ 
Self-expressive powers now 
accute. Parties at home are 
not favored, but other ac- 
tivites there are OK. 
vIBoo 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You're capable of serious 
study now, bat family 
members may feel left out in 
the cold or in some way not 
understand your intentions. 
LIBRA 22).fl. ~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
Follow the lead of friends 
for good times. Extra income 
should relieve inner worry. Be 
extra careful where signing 
papers or documents is 
concerned. 
SCORPIO 21) ~1~,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 
Inner incentive aids career 
progress. Fulfill social 
obligations. Protect self from 
loss or theft of money or 
possessions. 
sAorrr ius 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Visit friends at a distance or 
extend invitations. Later, 
you'll want to save time for 
research, meditaton, or 
private relaxation. 
CAPRICORN , ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Further career aims in the 
a.m. Then relax with friends. 
A conservative get-together 
requires good manners and 
proper dress. Observe 
proprieties. 
AQUARIUS ' ~ ,~L~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
A close ally has plans for 
you now. Attend parties, but 
be skeptical of offbeat career 
suggestions of acquaintances. 
Don't be naive. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Extra work on a project 
may lead to economic 
progress. Cooperate with 
partners and close allies re 
good times. Be patient. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
management and financial 
ability. At home in the cor- 
porate world, you can succeed 
in banking and large en- 
terprises. You have scientific 
and literary ability and 
mustn't let financial con- 
siderations keep you from 
taking a chance on your 
talents. Your greatest uccess 
comes when you do your o~n 
thing. You have leadership 
ability and can make an 
original contribution to your 
field. You can succeed in 
theater and public life. Avoid 
a tendency to go to extremes. 
Birthdate of: Rock Hudson, 
actor; Tom Seaver, baseball 
player; and Lee Strasberg, 
dramatic oach. 
SUNDAY 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T~ 
Don't be discouraged by the • 
hard work necessary to make 
a project work. Impatience or 
impertinence will only add to 
complications. 
TAURUS ) ,4~ 
(Apr. ~0 to May, 20). "="~"  . 
Watch contention on home 
front. Cooperate with close 
allies to maintain harmony. 
Be willing to give and take in 
close relationships. 
GEMINI ] [ ] [~ 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Don't snap at co-workers if
little things irritate. The 
smart remark gets you in 
trouble. Compromise for the 
sake of progress. 
WROO 
(Aug. 23 "to Sept. 22) 
Unconscious irritations 
could make you cranky. Find 
peace within before com- 
menting on others' 
limitations. Accent feelings. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ~--=~'~ 
Avoid arguments with 
friends abdut money. Don't be 
petty. Doing the small things 
abets progress. Begracious in 
handling money requests. 
SCORP,O nl,  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Not the time to criticize 
company policy. Bosses could 
in some way irritate, but hold 
your peace. Purchase items 
for loved ones. 
CANCER ~ , S~GI'I'rARIUS, . "_ -- ~X'! . (June 21 to July 22) . . . . . . .  :' "(ffdv 2d to Dd~'. 21~" f~ '~ 
Arguments about money You may b~ fr.wardly 
coulo spoil good times. Mixing 
business with pleasure OK. 
Reward good services with the 
proper remuneration. 
,EO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
You're liable to go your own 
way despite the advice of 
others. Find a way to do your 
own thing without argument. 
Make domestic decisions. 
crRical of a partner's plan. 
Try to find moments of 
privacy to restore inner 
peace. Take a back seat now. 
CAPRICORN "~d 
(Dec. 22 'o Jan. 19) 
An up-and own day with 
friends. Don't get drawn into 
an argmr.ent over money. 
Thoughtless comments 
needn't upset equanimity. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
A busy day of planning. 
Discuss issues with close ones 
without stirring up a fuss. 
Social contacts useful 
careerwise. 
P=CES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Nervous tension or irritation 
could affect health. Stay clear 
of arguments over religion 
and philosophy. Travel brings 
peace of mind. 
YOU BORF TODAY are 
community-minded and 
naturally interested in public 
affairs. Law, politics, religion, 
and administrative work are 
some of the fields in which 
you'll find happiness. You do 
your best work when 
motivated by an ideal. Do not 
let a need for security cause 
you to sell Out on your dream. 
You are often talented in 
music and shouldn't let fixed 
ideas get in the way of in- 
tuition. Writing, teaching, and 
intellectual work may also 
appeal to you. Birthdate of: 
Eugene Ormandy, symphony 
conductor; George H. Ga!lup, 
pollster; and Jolmny Mercer 
AR,= 19) (Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Make new starts re taxes, 
insurance, and savings 
programs. Music will soothe 
irritated nerves. Be cam- 
passionate with those at a 
distance. 
TAURUS tt : F 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A good time for agreements 
in business and personal life. 
Partners have exciting plans. 
Avoid arguments over in. 
tmmte matters. 
GEMINI ] ] [1~ 
(May 9,1 to June 20) 
Implement new work ideas 
now. Projects begun at this 
time bring personal 
satisfaction. Use sweetness 
and light with loved ones. 
CANCER O ~  
(June 21 to July 22) 
New romantic introductions 
possible. Make sure you get 
proper relaxation. Forget 
about money, and enjoy work 
for its own sake. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)O64~ 
Follow through on domestic 
decisions. Downplay ego for 
romantic success. Love has a 
touch of mystery. Enjoy 
unusual entertainments. 
MONDAY 
v= o , 
(Aug. 23to Sept. 22) 
" Ybu're articulate and able 
to  express yourself to good 
advantage. Capitalize on 
mental energy. Judgment 
should be right on. 
LIBRA I P t~ 
(Sept. 23 to Ont. 22) - - -~  
You'll make important 
financial progress now. 
Indulge your taste in music 
and higher-minded pursuits. 
Local visits should prove 
romantic. 
sconP,o m, jT- 
{Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
New self-cnnfidence enables 
you to impress others. Avoid 
disputes about money. A good 
time to buy works of art. Be 
decisive. 
SAGITrARIUS KM ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Private agreements and 
meetings go well. You'll ac- 
complish much from a behind 
the scenes vantage point. 
Avoid career disputes. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Save time in the coming 
week for increased social 
activity. Make plans today. 
Forget about past resent- 
ments. Greet others with a 
smile. 
AQUARIUS ~ , ~  
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Make important career 
decisions. Present ideas to 
superiors. Keep new 
relationships platonic, for 
social success. Relax in the 
p.m. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Get in touch with those at a 
distance. Travel plans im- 
plemented now will go 
smoothly. Avoid arguments 
about career with loved ones. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
versatile and can succeed in 
most anything you undertake. 
Interested in politics and 
,eform, you'd make a good 
public servant. Law, 
literature, medicine, religion, 
and music are some of the 
fields in which you'd find 
happiness. Often you choose 
an artistic medium through 
which to express your in- 
dividuality. Your greatest 
success comes with the 
development of flexiblity. 
Take your work seriously, and 
yourself less so. The lighter. 
touch makes you persuasive 
and effective. Birth(Late of: 
Indira Gandhi, political leader 
of India 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 T~o walIaba 
4 Polyneslan 
chc,.tnu'. 
3 Liver past; 
I:, ;~.oboi ch.arrm 
;" ;". ,it 
:~ ..., r . ,gy 
15 Ca.f" ,, ut 
Lree 
16 Hemp 
18 Obsession 
Lease 
21 Hoarfrost 
34.Sandpiper 
~Steep in a 
pickling 
solution 
32 Hawk's 
oppos i te  
33 City in 
Oklahoma 
34 SKull cavity 
36 Former uler 
of Tunis 
37 Ancient 
• inhabitant 
of Britain 
Seamen 
41 Source of 
power 
43 Plant of the 
lily family 
iii 
44 Young 3 Isles off 25 Garment 
fox Ireland 26 Always 
~6 Brazlliqn 4 Stays 27 Low islands 
seaport 5 A wing 28 Charts 
;~ "i1, der 6 Sailer 29 Mine 
: ,r.~ey I Dye indigo entrance 
.=.51~.rk~h due 8 Sulked 30 Move 
a~ Fltcher 9 Sleeveless swiftly 
57 Resound garment 31 French river 
58 Short- 10 Stannum 35 Sent by 
napped 11 Greek letter semaphores 
59 Marries 17 Variety of 38 Hoglike 
60 Morays . lignite "mammals 
61 Skill 19 Biblical 40 Common 
DOWN name (Hawaii) 
1 Ancient 23 Multllate 42 Silent 
Syria 2,1 Heating 45 English. 
2 Cougar devices poet 
Avg. solution time: ~ rain. 47 searlett's 
home 
~ 4 8  Culture 
~ medium 
49 Endure 
50 Sea 
gu l l  
ID IA IS iP IA IL IE IS iD IO IT I  51 Solemn 
wonder 
52 One of the 
IClOIYmDI o ISIMIAINI-rlLIEI seas 
I i IS IE iE IDIAIMmEIAITISI  53 Born 
IS IA ID IDIA IR IA ID IU IDIE I  54 Any 
9-12 split 
Answer to yesterday'a puzzle, pea 
2 13 ~4 ls  6 ~ i~a  J 9 :~° ~ .
12 I ~14 
33 34 35 ~36 
37 38 J ~ . ,  ~39 40 
i 
NNN"  NN"  I" " " 
56 57 J 
CRYPTOQUIP 9-1 2 
VRIM VAV VAVNJ  VNI  VR I  a~AMJ '  
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp: FALL STORMS ARE STAN[)ARD 
FORERUNNERS OF INDIAN SUMMER. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: J equals S
The Crypt~lulp is a simple substitution Cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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Fails for His • 
Bedt ime Story  ' 
By Ab iga i l  Van Buren 
~' 1979 b~' ChlcagoTdbune.N.y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm an 18-year-old girl with a problem I
can't talk to anybody about. I am very shy, and just don't 
know how to say no to people. 
About three months ago I want to bed with a guy I baby- 
sit for - I ' l l  call him "ML M." He's divorced and has two 
little kids. Even though I knew it was wrong for me to go to 
bed with him, I didn't know how to turn hirrr'down without 
hurting his feelings , . 
"Mr. M." is a nice person, but' he doesn't consider me in his 
• class, or care about me as a person. He's dating a woman his 
age (35) who sometimes sleeps over. 
Now that I've gone to bed with "Mr. M." five or six times~ 
I don't know how to refuse him. I don't feel anything special 
for him, like I did for the guy I went steady with last year. 
I want to quit baby-sitting for this man, but I really like 
his kids and they are crazy about me. Also, I'm too shy to tell 
him what's on my mind. What should I do'? 
CAN'T SAY NO 
DEAR CAN'T: You CAN say no, and you MUSTI Your 
problem is not "shyness," it's a very low self-esteem and 
lack of confidence. You need more 5elp than I can give you in 
a letter. Please see a professional at your local mental 
health clinic. You must learn to assert yourself, dnd put an 
end to allowing yourself to be used. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 52-year.old ivorcee in love with a 
charming, well-to-do 55-year-old widower I'll call Frank. He 
is delightful company and wants to marry me. Now for the 
problem. 
Frank has two married daughters (whom I have never 
met) who want to run his life. They are so afraid that 
someone is going to take advantage of their father that they 
"can't stand it. (His wife died two years ago and he'safraid to 
tell his daughters that he has been dating!) 
When Frank takes me out, we have to ~o where his 
daughters will not find out about it. Also, when he comes to 
my home he takes a taxi so no one will see his car parked in 
front of my house! 
How can I convince Frank that it's time he lived his own 
life and quit worrying about what his daughters think? 
BACK STREET BONNIE 
>~;!!i ~ , : i i i i i i  ~ : " ,  .= 
DEAR BONNIE: If you could meet his daughters and win 
them over it would be ideal. But a grown man who 51dee.hls 
lady friend from his daughters ounds like poor husband 
material to me. 
DEAR ABBY: My neighbor across the way keeps stand- 
ing in front of his window stark naked! 
• I.do not catch accidental glimpses of him in this state. He' 
actual ly stands by the window that way hoping to be 
noticed. I have reported him to the police, but they say he is 
in his own home and there is nothing they can do about it. 
He has a wife and children, bug he does this while they are 
not at home. 
Shoul,d I tell his wife? l don't know her very well, but I will 
speak to her if you think it will do some good. 
NEW NEIGHBOR 
DEAR NEW: The man needs help. Present he bare hets  
to his wife. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband is thinking about buying a 
"hot" color television set and also a "hot" movie projector . .  
The man who wants to sell them got them from someone 
who steals to support his drug habit. 
I told myhusband I thought it would be wrong for us to 
buy these items even though we can get them way below 
cost, but my husband says if we don't buy them someone 
else will. 
Abby, ] do'n't want any part of a deal like this, but how can 
I convince my husband that it's wrong? 
NO NAME OR TOWN,PLS. 
DEAR NO: He KNOWS it's wrong. Just tell him that 
anyone who knowingly buys "hot" merchandise stands to 
share in the guilt of the ' thef t - i f  caught. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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TURN OUT and VOTE 
Saturday, 
November17th 
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MEH'S" HEN'S 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman WORK VEST. HYDRO DUOK PARKA 
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• ; ; . . ,  .......... : .. Revers ib le  . . . . . . .  
~-OF"Y~=AR)~.~/~AIN'''" '~' ' . . . . .  : Reg. Price S22.0S ' ~ ' [  P'l~i'c°"i~6~3'"' . . . . . .  ' "  
% J  
SATURDAY ONLY SATURDAY ONLY 
Ill "= ~ "to ~ I~..._ , ~ o . ~  ".,° ~.,I 
By Johnny Hart i SAVE 33%1 i SAVE 35% I I SAVINGS I 
, ~ ~  ~ Y/~N~  !1 SilL eKUOVEn SITS FLIK|O TOil 
,BUTT [ [ . mL Assorted colors 
~ I 
Reg. Pr ice 69c Reg. Pr ice $1.19 Reg. Pr ice $1.65 
SAT. 44 = 77 z SAT. l ,t By Brant Parker and JohnnyHart ONLY ~ .  ONLY ONLY . 
i-~ ~ ~o ~~ ~'~ ~/~. ' -~  ~~ 1 . . . . . . . . . . .  
'~'~ ~ ~" '  -------~-~/~ m SAVE 7% AVE 33% 
wm, ,o ,  TO, roSs,on= 
A water toy for Size 6-9V=. Comes In 
chi ldren ages 5 & up navy, whi te ,  brown 
®, . , .~ . . ,  . , . .  ,, .~...~, & blue 
- -  Reg. Pr ice $4.77 Reg. Pr ice 9Oc 
SATURDAY ONLY SATURDAY ONLY 
By Garry Trudeau ~ 6 6 7  
" ' " ' ° " '  " "" 4:? ARR/vB~70~AYTOSf~V~I ~ 6~'~BX2t-~UN~AUJ~, I I ~AM04~tP~OP~,~P~/AZZy I ~ ~A~ ,//0Nm'Ma~Y /. _  ,_ o I~__~/z~u~e/NZ~. -  I i~ "~" ~, -° / 
- ~,=~ =-  
J-- c~,~ =_-.- ~ 
~ ~  ~ u  I ~----I I-~ ~~-~ ~" 
).,' 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 52.00 per In. 
sertlon. Over 20 wOrds S cents 
per word. 
3 or mare consecutive Insertions 
~1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
wtlethor un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has bean set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made befOre second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
~1.75 mallecl, 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE= 
22 can~ per agate line. 
Minimum charge ~,00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL sad 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
54.00 per line per month. 
r~l • 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication dey. 
CLASSIFIED: 
II :00 a .m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Frldey. 
ALl, CLASSIFIED CASH WiTH 
ORDER other then 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
31. 
it GARAGE SALE 
38'WANTED MISC, 
Service chsres of $5.~ on all 
N.S.F. chKlUll. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provldad news lub- 
misted within one month. I~.00 
production charge fOr wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News at weddings (wrlto.upe) 
recelveq one month or more 
otter event ~10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensatlm. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S.50 
Marriages S.SO 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals $.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notlces 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Clarified Advertising Dept. 
i II 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Sksena Health Unit. 
For :nore Into phone 635-3747 
or 635-3023 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Aegllcen 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Blrlhrlght Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? Call Birthright 635- 
;3907 Nbr. 3-4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues, 11 a .m. .  
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a .m. .  5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m. - 10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635.5136 Daytime. 
33, FOR SALE. 
MISC, 
SKEENACENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Orop.in Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
es well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other a~tivlt ies, please 
phone 6,=.5.2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
any time between 0 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
36. 
FOR HIRE 
37, 
PETS Kitlmat A.A. Construction 
Groupln Kltlmet: telephone 
632-3711. 
,~EETiNGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, K l t lmat General 
Hospital. 
Al.Anon Msetlngs • Tuesday 
- 8 p.m. United Church. 
38. 
WANTED MISC, 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Caunselllng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6304388 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October t, 1971 
Single Copy 20(: 
ay Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Moil 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6mth. 25.00 
By Malt 1 yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen i yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
BOX 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District' 
Phone 635-~157 
Kltlmat & Olltrlct 
Phone 632-2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
63.rp6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly e t  Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 pro. Phone 
for appulntment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pm. Phone far 
appulntment. Babyslffera 
who bring chlldran must 
have parents' wrlflen con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
therefore and to determlne poue Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 
locotion. • - 4:10 pro. By appulntrnar~t 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revlse, edlt, ciasllfy or relect 
any advertisement end to retain 
any answers dlrectod to the 
Herald 6ox Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BOX replles on "Hold" In. 
structlons not plcksd up within 10 
days of expiry of a~ ad- 
vertisement wlU be destroyed 
unless moiling Instructlonl ere' 
recolved. Those answering BOX 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documanls to 
avold loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the pt~llsher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
11ability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
edvertlsemmt or In the event of 
an error eppesrlng In the ad- 
vertleament as FUMIshed shell 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertls=r for Only one In- 
correct insertion fOr the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted Item 
only, and that there stlall be no 
Ileblllty to any event greater 
than the amount peld for such 
advertlslng. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohlbll~ any edvertlslng that 
discrimlnotes against any 
person because of hls race, 
religion, sex, color, notlonellty, 
ancestry or piece or erloIn, or 
beceuse hll 8ge II between 44 
and 65 years, unllu the ¢ondltlon 
II luttlfled by s bone fide 
requlremant fOr the work In. 
volved. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
hetp 
Available I 
Phone 635.4646 
635.9052 
,63a~s14 , ,, 
Alcoholics ~ l l y ~  
Meetings: 
Mon.8:30pm Unlled Church. 
Mon. 8 p.m..Alenon.Skeena 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Huspltel. 
Ladles Sllm Llne Club meets 
Monday evening - 6:30 p.m. - 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmet. 
Women's A.A. Meetings - 
every Tuesday nlght at 1:30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-514,5. 
WANT E D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handloepped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, Blso any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.9~38 between 
8e.m. ~d 3 p.m. We will t ry  
to make  ~rrangaments for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL  
THRIFT  SHOP 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
Thr i f t  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thri ft  Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
weon 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
-a support service 
for women- 
4711 Laselle Ave. 
behind Tllllcum Theatre 
635-5145 
Drop In: 10 a .m. .  6 p.m. 
Mon. - Thurs. 10a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer a com. 
fortable relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:20 pm Tuesdays. Women"s 
A.A. l i t  Wednesday of month 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday. single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays - 
Women's Night Out. 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
end RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Mon. afternoon 1 
• 2 pro. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need it, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace ersa only. 
PRE-SCHOO L SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 41/=. 5 yrs. 
(pre-klndergartsn): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
palntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment.  
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such aa food 
polsonlnga and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water supplies end 
'nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel.: 
638.1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech patholoolst 
therapist wi l l  carry  out 
speech assessments Bad 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 20S-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
i635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
SERVICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
Terrace italian THE BANK OF 
Canadian Club NOVA SCOTIA 
AnnuaIDec.Xmas0 1979Dance Is accepting appilcetlons for 
Arena Banquet Room night posters. Ap. 
Music: Commancheroe, Hot proxlmatoly 3-4 hours per 
supper, Doors open at 8 p.m. evening. Five days a week. 
Proceeds to the Child Also needed permanent Full 
Development Center. Time Ledger Keeper. Ex. 
NC-19N parlonce Preferred. Apply In 
person to Mr .  Adr ian 
Are you teens and or adults, Enrlght. 
Interested In , playing ~53-19 N 
basketbal l ,  vol leybal l  or 
floor hockey? Also available Buy or Sell Marlelte fashlun 
are ladles fitness, mens and  gold lewellEry. 
fitness, walght-Ilftleg, self- t,~negars and sales persons 
defense ¢laeses. For more needed In this area. For your 
Into. Call Usl free cata|ogue!please phone 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church ' . 
635-4907 or 635-4906 
or drop In at the Kermode 
Fr iendship Centre: 4451 
Grelg Ave. Registration I~ 
I lmlfad. Programs spon- 
sured by the Kermode Indian 
Friendship Centre. 
NC-22 N 
One zero clearance fireplace 
, heatllator type. 36" wide, 
wlth screen. Asking $295 
FIRM. Ph 635-5979 
CS.16N 
1976 Zenith chest freezer. 2 
cu ft. All reasonable offers 
considered. Phone 635.4256 
after 6 p.m. 
Ca-16 N 
Inglls portable washer and 
dryer for sale. Like new. 
$4OO.oo set. Phone 635.4842 
(:7.23 N 
BAZAAR AND TI=A 
The Order of the Royal 
Purple ladles Invite the 
public to their fall sale and 
tea. November 17 1:30 P.M.-. 
,4:00 P.M. In the new Elk's 
Home 2822 Tetrault Street. 
NC:-17 November 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar wil l  be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
The first perenfB Committee 
at the Child Development 
Centre will hold their annual 
Chrlstma Doll Reffle. Prizes 
are doll with wardrobe and 
handmade single bed size 
quilt. Tickets are now on sale 
with the draw faking place 
December ~2nd. For tickets 
contact. Marie at 638-1437 or 
Elaine at 635-4216. 
NC.19N 
FOUR NORTH 
WEST ARTISTS 
There will b~. an exhibition of 
paintings end prlnte at the 
K l t lmat  Museum Gal lery 
from November 20 to 
December 21. 
Vlvlen Antonlw, Adrlen 
Gunn, Mart in  Honlach, 
Cindy Squazzln. Museum 
Hours are from 12.5, Fridays 
from 12 to 8, closed Sun and 
Mon. 
NC.19 N 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will ' h~ld Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
Stereo, Stereo stand, hook. 
case, bedroom suite, single 
bed etc. 
&la-t~39~evenlnga or wr.lfa to: Ph 635-3644 efter 6 p.m. 
Marlellet~l~r,ig-46~Graham ;xC3.19 N 
Avenue, Ten'aCe,"B.C. If ' 
Interested In'iearnlng~low t0' One automatic copper color 
obtain free lewe l ry  or SeWng Kenmore  washer. $100.00 
please advlee. . •Firm. Phone 635-6~67 after 5 
C12.30 N p.m. 
P3.19N 
RECEPTIONIST 
2nd K l tsumkalum Gir l  
Guides are holding e Whlto Required ' In Char tered  
ElepkentsaleSaturdayNov. Accountants  • o f f i ce .  
17 at Upland Elemen;ary In Responsibilities will Include 
the Gymnasium for 10 a.m. payroll and basic recur. 
to 2 p.m. dkeaplng procedures as well 
NC 16 N : as reception dptu le l ;  
Compatlflve renluneratlon. u 
Terrace Figure Skating Club 
wil l  be holding a Craft and 
Bake Sale.. Saturday, 
November 11 10:00-4:~ p.m. • Co.,C.A.'s 
at the Skeona Mall NC 16N 
• Al l  repllea Will be 
• handled In confldonce. 
• A2-16N 
June Kozlewskl of Terrace 
Dog Grooming 4906 Gelr 
Ave., 638-1702, Would like to 
extend thanks to everyone Avon representatives to 
who showed patience and work In the following areas. 
consideration during my 1) Copparslde Estates 
absanoe. Also for the kind 2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
of/era of help upon my 
return. Business now as 
usual 
C4-19 N 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3t72 Deble Street 
Phone 635-7824 
lOa.m.-2p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm-12.10-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
1354479 
anytime 
(am.1.10-79) 
PDQ 
Carpet • Flooring 
Installation 
You supply - -we  Install 
4,11-1691 
(am.1.10-79) 
INSIST ON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with 
concrete Investment. 
khmi t ty ' s  Excavatln.g 
4.U4939 ~1 
(em.!.10-79) 
There will be a garage sale 
at 4831 Scott Avenue 
Saturday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
and Sunday 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 
COLLI ER EXCAVAT~IG 
Backhoe Work a~ 
;p~ 
Phone 635-5340 after ~i~.m. 
(em-1.10-79) .bul:, 
Written replies only Will be Men's new size 7'/= skates, 12 
considered. Reply to : ,  ~ volt to 110 power convertor, 
Mr. John G. McMynn .~ ~ geese decoys, antique milk 
Car ly le Shepherd & ahd cream cans, new C.B. 40 
channel radio, record 
Lakelsa Avenue player, exercise equipment, 
Terrace, B.C. '  Ashl-Pentax Camera and 
attachment, Prolector and 
acknowledged and wil l  be screen, new men,s slacks 
• and clothing size 34, winter 
coat and overcoat..lerge, 
ladles pantsuits 38.4,1 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY C2.16 N 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew area. 
PIs call Norma at 63,5.7496 
. '  
tCTFN 2-2~,~ ;~r'''~!W 
Salesman and service man 
required for a fast 9rowing 
Industrial Dealer shop. PIs 
mall Inquiry to PO Box 215. 
Telkwa B.C. 
.(:20-23 Nov 
The 
DAILY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In tho following areas: 
Thornhlll* 
Cottonwood St., Empire  
St., Paquefte Ave., Kofced. 
Deslardlnes, Kofoed - 
Sharpies, River Dr., 
Burgess . Laurler Ave., 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newell, Golf 
Course. 
,. Terrace 
Highway' ,16, W., Willow 
Creek • Rd. , ' :  4900:' Block 
,.r, 47oo B,0ck A..r, 
Galr,  ' Tweedle, L loyd,  
Green,' 4500 'Block Gretg. 
If you are Interested In one 
)f these routes olease 
)hone: t , , 
, ,,.~.~'~ :t,~ u'~ O~I~'T , 
r!z"l',~ Klflmaf m:)nl~, 
Yukon St., Quai l .  ~t~g 
Streets, Oriole • Osprey 
S~I~ a'~eeho nr, e ,~'tdtl; 
4596 
wanted for Terrace Da,i C5-21N 
Care. Call 638.1171, 635-2243 
CFTN- 1.11-79 Would like to babysit In my 
own home Eight years ex. 
An opening exists for a parlance. 
purchasing-inventory clerk Ph635-5893 
for a company In Terrace. 
C.~nslcleratlon wil l  be given ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
to any mature person with an GETT ING D INGY 
aptitude for figures. Neat LOOKING?lftheyBre, have ~ 
work habits and a con. th.em pro fess iona l ly  
Bolantlous attitude. Phone resprayed. Call Earl at L15. 
635-4076 after 5 p.m. :1776. (c40.12D) 
C5-19 N 
BACKHOE 
Offers Invited for c lear for 
cuffing an eight (8) acre HIRE 
stand of L. Pine and birch. Phone 
To be followed by grubbing 655.64N 
and clearing for cultivation. 13S4757 
Merchantable trees to (cffn.2.10-792 
contractor, balance to be 
decked on the property. 35 HARLEY'S PAINTING 
miles east of Terrace on • DECORATING 
Highway 16. D Harvard, Drywal l ,  stucco, t i le, 
P.O. Box 2458, Smlthers B.C. Ilnolsum. Free es mates. 
847.2993 Phone 
I=20-11 Dec. 4,11-1095 
Fender reverb v lbro lux  
amplifier, Twin speakers, 4 
Input. Almost new. Phone 
635.2009 
12X52traller, 10'/= by 28.1/2 foot 
addition. ' ..... ;~'*"" ~ ~ 
9 H.P. bash~'fan~','lO H.P. 
outboard, shop washing 
carts, oll pumps, 5 electric 
AC motors, magnets, frldge 
timbers, pump truck and 
grader chains, air tank, 500 
gallon tank stand and hose, 
metal parts fin with D.8 and 
9 bolts, shop furnace, larg~ 
carpenter table with wlro 
end clamps. New shop vice. 
Shop van, prusher screens 
and vibrating sc r~d~s l~,  
small dump boxes and heavy 
rock boxes, diesel heater, 
torque wrench, bearing 
puller. Phone 635.3238. 
C2.16,20 N 
Utility trailer, reasonably 
priced, must be seen to be 
appreciated. 
Ph 635-3520 anytime. 
P5-21N 
5 wide uniroyal Tires on 
white spoked rims, like new. 
Ph 635.2969. 
C3-16 N 
4 8"X15" 5 hole ISEP wheels. 
2GR 18.15 Radial studded 
snow tiros with transam 
rims. 
2GR 70-15 radial summer 
tires with transem rims. 
Ph 638-1547 
PS.16N 
For Sale Firewood by the 
cord. Ph 6~35-2670. 
1=2-15,19 N 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall - 3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635.5661 (am.7-8-79.Tu,Fr) 
410 John Deere BaCkhoe for 
I~re. Phone 635-4081. (cm-5- 
10-79) 
Wanted good home for white 
male lab cross. Permanent 
or until summer. Phone 635- 
5928 
O-16 N 
Paying top prices for coin 
collections, gold, paper 
money, any sliver coins 1968 
or pr ior .  Will buy any 
amount large or small .  
Phone 112.954.8122 or write 
Coin Collections, 354 Burden 
Street, Prince George, B.C. 
V2M 2H3. 
F9-22 N 
- "~ t~ ..... :';~" 
For Safer Living. Full  "Ec=omy '& Q* .~-~'  
CHIMNEYS : ' : BOiLERS~ 
tAle DUCTS eFIREPLACEs: 'FURNACEg~• • • . . .;: 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIE& 
CANADA LTD. , 
Services Division• 
.Specialists In puwer-vec cleaning 'L '
Starling SWeet., '&IS,S~9'J' 
timeS, B.C. vac 11<5 .432.2414 
Wanted to Buy-Batteries Large two bedroom base  
from old car and truck and with third In completely 
cat. Top price paid. Will pick finished basement. Features 
up. Ph 635.4735. two glassed In flrlpla(~ks, 
1>20-30 Nov built In dishwasher, covered 
back deck. Complotely 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- landscaped yard with garden 
nlture such as couch, chair, space and greenhouse. 
table & chairs. Phgne 635- House located In n ice  
5417. (ctfn.11.10.79) residential area ' lit 
municipality on one lot With 
WANTED: extra lot adjacent. Prlr..~l to 
sell. For appplntmmtl In 
Used' or left.over siding v iew p lse.  ph "4~.320S 
material (chlplx)ardetc.) for morn|age. " ' 
usa on barn. Roofing P5-16 N 
mater ia l  also. In good 
condition only. 
Phone after 6 63,5-4698 Beautiful new 3 bedroom 
house on quiet, paved aired, 
CASH carport, covered walkway, 
Will pay Instant cash for  with carpet, cedar aiding. 
BCRIC shares; Ph 635-4226. Priced to sell. 635-4826. 
(:20-11 N C7-23N 
For Sale by builder. Your 
WANTED choice of six homes. Pr!cos 
reduced For more In. 
Spot cash paid for formation pls call collect 
Good used furniture, guns, daya.562-4114, a~nlngs-.M2- 
ewellery, skates, BCRIC 3697. ~ .i ~ .:~' 
shares. CTFNJS Oct 79 * 
q~ Anything of value Eegie . . . . . . . . . . .  '~' Strest~Kltlmat. Cozy| 
Br. I~Jnglaew with carpet, 
We buy .  sell - trade frankl in f lreplBce, Stone 
fenced lot. AssumaMa 10 
Gunsmlthlng percent l i t  mortgaga. To 
QUEENSWAY vlew.632.6379 
TRADING Ca-20 N " 
3'415 Ketum Street 
Terreca 638-161: 
.s.pco_n.d._floor. A ir  Con- 
dltloned. Located at 469.1 
Lakelse Avenue. Ph ~15-2SS2. 
20 ft Sangater 165 MC tr im 
tabs galley pack anchor CTFN 2-11-79 
pack. Portable head C.B• 
Compass. Stereo, Dinghy, For rent or Leasa--truckers 
oomeswlthtrel ler.Cal lafter location avai lable In 
Thornhlll. 40 foot by 00 foot 5 p.m. 635.3204. 
CS-21N shop• Two and ona half Gcl'ee 
cleared and levelled land. 2 
Br. trailer available• C0mtact 
Rusty or Bert at 635.5754 or 
Prudon and Currle. J 
A2-16 N . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ &lS.3ta0 o-r~4~1~/8"" :" . . . . . .  Valua, Vble, r.~,,r;.?.commercial!~.,- ~ I'ot~!n 
PS-22N Terrace. For sale or build to 
ownera requlremonts. F~ 
2 Br Duplex with ful l  Infoplsph. Russ Roper M2. 
• basement, complete wi th  4114 Collect. 
frldga and stove, 2 blocks CFT1~2-11-79 
f rom the downtown area. 
Suitable for working couple. 
For an appointment o view 
phone 635-6910 between 7 and 
9 p•m. 
Lot for Sale or Rent 764 Pine 
• ~-~"~-f~ - .Th o r n ~111 ' Area. 
P15.9,16,23,30 N;7,14,21,2g 
D;4,11,18,25J; 1,0,15F 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue Choice commercial lot el 
4653 Park Ave. Asking 
S leep ing  rooms,  S3S,0OO. Reasonable offers 
~ousekeeplng units, con. considered. Contact Marion 
trally located. Fully fur. Woodland et Alende Really 
dshed. Reasonable rates at 563-3332 or 542 .~.  
~/ day or week. Non. C4-7,16,21,30 Nov 
drinkers only. Phone 635. Partially cleared ~ sore, 
6811. (ctf-f) waterfront on Skesua street. 
Priced to sell. Ph 4311-1340 
P5-21N 
Three bedroom view home 
overlonklng Terrace and the 
Skeana Valley• Many ex- 
cellent features, Including 
wall to wall carpatlng, Built 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
and large covered aundeck. 
Locatsd In a quiet resldontlet 
area only minutes f rom 
schools and downtown. 
Possession can be Im. 
~edlate. To view phone 790. 
258 after 6 om. (attn.11.10. 
UNIGUE LOG HOME 
ON 42 ACRES 
NEARTOWN 
The owners hove entrusted 
us to sell their magnlflceml 
2200 sq. ft. leg home, 
Situated on 5 cleared acres 
Improvements also include 
several serviced out. 
buildings. For further 
Information on this very 
special property, serious 
inquiries should be 
directed to Murlel Neale, 
REALTY WORLD, Park 
Ave. Realty Ltd. 6354971. 
Lot For SALE Excellent 
large lot on 4616 Cedar 
Crescent. Idsal residential 
area with potential view. 
521,000. Contact 635.7496• 
• ~ POSt  Canada I 
° C" . 
Tenders ere Invited for' 
performance of Terrace 
Rural Route-No, 2. Involvld 
Is the Iortatlun, dellvsry and 
collection to mail to and from 
bOxes along the route 
described, Including tr ln.  
sections of other postal 
I~elness. A motor car is 
required. 
Details mey be obtained a'1, 
the Terrace POSt Office Or st 
the eddrm below. T*nd~: 
musv oe received '1~ 
Novembor.~, 1979 at: .;" ..;~ 
Trlesporteflon lervlses 
a.C• l Yukon PeMll Diltrlct 
Room 400, 750 CAmale SfrBM 
Vancouver, British CMumbll 
r IB 4KI 
10% OFF ALL MEATS 
Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
Turkey, Fish & Dell 
at :.:1 
Overwa i tea  ..... 
All this week Nov. 13 to 1 7/ 
': NLIIt, locat~l In Cedarvllle 
i'B.C. ,:Assets •Include• Jon. 
sl;rods . resaw, cubing 
machine, shingle saw 
; shapnover. Rasaw gummer, 
. double butt shingle saw, 1962 
. International Flat deck 
.truck, Powell alr gulde 
cuhar,;1958 Gravel Truck, 
Timber. Jack Iklpper, 350 
cmc Mo.tor on  Sklppes, 
': Gumm'er, . ch~Insaws, -. 
! ¢'onval~ora, motors, belts, 
i,: :Misc. Tools and Equipment. 
~.: Asking price•negotiable for 
, further Into contact Brian 
-Elder 615.49SI weekdays 
I~hNean 8:30 A.M. and 4:30 
• P .M ' : '  " ' . . . .  • 
.::,*A!0-20 Nov .... : 
:' TExAs OIL. CORP. leeks: 
" .v~ll.est.abllshed, successful 
~ coml~, ny as dl|trlbuter for 
~l lne of high performance" 
t. ruo f lng  products  
men0factured by Its 
Canadian Sub'Mdlary 
Out|tending growth and 
'* ~'oflt opp~tunlty. No prior 
roo f ing  exper ience  
necessary. We're experts In 
our field, offering complete 
,, training at our Intornatlonal 
: Headquarters. at no cost. 
Applicants should have 
• marketing and application 
capabilities. Contact F.A. 
Rudy ,  Southwe l tern  
Petroleum Corportatlon, 
': Box 789, Fort Worth, Texas 
; 76101, Telex: 759300, 
Cable: SWEPCO. 
: '/I~16,19,20 N 
: For Sale-197g Ford Granada 
E.S.S. P.S.P.B. radio. 
,~ Bucket Soots, radial tires, 
,.. trades accepted. Phone 635. 
2009. .  • , .  . 
Mobile Home for Sale; 1971 
Leader, '12X60, 3 Bdrm. set 
.p In Kalum Trailer Court; 
fully furnished, 2 propane 
tanks, 250. gel oll tank: To 
view phone 635.5.167. 
P5-20 N 
Reasonably. priced 12X54 
Morletle fully furnished. Set 
up In trailer court. To view 
635-2619 
I=5-16 N • • • ,_. 
1972 N0rweatern Moblle 
• Home 12X56 wlth IOX12 
finished addition . Un. 
furnished. In good condition. 
Reasonably priced. Ph. 635. 
6539 
CTFN 31.10.79 
THE ClTYOF 
PRINCE RUPERT 
HAS FOR SALE 
1.only Pehaka Steel Cut ot 
Sew, Modet HS 260. 
1.only Onan Generator SN 
112C701872. 
1-only Grace Grease Pump, 
Mode! 03~9, Serial Nbr. 
e7427.E. 
1-only SA Dump Box 
1.only Tandum Dump Box. 
1.only 75 HP Chrysler 
Outboard Motor. Model 757 
BB, Serial Nbr 2817. 
1.only 1967 Gardner Den'¢er, 
150 CFM Compressor. 
1.only Ford SA C.W. 20Cu 
Yd. Leach Garbage Packer, 
Serial Nbr. CODLOD.%010. 
1-only 1968 GMC SA Cab and 
Chassis, Serial N~. C95438. 
1703680. 
1.only 1968 G.M.C. V~ Ton 
Pickup, Serial . Nbr. 
CS1341260695. 
1.only, 19.68 GMC Tandem 
Cab and Chassis, Serial Nbr. 
JM8210P101925 
,: It/1:'Dodge "aspa,n :stafton 1.only 1975 Ford'V= Ton PU, 
.:. Wago'n,'" q~tcem.,ely. 'low. Serlal Nbr, F10GRW20017, 
.... ip j ) rK late~ Pfi,.~,&IS,9t~'~o£0ndlttons f Sam 
£ - . ' ' : '  ~ . . . .  :: ::~1o~-,Ik.Where]i,'" : 
,; Par Sale-aftra 2.A certlfled cheque or 
. 1969 Pontiac 4 door sedan. 
1N~ Cadillac Convertable. 
1946 Chav. Panel 
1953 Chav. Panel 
: 1947 Plymouth Coupe. 
' 1967 Pontiac 2" door hard top 
• for parts. 
i, 1.383 "Motor 
1.2ffi) Motor 
Vlew at 3514 Clore Avenue, 
Thornhlll. Phone 635.9765. 
C3-16 N- " . . . . . . . . .  
H ~ f ~:'_ 
"T~73 F~-d-STifl~"Wag0n, 
Auto P.S.P.B.P.W. Tow 
I~ckage. Ideal family car. 
'1t~73 Plymouth • Furey 
P.S.P.B. Auto. Tow package. 
This car is In very good 
running condition, Ideal for 
'.ucond car. 
("l~lmparland..~;412 Highway 
• ! ti~ West. Ph 635-6174. Dearer 
: N v .~S l .  
C3-16 N ~. ,~ 
1979 Multang, 302VS, 
am.fro, mpx. Offers? 635. 
3822 or 635.6556 
P 15,16,20 
money Order for 10 percent 
of the amount offered MUST 
I~ enclosed for offer to be 
considered. 
3-The highest or any offer not 
necassarlly accepted 
4- Offers addressed to the 
underslgnsd must be sub- 
miffed In writing, In a sealed 
envelopeand clearly marked 
"Offer.Re Equipment for 
~'~lleU-.wlll~be:re~ived. up .to 
• ,~g0 P:M.'loL~lr.Tr~'e~: Fr1~ay 
Equipment may be viewed 
at theClty Stores, Wantage 
Rd., 0:00 A.M. tu 4:00 P.M. 
Monday to Friday. 
G.H. Andersen, 
Purchasing Agent, 
City of Prince Rupert, 
424 West 3rd Ave., " ~ ~ 
.,,l~!0(;¢~upart, B,~, ~,. ... 
A2-IB,23N 
1975 Blazer 4X4 In good 
. condition,low mileage. Ph Must sell Immediately. 
635.4586 for further Into. 1977 31 Foot Wilderness 
Travel Trailer. Asking 
CS.21 N v S8,500.00. View at Reel Inn 
1970 Toyota Station Wagon Motel Highway 16 West. Last 
1N5 Chev MOlIbu Station trailer on left. 
Wagon. CTFN 2-11-79 
Ph 635-36O4 
P5-21 N •. Priced for fast Sale I I  foot 
Vanguard camper Call 630. 
1/49 after 4 P.M. 
P3-16,22,23 
1974 Chev 4 door, 350 v.g 
Auto Transmission. P.S. 
New tires. Asking S1,79$.00 
OBO Phone 63~.84~4 after 6 
p.m. 
PS-19 N 
1181 . r 'u ru  r - l o v  r , , ,^? .v ,  wt  
Like new, must sell. Only 
/ 7,000 KM. Ph 63S-2198 after 6 
'~ p:m. 
,.: C4-16 N 
'1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
,: ~ Cond. Lots of Extras. 
i LOW mileage. Must nell Ph. 
'; 13~1505. ' 
£F TN 6.11.79 
'~ 1970 Bronco P.S.P.B. Peal- 
.. traction 351 with 4 speed. 
/Exc. tapedeck and radio. 
• Asking $7,100. Call 635-$416. 
' Cs-g1N 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft. 
Wilderness travel trai ler. 
Asking $8,S00. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 
Last trailer on left. (ctfn.2- 
10.79) 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT:  20' to . 26'. 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Available for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632-2420. 
(c20.16N) 
Explorer 0 foot Canopy boat 
rack, back ladder. 
Removable back door, plus 
centre door. Older Pioneer 
Chain saw. Vanguard g foot 
canopy with Insert and floor 
door, beth lined, Insulated 
and wired. Will trade for 
pickup or cash or ski.duo. 
638-1744 
P3-19 N 
For Sale 1970 14X70 High- 
wood Mobile Home. Set up 
end skirted with OX12.ad- 
dltlon, 
635-3611 
.:: c i0 . .  N 
"12)(41 Statesman. Set up In 
• C~-Smlth trailer Court with 
washor and dryer, stove and 
Ph 63S.9742 after S p.m. 
i CS-21 N 
~For Sale 1970 14X70 Manco 
~k~blla Home unfurntshed. 
~,:t, et up and sklrted In local 
: trailer park. Ph. 635-9736. 
".CrFN 2-11-79 
. / 
Fight the , =use 
• . " 'Christmas 
tung cnppiers: Seals 
MINISTRY 0V " 
TRANSPORTATION,•  
COMMUNICAT IONS &: 
H IGHWAYS ": .... : 
MECHANIC -PRINCE RUPERT .DISTRICT 
CompetHion 7.9:2875-tl .
' - -  " '~ l ,~mplU '  
• ' northwnailowanc e 
At M~ladld Lake,! under dlrectfon of m~hanic 
foreman, to overhaul all equipment; o sUporvlsa 
and Instruct when requlr~l l unlor men Mnles 
and other staff.In .the unit; to minimize repair 
costs; to relieve as foreman wh#n required; 
related duties. • 
Qualifications-- Three to four years' exiSt lance 
as a mechanic; proferobly;Ncondery or  
vocational school graduation and 'lame 
knowledge of super vi lLa and tMmlnlatratlon. 
Some shift work; fleM repalrl end outilda work 
may be requlred; must supplyown hand t~ls./~ 
~overnment trailer ' Is avallaMe. 
I I 
OISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED 
For Terrace Recreation Dopartmlmtl Winter .~mlen 
(January - March) of recreation programs. 
Qualified Instructors needed. In the. ,IWla &, Crafb, 
General Interest & FItMOS areas. Experienced 
vo!uniears al!O needed to lied ~ programs. 
This season we are i~rflcularly looking for Instructors 
or leaders for: 
FITNESS 
- Exercise to Music. 2 Or S times weekday mornings. 
Co-ed Fitness - 2 even.lngs perweak, experienced In 
phys. ed. 
- Yoga - day and-or evenings, 
• . Body bulldlng . . . .  . . . .  : 
SPORTS 
. Martial Arts - particularly Instructor for children's 
luck). 
. Badminton. for adults. • . 
- Broombell eader. . '.. 
• ARTS & CRAFTS 
- Upholstery' = :,,...Wlnemakl, figl,.:,~ ..... 
Woodworking, • . • Bridge.or Canasta 
. Wood roflnlshing evening .Instructer 
• Cabinet making ... Instructors for Native 
- Flower arranging • : Indian Crafll 
day ur evening . koothercraff 
- Easter Egg Painting . Lapidary 
.Instructor for . Weaving 
March workshop. • Splflnlng & Dying 
• Ethnic cooking - Watercolor~ 
• Microwave cooking . . Sculpture • 
- Breadmaklng . Balsa Craft & model 
- Cake decorating Building . saturday; 
: 'MUSIC-  Recorder "~ ' '  
DANCE - Ballroom, DIsco, Folk, Square, Dencerlze' 
MISCELLANEOUS " " "  
Instructors for Senior Cltlsens-. Program i 
Seniors Activity Night Leaders. one~evenlng a mon~ i
First Aid ..::." ') ' . : . -  " ' ' , . . " . '  
Pre-school French Instructor • ' : : :: .~. ~: .... 
Ideas for any other programs Jhat you'd !Ike t0glve or 
take-- Call Mary-Margaret Or Tm;rlat IN-I174 before ' 
Nov. 2 3 . .  - " . " .. ' 
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Pestilence still a plague 
I 
XMAS IS SPECIAL 
Remember friends and NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
relatives at home and 
abroad with souvenlers of 
your area of B.C..Send IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF  WILLIAM 
Beautiful British Columbia's, MARTIN C~MPBELL,.late. 
GREAT NORTH Magazine- of Telegl:aph Creek, 
$1.25 each or If 10 of more 
S1.00 each- As stockln~g .Province . of, , British 
stuffei's try YELLOWHEAD Columbia. ~ . :.: t 
, ' I~ '~: .  • "~."  " , " ~" ' .  . " .  DOLLARS.serles of four, .Credltors end others h@v!ng" 
Ter race ,  K l t lmat ,  claims against the above 
Morlcetown Canyon and estate are re~lul~ed.,to~l~lnd'~ 
Mount Robson. Set of four 
$,1.50 or $1.2S each. Ais0 fu l l  particulars of Such~; 
claims to tt~e .U,mlerllgned '~ 
available In .999 fine silver at executerl at P.O. l~..4~p, I
I24.00 each. Terrace, Pray!nat of .Brlt).lll~/ 
B.C. YELLOWHEAD 16 Columbia, V~"411t~l l i~ ~ 
before January 1Sth , , l~  
Travel Ass'n., . after which date the pat~..~ 
BOx 3636, ' will be dlstrHl~ted amotlg ft~". 
Smlthers, B.G. VOJ2No 
Phone847.9216 . part ial  entitled thereto, 
C5.2,9,16,23,30 Nov. having regard o~ly to the  
claims of which they have. 
notice. 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
MAINTENANCE OF 
THORNHILL REFUSE 
SITE 
NELL IE  CAMP.  
BEkL,Admtnlstrat'lx 
CRAMPTON AND BROWN, 
Sofk:ltor~ 
A21-16,1622,23N ' 
NOTICE OF SALE 
MECHANIC'S L IEN ACT 
Thornhlll Refuse Site Notlcels herebyglvefl M A .  
Maintenance wil l  be E." Clal~ the ragtstered 
received until 4:30 p.m. ~mwofa  Triumph Herald 
November 19,1979. Convortabls. Registration 
Specfflcatlon and contract Nbr. lse4107, Serial SFC. 
documents may be obtained i~J9 to coma forth before 
on request from the Regional November lUSh, 1979 to pay 
District of Kltlmat-Stlklne, outst~nalng balance owed to 
Nhr. 9.4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace E~llna Rob~llders 
Terrace, B.C. 635-7251. for eefvlcee porfor.miKI O!1 
The lowest or any tender, the afore mlmtloned vehicle 
will not necessarily be ac. oh or ~onutJunle 11, 1973 or 
~pted. vehlclewlil be sold for cost ot 
Incurred charges. 
A4-13,14,15,16N PI~-~L~ N 
By Brian Sullivan 
NEW YORK (AP) " 
Sinister echoes from a sickly 
past: plague, smallpox, 
tuberculosis, diphtheria, 
whooping cough, polio. 
Scare words from history? 
Not entirely. Even plague, a 
disease now far from 
people's minds, crops up 
each year in the south- 
western and western United 
States. Thirteen so far were 
stricken this year by what 
used to be called the Black 
Death. Twenty in 1976• 
• Small reminders of the 
pestilence that wiped out 
millien people-- a quarter of 
Europe's population-- in the 
14th century. " 
Heart disease and cancer 
are this country's epidemics, 
because people live long 
enough to encounter them en 
masse, spared the terrible 
toll that kept the average 
life, pan in the 30s in earlier 
centuries. 
But the old devils still 
Disease Control in Atlanta. 
There are still pockets with 
high case rates in areas with 
now immigrants from Asia, 
Africa and Latin /u ,  edca, 
and TB remains a health 
problem with American 
Indians. 
Drug treatment today is so 
leave their calling cards, effective that there is no 
Little is heard of tuber- reason for anyone to die of 
• eulnsis any more, and it has TB, says Dr. Fa,~r. ~d]i, us 
become a wholly curable 
disease. In 1965, about 50,000 
cases were reported in the 
• U/fited States, down to 28,521 
last year. 
Tuberculosis nevertheless 
keeps cropping up every 
day, says Dr. Lawrence. 
Farer of the Centre for 
I 
NOTICE 
Effective R0vmber 15, 1979, 
the District of Terrace landfill site 
will chan~e to winter hours. 
Vehicles 1 ton or less: 
• 24 hrs. per day 
Vehicles larger than 1 ton: 
2:00 - 5:00 P.M. Monday to Friday 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
British Columbia 
3uildings Corporat ion 
Invitation to Tender . 
PROJ ECT B25 
: Renovation to Maintenance Establishment 
Ministry of Highways 
Prince Rupert 
Sealed tenders are Invited for the renovation to the 
above building. 
Tenders will be received by the Corporation in care of 
the Architect Alexander Insalberg, 4721 Llselle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VeG IT3 on or.before December 11, !.!)79 
at I:00 P.M. Tenders available at this time will be 
opened In public at the above address. 
Tender documents may be obtained on November 16, 
1979 by General Contractors only from the office of the 
architect as above upon receipt of a refundable deposit 
of SSO.00 payable to the Corporation. Except In the case 
of the successful contractor deposits will be refunded 
• upon satisfactory return of documents within one 
m~th of. taflder..~l~lng~,date. . .  • . . "  . . . .  - . . . . .  
T~der d0cui~en~s" may be viewed at Nut~hern b.C[ 
• Construction Association, 3LS1.- 10th Ave., Prince 
George; aSS - 3rcl Ave. West, Prince Rupert; 4931 Keith 
Ave., Terrace; Amalgamated Construction 
Association, 2675 Oak St., Vancouver; Plan Viewing 
Centre, 37115 Myr t le ,  Burnaby; Construction 
Association of Victoria, 1075 Alston St., Victoria. 
Bid depository for. mechanical and electrical sub. 
trades will close at 3:00 P.M. on December 1~, 1979 at 
the Construction Association offices In Prince George 
and Vancouver. ,, 
Information regarding bonding Is contained In th~ '~ 
Instructions to bidders. The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. General Inquiries may be 
directed to Prelect Administrator, 317.1307 or the 
Prelect M;'neger, Mr. Mike Nelms, 317.5081 in Victoria 
or the Architect, 685.252~ in Terrace. 
r i t ish Co lumbia  
u i ld ings  Corporat ion  
POSIT ION AVAILABLE 
TITLE: GRO.UP: 
BUILDING-MECHANICAL PROPERTY 
MAINTENANCE MAN MANAGEMENT 
LOCATION: DEPARTMENT:  
BOBQUINN B.M.U. 19 
LAKE REGION 4 
OPEN TO BOTH MALE AND FEMALE AP. 
PLICANTS. 
j(I~UTIES: Reporting to the Building Manager or his 
designate malnta ns bud  ngs and mechanlca 
systems to Coi'poratlon standards, responds to client 
requests. Works on his own on a large variety of semi. 
s~lUed building and grounds maintenance tasks In. 
'cfocllng servicing and molntalnlng diesel electric 
r,,~]l~Mratlng plants. Performs other related duties as 
~ l red .  May be required, from time to time, to act as 
~v~o~,T~a des Helper. 
.QUALIFICATIONS: Must have a good general 
knowledge of heating and ventilating, carpentry, 
mechanical, plumbing and electrical repairs. 
Knowledge and experience are required In building 
malntenanca and repair, also servicing and main. 
tonanca of dleeel electric generating plants. Secondary 
school graduate preferred. Must possess a valid B.C. 
Driver's Llcence. 
SALARY:  $16SS-month. Currently an Isolation 
allowance payment of $169.95 per month Is paid In 
addltloo. 
Bob Qulnn Lake Is a Ministry of Highways establish. 
ment located 260 miles North of Terrace, 138 miles 
North of Stewart and 120 miles South of Dease Lake on 
Highway No. 37 (Siewart-Casslar). 
SEND APPLICATIONS TO: Mr. Alan Andrews, 
Regional Manager, Human Resources, 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation, 
2275 Qulnn Streel, 
Prlnce George, B.C. V2N 2X4 
APPLICATION MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR 
BEFORE NOVEMBER 199h, 1979 BEFORE 4:30 P.M. 
late as 1976, there were 3,130 
deaths. 
rib has a long incubation 
period and some cases cc. 
curring now result from 
infection 30 years ago, when 
the disease was still ram. 
pant. 
Plague is much less 
significant, with onl~' about 
1,0(}0  to 1,-500 cases w~rld- 
wide each year. In the 
United States, the plague 
seems to peak in five-year 
cycles, for no obvious 
reason, says Dr. Arnold 
Kaufman of the CDC,with 
the next peak due in 1980 and 
1981. 
The plague bacillus is 
spread by fleas that live on 
rodents, causing an in- 
flammation of the lympb 
nodes - -  the classic bubonic 
plague. Pneumonia or pul- 
monary plague is more dan- 
gerous, because it is even 
more contagious. Patients 
are promptly isolated at the 
first sign of infection and 
treated with tetracycline, 
streptomycin and' sulfa 
drugs. 
Cases in the United States 
are concentrated In a cluster 
in Arizona, New Mexico, 
Colorado, and Utah and in 
California and Oregon. 
Prairie dogs can transmit 
plague through their fleas 
and campers may be ex- 
posed If, for example, they 
place their sleeping hags on 
old rodent burrows. Sur- 
viving fleas that might carry 
'plague then feed on the 
campers. 
Hunters also need to 
exercise some care, avoiding 
animals that appear sluggish 
or animals that already are 
dead. 
Dr. Kaufman says there is 
no evidence of an increase in 
:plague over the years but 
with population increases in 
the Southwest and West 
more people are liable to be 
exposed. 
Polio is as nearly extinct 
as the plague, though a 
We prepare your In- 
corportatlon papers over the Sealed tenders addressed to 
phone..fest. For more In- "the underslgned and marked 
formation please call THE 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES; M.B.A.LI.B. TOLL 
FREE 111.1~.463-$03S (In 
Vancouver call 687.2442. 
Chargex and Mestercharge 
welcome. 
Attn.10.10-79 F 
For your Xmas Shopping 
visit Jeanette's Ceramics In 
New ReaD.Nelson Rd. 
Candles and Burble Doll 
Clothes and Ceramlca. ' 
635.7395 
P20.30 N 
The numbers are small, 
though -- 15 cases in the 
United States and Canada 
• this year. In 1952, the United 
States had 20,.000 cases. 
Also at an all-time low is 
measles, with fewer than 
12,000 cases up to August. As 
with polio, the rapid decline 
of measles is the result of 
vaccination, and Dr. Alan 
Hinman, director of CDC's 
immunizaUon d;;'.i:::, ~"~ 
he thinks the October, 1982, 
target for the complete 
eradication of measles will 
be met. 
Other diseases that 
nowadays are mostly 
reminders: 
Whooping cough, with 
250,000 patients in the la(e 
1930s, is now down to 2,000 a 
year. Diphtheria, from 
200,000 in the 1920s to fewer 
than 100 now. Mumps, from 
152,000 cases in 1968 to 16,-600 
in 1978. German measles -- 
rubel la -  dropped from 
57,000 in 1969 to 17,000 last 
year• 
Worldwide,. the must 
dramatic achievement in 
relegating a scourge to. 
history involved smallpox, 
now virtually eradicated. 
The United States h~s not 
repor~d a case since 1949. 
These advances in public 
health are reflected in the 
CDC itself. It began in 1942 
as the Office of Malaria 
Control in War Areas, then in 
1946 became the Com- 
municable Disease Centre. 
In the 1960s, the centre 
became involved in inter- 
national, as well as 
domestic, infectious disease 
control. Its latest name 
change in the early 1970s, to 
the Centre for Disease 
Control, reflects its change 
in direction to disease 
prevention. 
"Much of the im- 
provement inlife expectancy 
in the 20th century can be 
attributed to the prevention 
of communicable disease," 
says Dr, William H. Foege, 
centre director. Now the 
centre is focusing on chronic 
rather than infectious 
diseases. 
For example, the CDC 
contracted in late 1977 with 
10 states to conduct com- 
munity diabetes demon- 
stration projects. 
"If we look to the century's 
final two decades," Dr. 
Foege says, "it appears 
Health food nuts 
advocates pread 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  The 
m~hTJei~d : ' '  6f' "Harvest 
Coiled'tire want people to 
know about heir health food 
co-operative, but not 
because they want the group 
itself to expand. 
Instead, they want to 
encourage others to develop 
alternatives to chain-store 
shopping and supermarket 
prices. 
"We are interested in 
developing other neigh- 
borhnod collectives," says 
Paul Cherney, who helped 
found the Harvest Collective 
18 months ago. 
Chorney is one of about 350 
members who volunteer 
their labor for the chance to 
buy bealth food at lower- 
than.usual prices. There is a 
waiting list of others who 
would like to do the same. 
Members  punch cash, 
make yogurt or granola, 
order food, and e lan and 
replenish Harvest's shelves 
with whale-wheat spaghetti, 
fresh goat's milk, organic 
apples, soap and non-pol- 
luting laundry detergent, 
and other wholesome goods. 
There is no colering in the 
cheese. The store stocks 
brown rice instead of white, 
and cereals are unrefined. 
The beekeeper who sells 
honey to the collective 
doesn't use cbemicals to stun 
the bees when he is 
gathering honey. He blows 
them out of the way with a 
fan. 
Chorney says good food at 
good prices is one of best 
reasons for setting up a 
collective. 
"But food is just one 
aspect. It's working together 
that's much more important. 
There's the idea that people 
work together to lower coat. 
"People join for a variety 
of reasons-- the type of food, 
the savings, working 
together." 
Anne Kent joined as a 
means to save money. 
"And then there was the 
community feeling," she 
says. "I thought I might 
meet people, other people 
who are vegetarians. But 
now the food has become the 
small part. The seeial aspect 
has become a major part. 
It's a family." 
Member Ken Porter 
stresses "the community 
sense" at Harvest, 
"Nobody is boss here. 
Nobody owns the store," he 
says. 
" Chorney adds that Har- 
vest's members are trying to 
"develop a sense of 
oneness." 
"People come in and ask 
the cashier 'do you have any 
almonds?' It should be 'do 
we have any almonds.' It's 
everybody's store." 
No hot 
air from 
this man 
WATERLOO, Ont. (CP)- 
If you've ever thought, even 
casually, about fighting your 
electrical energy woes by 
installing a windmill, 
chances are you've given up 
on the idea when you saw 
waht the basic commercially 
produce units cost. 
• You may also have ducked 
for economic cover when 
reading a magazine and 
spotted one of the elaborate 
systems built for ex- 
perimental use on offshore 
islands. 
Run Levene seems to have 
the perfect answer to 
meeting an obvious energy 
need at less than prohibitive 
cost. 
His system is built from 
three oll drums hwich have 
been cut, bent and stacked. 
"I started building it and 
adapted as I went along," 
Levene says. "I had com- 
plete access to the machine 
shop and all the tools so I 
could work on it whenever I 
wanted." 
The 250-pound windmill 
cost him $550 for materials 
such as discarded oil drums, 
plywood, two taper roller 
bearings and a central metal 
shaft on which the system 
rotates. 
"In theory if you put five 
or l0 of them in a row at- 
tached to a generator and 
battery storage system, you 
could provide power for 
businesses or even a group of 
.homes." Levene says. 
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... | It's a matter of life and breath 
WINNIPEG (CP) --One of 
the worst moments a father 
experiences during the 
breakup of a family is the 
realization that he is a visitor 
to his own children, say the 
co-authors of the Single 
Father's Handbook. 
:A t  first, says Robert 
Gatley, "the idea that you're 
losing a family doesn't occur 
to you. 
"Then suddenly ithits yon 
-- 'My God, these are my 
kids, and I'm a visitor.'" 
Gatley and David Koulack, 
two Winnipeg psychologists, 
have based their book on 
their own experiences. 
Gatley has two children, 
Robert, 10, and Samantha, 7.
He separated from his wife 
six years ago. 
Koulack and his wife 
parted in, 1970, They have 
two sons, Joshua, 15, and 
Daniel, 14. 
Koulack says he and 
Galley were able to help 
each other over the years by 
discussing their cir- 
oumstasees. 
"Merely exchanging in- 
formation made us realize 
we were not peculiar. It was 
extremely helpful. In a large 
part this book was written 
for ourselves." 
Although it is called a 
handbook, its authors ay it 
in not intended to give an- 
swers or hard-and-fast rules. 
Instead, itoffers advice on 
such diverse topics as tolling 
the children about the 
separation, custody and 
visitation rights, and feeding 
the children. 
Baby is doing just fine now 
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) party thrown by Mignon's Myrna Faulkner's four "This Is the light," Mn. 
-- At birth, Mignon Faulkner 
weighed just 17 ounces -- 
little more than a loaf of 
bread. Now the tiny baby, 
believed to be most 
prematurely born baby to 
survive, is a year old and 
going home for the first time. 
Friends, relatives and 
hospital staff members 
jammed a lounge at 
Children's Hospital and 
Health Centre here Sunday 
for a combination goodbye. 
welcome home-birthday 
parents. 
Mignon, pronounced 
Megan, was born more than 
four months premature last 
Nov. 7. Doctors estimate she 
was in her 23rd week of 
gestation--just entering the 
second half of fetal 
development. Her birth 
wasn't announced until 
January, when doctors felt 
she had a 50-50 chance of 
survival. 
In the last year, the 
oungest of Curtis and 
daughters has grown to 
about 22 inches long from 
about 10 inches and her 
weight has climbed to 10 
pounds, nine ounces. 
"It was a long wait for us," 
Mn. Faulkner said, "full of 
trials and happiness." 
• "But we always knew 
there would be a light at the 
end of the tunnel," 
She smiled down at the 
daughter who was happily 
smearing pink icing into her 
dark curls. 
Writer says cookbooks 
outsell 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
1980s could bring a return to 
an era of home en- 
tertainment because ating 
out is becoming more ex. 
pensive and the cost of 
gasoline is keeping people 
closer to home, says a 
Toronto book publisher. 
Peter Martin, who 
recently opened a shop 
which stocks only cookbooks, 
says that cooking may rival 
parlor games for self. 
initiated fun. It's relatively 
inexpensive and totally 
rewarding. 
His partner Maggie Niemi 
sex manuals 
Cooking for Therapy, 
pointinf out that doing 
anything With your hands -- 
such as cocking --.can he 
therapeutic. 
Although neither Martin 
nor Ms. Niemi had any broad 
experience with book 
retailing or cooking, they say 
they've already started to 
learn something about the 
trade, 
"Cookbooks outsell sex 
books three to one," says Ms, 
Miemi. 
"And they aren't stolen as 
often as books on 
automechanics," says 
Cocks the pair are aiming for 
3,000 rifles in hardback and 
paperback. 
"We thought that a cook- 
bonkonly store was such a 
tremendous idea," he says, 
"we wondered why no one 
else was doing it." 
To test the water, Martin 
and Ms. Niemi established a 
free monthly food and drink 
newsletter. 
What's Cooking provides 
tips, book reviews and food 
gossip and attracted more 
than 1,000 subscribers across 
the country in only six 
months..  
Fauikner said. 
"We've spent a lot of time 
with Mimi here at the h~zpi. 
tel," she added, "and now 
we just want to take her 
home and get her into a 
normal family setting, 
without all the noise of the 
machines and monitors." 
The life.sustaining ap- 
paratus and round-the-clock 
medical eare has pulled 
Mignon through two kidney 
failures, open-hcart surgery, 
regular blond transfusions, 
chronic lung disease and a 
perforated intestine. 
Under the heat lamps in 
the intensive.care unit, 
Mignon also developed 
scalded skin syndrome, a
bacterial staph infection that 
caused lesions to erupt over 
her body and resulted in the 
temporary less of all her skin 
and hair. She also has a 
hearing defect hat may he 
permanent, doctors aid. 
"No one can make 
predictions about her 
future," said her physician, 
Dr. Richard Henderson. 
"There will be years of 
followup care for Mignon 
and she'll be coming back 
here for weekly check-ups." 
The cost of Mlgaon's year. 
lo,g hospital stay "figures 
out to roughly $1,000 a day," 
says that a psychiatrist has Martin. 
written a book called In their store Books for 
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Its title was the publisher's 
idea. Gariey and Koulack 
wanted to call it For 
Separated Fathers. 
"The book shnply says, 
'Here are the kinds of things 
happening to us, to our 
friends, to our clients, "and 
here are some of the things 
we've done,'" says Koulack. 
"We're terribly fallible. 
But we managed to wind our 
way through it all. So the 
first message isanyone can 
do it. The book offers 
passible ways of dealing with 
the problems, but there may 
he other ways of dealing with 
them." 
Galley and Koulack agree 
that he best hing for fathers 
about to become separated 
from their wives is not to be 
impulsive. 
"Give yourself some 
time," Koulack says. "Don't 
make quick judgments a  to 
what you're going to do." 
Galley adds, "Don't burn 
your bridges." Un- 
fortunately, he says, snap 
decisions are made in the 
"desire to escape the pain." 
Koulack says the 
separated father might 
agree to let his wife take 
everything- including the 
children. 
But he c~utions: "Tho 
'take everything', kind of 
statement comes back to 
haunt you. Your wife might 
say, 'You didn't want 
anything to do with the kids 
in the beginning. How do I 
know you've changed 
now?"' 
Kouiack and Galley Say 
that children need both 
parents, and to ensure they 
havethem, communication 
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your mind because you're 
afraid of jeopardizing your' 
time with the kids." 
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